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ABSTRACT

The problem of computing reliability and availability and their associated
t confidence limits for multi-component systems has appeared often in the litera-

j ture. This problem arises where some or all of the component reliabilities and
availabilities are statistical estimates (random variables) from test and other
data. The problem of computing confidence limits has generally been con-
sidered difficult and treated only on a case-by-case basis. This paper deals with
Bayes confidence limits on reliability and availability for a more general class of
systems than previously considered including, as special cases, series-parallel
and standby systems applications. The posterior distributions obtained are ex-
act in theory and their numerical evaluation is limited only by computing
resources, data representation and round-off in calculations. This paper collects
and generalizes previous results of the authors and others.

The methods presented in this paper apply both to reliability and availability
analysis. The conceptual development requires only that system reliability or
availability be probabilities defined in terms acceptable for a particular applica-
tion. The emphasis is on Bayes Analysis and the determination of the posterior
distribution functions. Having these, the calculation of point estimates and
confidence limits is routine.

This paper includes several examples of estimating system reliability and
confidence limits based on observed component test data. Also included is an
example of the numerical procedure for computing Bayes confidence limits for
the reliability of a system consisting of N failure independent components con-
nected in series. Both an exact and a new approximate numerical procedure for
computing point and interval estimates of reliability are presented. A compari-
son is made of the results obtained from the two procedures. It is shown that
the approximation is entirely sufficient for most reliability engineering analysis.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of computing reliability, availability, and confidence limits for multicom-
ponern systems where some or all of the component reliabilities and availabilities are statistical
estimates from test and other data has appeared often in the literature. The problem of com-
puting these confidence limits has generally been considered difficult and treated only on a case
by case basis. The present paper deals with Bayes confidence limits on reliability and steady
state availability for a general class of fixed mission time, two-state systems including, as special
cases, series-parallel, stand-by and others that appear in the applications. Further, a fixed mis-
sion length is assumed. It is also assumed that neither reliability growth nor deterioration occur
during the life of the system and the system becomes as good as new after each repair. Finally,
we assume that no environmental changes, which could affect reliability occur. The posterior
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346 W.E. THOMPSON AND R.D. HAYNES

distributions obtained are exact in theory and their numerical evaluation is limited only by com-
puting resources, data representation and round-off in calculation. The present paper collects
and generalizes previous results of the authors and others.

The methods obtained in the following apply both to reliability and steady state availability
analysis and to avoid repeated reference to "reliability or availability", the discussion references
only reliability with the understanding that the terms system reliability R and component relia-
bility r, can be replaced by system availability A and component availability a,. The conceptual
development requires only that R and A be probabilities defined in terms acceptable for a par-
ticular application. The emphasis is on the determination of the posterior distribution func-
tions. Having these, the calculation of point estimates and confidence intervals is routine.

BAYES CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

In the Bayes inference model, the unknown probability, R, 0 4 R 4 1, is considereda
random variable whose posterior density is the result of combining prior information with test
data to obtain a probability density function f(R) for R. If the posterior density of R is seen to
be spread out, then relatively more uncertainty in the value of R obtains than when the poste-
rior density is concentrated closely about some particular value. The posterior density functicnI provides the most complete form of information about R, but sometimes summary information
is desired. A point estimate is one such form of summary information and this can be selected
in various ways and is analogous to the familiar statistical problem of characterizing an entireI
population by some parameter value. Examples are mean, mode, median, etc. A point esti-
mate has the disadvantage of ignoring the information concerning the uncertainty in the un-
known reliability. Confidence intervals derived from f (R) provide such additional information.
The true but unknown (and unknowable except with infinite data) reliability A0 is some specific
value of the random variable R, 0 < R 4 1. Conceptually, A0 can be considered a random
sample from 0 < R < 1 made when the system was built. We can never know that R 0 is, but

f(R) gives a measure of the likelihood that R 0 - R for each 0 4, R 4 1. If F(R) - f R
f (R ) dR denotes the distribution function of R then

Prob (I < R A4 R A2 - F(R 2) - F(R 1)

and [RI, R21 is an interval estimate of A of confidence c - F(R2) - FRI). The interpreta-
tion is simply that, based on the prior and current data the probability is c that the unknown
system reliability lies between R 1 and A 2. The interval I1R A21 has been called 1251 a Bayes c
level confidence interval. For A2 - 1, RA1 is called the lower c level confidence limit. For

R 0, R2 is called the upper c level confidence limit. Given f (R) and F(A), Bayes
confidence limits for any c can be obtained by graphical or numerical methods and the pro-
cedure is generally not difficult. Numerical examples and discussion of numerical methods are
given in (25,27,8,26,28,291.

DEFINITION OF STRUCTURE FUNCTION

To establish the relationship between the reliabilities of the components of a system and
the reliability of the entire system, the way in which performance and failure of the com-
ponents affects performance and failure of the system must be specified. For this purpose, as
in [5,10,151, the state of any component is coded I when it performs and 0 when it fails. The
state of all A' components of the system can then be coded by a vector of A' coordinates

X (X I, X2 .  XAr
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where x, - 0 means the i-th component fails and xi - means that it does not fail. All possi-
ble states of the system are represented by the 2N different values this vector can assume.

Where an explicit mission time dependence is required, a random process y ()-
{ly(f) . YN(I)I can be defined as in 1151 so that to each component trajectory a measure x,
is assigned. Then, for example: xi - I if y () is a failure-free process over some interval
0 K TI. -< t < T 2, andxi-- 0ifat leastone failureoccurs.

Some of the 2
' states cause the system to fail and the others cause the system to perform.

The response of the system as a whole is written as a function W(x) of x such that W(x) -= 0
when the system is failed in state x, and 4 (x) - I when the system performs in state x. This
function OW(x) is known in the literature [5,10,231 and has been called a structure function of
order N.

The structure function can be written in a systematic way for any series parallel system.
When the system is not too large the structure function can also be written by observation for
many more general systems. The structure function can always be written for a system of N
components by enumeration of its 2N states. For large systems this is at best very tedious, but
generally short cuts can be found which simplify the process. The structure function is con-
venient for conceptual development of the theory and provides a very general notation which is
why it is used here. What is required in the application of the present results is the formula for
system reliability in terms of component reliabilities as is done in [25,27, and 8. The structure
function provides this formula in a general form but other methods are available. Some of
these methods are identified and referenced in [171 along with a new and useful algorithm
based on graph theory.

DEFINITION OF RELIABILITY FUNCTION

Assume that the components of the system are failure independent so that the elements
of the state vector x = (xi.  x,) are independent random variables with probability distri-
butions

Pr{xi = 1) = r.

Prix,  0) = I - ,

where r is the reliability of the i-th component.

The structure function 4, (x) is also a random variable with

Pri4,(x) -= R
Pr(4,(x) - 0) - I - R

where R is the reliability of the system. R is the expected value of OW(x) so that

(1) R - E{46(x)) = J 4,(x)r1
x 1 (1 - rl) I-xI ... r, XN (i - rN) I-X,

where the summation is over all 2N states of the system.

In a particular application given the structure function and the values of all component
reliabilities, the system reliability, R, can be computed explicitly using (1). References [5),
[101, and [231 provide further discussion with examples of 0 and R.

; ---- _
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348 W.E. THOMPSON AND R.D. HAYNES

RELIABILITY ESTIMATION FROM TEST DATA

In many applications the system structure is known but some or all of the component reli-
abilities are unknown and must be estimated from tests and other data. As a result, statements
concerning these component and system reliabilities are subject to the uncertainties of statistical
estimation. A method of treating this uncertainty is provided by a Bayes analysis which consid-
ers the unknown component reliabilities as random variables and leads to Bayes confidence
intervals for both component and system reliabilities. The following is an extension and gen-
eralization of previous analysis of this kind 25,27,8,7,14,23,291.

BAYES MODEL

Assume a system of N failure independent components has a known structure function
S(x) and reliability function R(r) r - (r1 .... rN) of the form (1). Suppose that among the

N separate components of the system some are known to have identical reliabilities say ij, and
k, for example, then since ri -r - rk, the symbols rj and rk can be replaced by ri everywhere
in (1). Finally, in this way there remain only N' < N different r's, one of each reliability
value. In addition, suppose that among the N' different component reliabilities N'-n are
known constants and thus there remain n different types of components with unknown reliabili-
ties. By a simple change in notation these n different, unknown reliabilities are denoted by
P - (P1,P2, .... ).

By multiplying out factors (1 - p) and collecting terms, the system reliability (1) can then
be written in the equivalent form
(2) R (p) -= .a p , .. &,,a,

where the constants a0 , are integer for i ;d 0.

Using a Bayes inference model, the unknown p, are considered independent random vari-
ables with known posterior density functions,

f(p,), 0<p < . i -l . n.

The system reliability, R (p) is then also a random variable, defined by (1) with unkriown
distribution function H(R).

In applications, what is required is the calculation of H(R) given the Z(P);
i , 2. n. Having obtained H(R), point estimates and confidence intervals on R can be
obtained directly. This result is also required for risk, cost and other analyses based on the
Bayes model. The method for an explicit numerical evaluation is presented in the following
section.

EVALUATION OF THE POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION

The proposed method of evaluating the posterior distribution function H(R) is based on
an expansion of H(R) in Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind [1,161. The main advan-
tages of this method lie in the rapid convergence properties of the Chebyshev expansion and
the convenient numerical computation for its evaluation. Although a description of the pro-
cedure has been presented in [8] and [71, for the sake of completeness, we shall outline the
main steps below.

IL



RELIABILITY FOR MULTICOMPONENT SYSTEMS39

Expansion by Chebyshev Polynomials

Let H(R) denote the posterior distribution,

H(R) -f 0  h(RWdR,0(<R 1,

where h (R) is the posterior density of the reliability of the overall system. By definition,
H(R) satisfies the boundary conditions:
(3) H(O) -0; H(1)-1I

Let us introduce a new function Q (R) defined by

(4) Q(R) -H(R)- R

the Q (R) satisfies the boundary conditions

(5) Q(0) -Q(1) -0
and can be expanded in a Fourier sine series of the following form:

(6) Q (R) - sin 0([bo + b,!n 20 +
sine

+ ksin (k +)00
sin 0

where the angular variable@0 is related to R by the relation

(7) R = cos' 0

The coefficients bk of the expansion (6) can be determined by:

(8) bk =f 0' [1(R) - R) U,- (R)dR

where Uk* (R) I si k is the shifted Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind [1,161
sinG

which can be computed by the recursion relations:
(9) U*+, (R) O4R - 2) U* (R) - Uk*, (R) AcsonFor

with 
HTIS oA&xI

U0*(R)=-l U (R)=-2 +4R Una8nnounced

U2* (R) = 3 - 16R + 16RI Justification

If we express Uk* (R) explicitly as a kth order polynomial BYe'o

(10)(4 R) ~ R';Distribut on

I '.~*then Equation (8) becomes
A Ir' r' Dist pca

1) bk - C~k RiHR)dR-J0  i'dIt spca

It can be shown, integrating by parts, that

(12) M,(H(R)) - - (I- M+,Ih(R)I.

-I+
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Thus, Equation (11) becomes

(13) CIAJ I1-Mill [h (R) Ii-o i + I i+2 "

Note that the Chebyshev coefficients Ck can be computed independently of the moments.
They may be stored in the form of a triangular matrix if sufficient storage space is available. A
simple algorithm for recursively calculating the coefficients is C.k+l -4Ci 1 ,.k -2C.k -CO.-1.

Computations and Results

To complete the analysis it remains to compute the moments of h (R) given the density
functions f, (A,) and then use (13) to compute the b,.

From (2) RA(p) k - 1.2, ... can be written as a finite sum

(14) RI(p) aojkpl aA ... P.

where the aijk are independent of the pi and also integers for i * 0. Using this result and the
fact that the expected value of a sum is the sum of the expected values and the expected value
of a product of independent random variables is the product of the expected values, it follows
that

(15) MA.JIh) - ao,. M,,
J

where Ma,,, denotes the ajk 'th moment of p,.

Having determined the coefficients bA we can write down the final expression for H(R)
from Equations (4) and (6) as follows:

(16) H(R) = R + R - -R bo + bUr(R) + ... + bA. U(R) +....

This result is exact in the sense that the error can be made arbitrarily small by taking a
sufficient number of terms. References [81 and [71 give a discussion of numerical considera-
tions and examples. Generally, (16) has been found very convenient for numerical calculation
using an electronic digital computer.

MODELS FOR APPLICATION

*. To evaluate H (R) the posterior distribution f, (p,) for each different component reliability
p, is required. The derivation of these require application of Bayes inference procedures on a
case by case basis. The theory can be found in [20,4,19,2,3,24,6,181 and some specific applica-
tions in 125,27,8,7,14,1,16,12,231. A tabulation for some familiar models of mathematical reli-
ability theory is presented in the following.

Component With Constant Failure Rate

A single component has an unknown constant failure rate X and fixed mission time t.
Component reliability p - exp(-At) is regarded as a random variable. The natural conjugate
prior density function is

P(p) = CPAO In Q/p)

- - - . .I.-- ..
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with parameters bo and ro. When test data consists of t operating hours after r failures,

T"- tj + t2 + ... + I, + (M - r)t,.
Here t, is the time of the r-th failure among m initially on test. Failures are not replaced and
the test is terminated at the r-th failure. The resulting posterior density function of p is

f(p I.;ao,bo) = (b + 1) b(
r (a+l) p (In I/p)a,

0 < p < ,

where a - r + ro and b tIt + b. The k-th moment of f(p) is

Mk~f = (b + I)° + I (k + b + I)-a- l.

The above results are from Reference [251.

Component Having Fixed Probability of Success

A single component has an unknown fixed probability of success, p. In testing, therewere observed m successes in n trials. For the natural conjugate Beta prior density functionwith parameters mo and n0 the posterior density function of p is

f (pIa, b) I Pa(-pb
B(a+l,b+l) pa(l -

where

a = m + mo, b - n + no -a and B(a + 1, b+l)-f l
The k-th moment off(pIa, b),

k = 0, 1, 2, ... is:

Mkff)= (b-a + )! (a +k)! = F(b-a +2) r(a+k + 1)
a! (b-a +k)! F(a+ 1) F(b-a +k+ 1)

This result is from [261.

Steady State Availability of Component With Repair

A two state component has exponential distributions of life and of repair times. Theduration of intervals of operation and repair define two different statistically independentsequences of identically distributed, mutually independent random variables. Buth the mean-up
time, I/A, and mean repair time 1/1 are unknown parameters estimated from test and prior
data.

The long term availability of the component is a function of the random variables I and A
i.e.:

a - I/(,\ +A).
Assuming gamma priors for A and I with snapshot, life and repair time data, the posterior den-
sity of availability a is the Euler density function:

.f(ar, - - (1) - 8 )* a ' - I(l - a )r- I

.j0< a < 1; r > 0; w > 0, is I < 1.

#MAW
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The parameters r, w and 8 are determined by test data and prior information as defined in
125).

The moments of f(a) are given in [251 in terms of Gauss' hypergeometric function 2F
(w + r w + k; w + r + k; 8). (Note the typographical error in 1251 where k in 2F , is
replaced by r.)

A special case of this availability model treating only "snapshot" data is given in [281.
Snapshot data defined in [25,281 records only the state of the system (up or down) at random
instants of time.

RULES OF COMBINATION FOR SOME BASIC SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Components are often combined to form system elements which are special in some
sense. For example, the same multicomponent element may appear several times as a unit in
the same system. In this case, it may be convenient to treat the element as a single system
component. Some simple multicomponent system elements are presented in the following:

N Identical Components In Series

The reliability, p, of N identical components in series is p - pAI.

Component reliability Pi is a random variable in the Bayes representation with known pos-
terior density, f (p1). The moments MA1Ifl); k = 0, 1, ... ; of f, (p1) are then also known.
The moments MA If) of the posterior density f(p) of p are related to moments of the .f, by

MA (./1 = MYA.. I k = 0, 1. 2.

Using this result one can write the moments of the posterior density of series combinations of
any of the special components treated in the previous section.

N Identical Redundant Components

When only one is required to operate in order that the system operates, then the reliabil-

ity, p, of A' identical failure independent redundant components is p = I - (I - p,)A where P,
is the Bayes representation of the component reliability pl. It is shown in [81 that the moments
Mk (f) of the posterior density f(p) of p are related to the moments MAI If[I) of the posterior
density f, (ps) of pI by the relation

MA.[= (-I1) j  Al

By alternately applying this result and the previous one for components in series, the
moments of the posterior density of any series parallel system of components can be obtained.

A "2 out of Y Element

An element consisting of three identical failure independent components, which operates
if any two or more of the components operate, is sometimes called a "2 out of 3 voter," 1211.
The structure function of this element is

A ( X I X 2,X 3 ) - I ifx 1 + X 2 + x 3 > 2

- 0 ifx 1 + x 2 + x3 < 2

A N'
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and the reliability p is

p = 3p? -2p?

where p, is the component reliability. If the posterior density fi(Pi) of p, has moments
Mk If) then the moments MAf I} of the posterior density f(p) ofp are:

MkIf) = 3A q [_ M r 2kI~fL
j-0 3 J

This result follows using the fact that for p - pv, MpIf(p)} = MAI. 1 .fV}, when applied term by
term to the expansion of

O3p? -2p?)k.

Reference [211 gives the reliability function of the N-tuple Modular Redundant design
consisting of N replicated units feeding a (i + 1)-out-of-N voter. This case can also be treated
by the present methods.

Exactly L Out of N Element

An element consisting of A' identical failure independent components which operates only
when exactly L out of A' components operate is a rather unusual system. If L + 1 out of A'
operate the system fails. Such a system is not a coherent structure in the sense of [5]. The
reliability p of this element is given by

p L (1-p,)A-L.

The moments of the posterior density .f(p) of the Bayes representation p in terms of the
moments MA. I{.f,) of the posterior density f1 (p1 ) of the component reliability Pl can be shown
to be

MIf A1 4A( 1 ) I (A' - L)kjI (- 1), Milk-L. I fd

This example serves to illustrate that the proposed evaluation is not restricted to coherent sys-
tems.

DEVELOPMENT OF AN APPROXIMATE PRIOR FOR TESTING AT SYSTEM LEVEL

Section 9.4.4 of NAVORD OD 44622, Reference [221, presents a procedure for develop-
ing the posterior beta distribution of system reliability for system level TECHEVAL/OPEVAL
testing. Reference 191 presents further discussion with an example. The observed system level
data is binomial i.e., r failures in n trials. The system level, natural conjugate prior is the beta
density. An exact prior for the system level tests is the posterior density function based on all
prior component tests and component priors and can be computed by the methods above. The

Y procedure recommended in OD44622 is to approximate the exact system prior with a beta den-
sity having the same first and second moments.

Equation (15) above provides a tractable tool for computing the required first and second
moments for extending the method to arbitrary system structures.

Let MI and M 2 denote the first and second moments computed as shown in this report
for the posterior density f(R) of system reliability, R, based on prior component data. The

0 I " . ,. .:
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f(R) is considered the exact prior for determinations of a new posterior density based on bino-
mial system level data. What are required for the approximation are the parameters n' and r'
of the beta prior

g(R in'; r') R R' - R)r'
B (t' - r' + 1,r'+ 1

with the same first and second moments as f(R). Having computed M, and M 2 the answer is
direct using formulas on page 9.23 of NAVORD OD 44622 i.e.,

n'= [MI(1 - MI)/(M 2 - MI)]-I

r'= (1- Mi)n'.

The gamma prior is treated in a similar way in the same reference.

The beta approximation can also be used directly as an approximation to the exact poste-
rior density function for complex systems based on component test data. The approximation
has been very good when compared with the exact result in examples treated by the authors.
The calculation is tractable for hand computation since only the first and second moments of
the exact posterior density function are required.

Numerical Example

Consider a system consisting of five components, A, (i = 1. 5) connected in series.
Components A1, A2, A3, and A4 have unknown fixed probabilities of success, p,; and in testing,
there were observed m, successes in it, trials. The fifth component, As, has an unknown con-
stant failure rate A and has mission time t. In testing, component A s failed r times in Toperat-
ing hours. The following test data were observed:

i = 20, m1= 18; n2= 30, n2 = 25; t13=20, m3= 20; n4 = 20. M 4= 19; T=38. t=6, r= 3

The resulting posterior density functions are:

f(R 1 ) = 3990 R I" (1- R )I

f 2(R 2) = 4417686 R25 (1 - R2)5

f 3(R 3) = 21 R3°

f 4(R 4) = 420 R49 (I - R4)

* Af(R5) = 482.00823 R51911 In-I
R51

We know 125,26] that the Mellin integral transform of the posterior density function,
h (R) for the system is the product of the Mellin integral transforms of the density functions of
t ,he components. At this point we can determine h(R) exactly by means of the inverse Mellin
integral transform or we can approximate h (R) with a Beta density function having the same
first and second moments as h (R).

The Mellin integral transforms of the density function for the components of the system
are:

M/ 1(R-)ISI = 2-1! [(S + 18) Mt/4(R4)Is]---21! r(s + 19)18! F(S + 21) 19! F(S - 21)
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MVf(RIS 1, r(s + 25) M 5R I]- (22/3 )4

22 25! r(s + 31) Mf()SJ-(S + 19/3)

MUf3(R3)ISI - 21! r(S + 20)
20! r(S + 21)

The Mellin Integral transform of h (R) is M~h (R) IS) MVi(Ri) IS].

From 1261 we know that the Mellin inversion integral yields directly

where the path of integration is any line parallel to the imaginary axis and lying to the right of

number, then, [261

To find h(R) we simply write M[h(R)1S] as the sum of its partial fractions [131 and
integrate each term using the above equation. Thus the exact posterior density function, /i(R)
for system reliability is

h(R) =+ 1094388844.948 R18 + 30505643166.29 R19.

- 12601708553.76 R19 In-L. - 31650550963.66 R20

- 19915799047.82 R20 Iin-L - 5114357474.61 R20 Iin _L

+ 235122603.404 RZ25 - 354959810.01 R26

+ 249501799.456 R27 - 98389473.63 R29

+ 21240815.37 R 29 - 1974044.939 R30

- 22937.221 R1113 + 78073.717 R"11 (Injj
- 95839.296 R19/3 Iin*J + 42683.275 R'9/3 IlnLI

The exact distribution function, H(R), is found by integrating the density fu nction.

j yTo obtain the approximate solutions for the system reliability density and distribution
functions, we recall that the first and second moments of h (R) are given by MI/h(R)121 and
M [h (R ) 131 re~spectively. The beta density function, which is used to approximate h (R), is

(,) Ra(1 -R)b
B (a + 1, b + 1)

* where A (R) do.-otes the approximate system density function, #3(a + 1, b + 1) is the com-
plete beta func tion, and a and b are the parameters of the beta function. The first moment of
h (R) is

A A.
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a+1
a+b+2

and the second moment is

(a + 1) (a + 2)
(a + b + 2) (a + b +3)

We require that the first and second moments of h (R) and (R) be equal. Thus we have

M h(R)121 a + I -a+b+92

(a + 1) (a + 2)
(a + b + 2) (a + b + 3)

Solving simultaneously for a and b yields the parameters for the beta density function. Thus
we have a - 6.43596 and b - 11.92734. Therefore we can now write h (R), the approximate
density function for system reliability:

h(R) R 6.435% (1 - R) u 92734

B (7.43596, 12.92734)

To determine the approximate distribution functions, H(R), for system reliability we simply
integrate h (R)

Table I provides the comparison between the results obtained by the exact solution and
the approximate solution.

TABLE I - Numerical Results Obtained from Exact
and Approximate Solutions

Density Function Distribution Function
R Exact Approximate Exact Approximate

(R) h (R') H(R) H (R)

.0 .0 .0 .0 .0
.10 .079 .057 .001 .001
.20 1.213 1.208 .052 .048
.30 3.243 3.339 .278 .281
.40 3.429 3.382 .635 .641
.50 1.667 1.616 .896 .895
.60 .343 .365 .986 .984
.70 .020 .032 .999 .999
.80 .003 .001 1.000 1.000

K; .90 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
1.00 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000

i I
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ABSTRACT

A single component system is assumed to progress through a finite number
of increasingly bad levels of deterioration. The system with level i (0 < i < n)
starts in state 0 when new, and is definitely replaced upon reaching the worth-
less state n. It is assumed that the transition times are directly monitored and
the admissible class of strategies allows substitution of a new component only
at such transition times. The durations in various deterioration levels are
dependent random variables with exponential marginal distributions and a par-
ticularly convenient joint distribution. Strategies are chosen to maximize the
average rewards per unit time. For some reward functions (with the reward
rate depending on the state and the duration in this state) the knowledge of
previous state duration provides useful information about the rate of deteriora-
tion.

Many authors have studied optimal replacement rules for parts characterized by Marko-
vian deterioration, for example Kao [61 and Luss [91 and the many references found in those
papers. Kao minimized the expected average cost per unit time for semi-Markovian deteriorat-
ing system, and considered various combinations of state and age-dependent replacement rules.

Luss examined inspection and repair models, where he assumed that the operating costs
occurring during the system's life increase with the increasing deterioration. The holding times
in the various states were independently, identically, and exponentially distributed. The policies
examined include the scheduling of the next inspections (when an inspection reveals that the
state of the system is better than certain critical state k) and preventive repairs (when an
inspection reveals the state of the system being worse than or equal to k). The convenience of
a Poisson-type structure for the number of events-per-unit-time made it relatively easy to allowS 'I general freedom in the selection of observation times.

The work studied here is based on a modification of the model used by Luss. Our model
for deterioration is more general, but the admissible strategies used here are more restricted.
Here we allow the exponentially distributed durations to have different mean values, and to be
positively correlated.

* *This work was partially supported by Grant No. N00014-75-C-0858 from the Office of Naval Research
35
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The introduction here of correlation between interval durations permits the modeling of a
rate of deterioration which can be estimated from a particular realization of the past durations.
However, the lack of a Poisson-type of structure for the events-per-unit-time makes it much
more difficult here to allow general freedom in the selection of observation times. At present,
only the simple case of direct and instantaneous observation of deterioration jumps has been
considered.

This model would be appropriate, for example, in a subsystem which functions, but with
reduced efficiency, when some redundant components have failed, and for which failure of one
component might indicate environmental stresses which increase the probability of failure for
other components. In addition, deterioration in correlated stages might be used as a simple
approximation for a continuously varying degradation which does not exhibit discrete stages.

Figure I shows a typical time history of deterioration and replacement. The duration in
state (i- I), prior to reaching state (i), is r,_. . The intervals d in Figure 1 represent the time
required to replace a component when it has entered state i. The sequence Iri) will be Markov,
characterized by a multi-variate exponential distribution. Reward functions will be related to
the deterioration state and the time spent in each state. The decision rule specifies whether or
not to replace when entering each state i, on the basis of the history of r i-, ri 2,.. . The
Markov property simplifies the decision rule to be a collection of Ce sets such that we replace
on entering state i if and only if r- I E i ,.

State d5

51

4
3 d

2r2 J
I

I ro - i Time

j ' r 0  r FIGURE I. Hislory of deterioration and replacement (it 5).

I'

, The objective is to maximize the average reward per unit time:

-- lim -L (Total reward in (0, T))
T-- T

E[Reward per renewal]
(2) E[Duration between renewals] -

* (See Ross Ill] page 160 for equivalence of (1) and (2).) The mean reward per renewal is
defined here as:

(3) E 1 f' c,(tldt - pNJ,

i- 0

. . . . . .
it
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in which:

N - state at which replacement occurs (possibly random).

p, = replacement cost if replaced on entering state N (possibly random).

c,() = reward rate when in state i.

Figure 2 shows several reward rate time functions c(t) which have been considered.
When one of these c(t) functions is specified for a given problem, the c,(t) in (3) are assigned
values fl,c(t) with:

(4) 00 1 ?- > 2 l. -I > On - 0,

to assure greater reward rates in less deteriorated states. State n corresponds to a completely
failed or worthless component.

(a) constant

(b) linear

(c) constant-after set up

FI(ritiR 2. Reward rale lime function%.

The mean duration in (2) is defined as:

~~(5) -E r,+d,

to include a possibly random time dY for carrying out a replacement at state A.

While the ultimate objective is to choose e, to maximize the L defined in (I), it is well
known that a related problem of maximizing:

(6) f,1 (a) - 9 - a ).

is simpler Ill. Indeed, the C, which maximize L will be identical to those which maximize
1!)(a) for the a * such that:

(7) ito (a) -0, where (o (a) A max .o(a).

-- A
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Section I considers a case in which it is found that deterioration rate information is not
useful (e.g., the optimal policy is independent of the amount of correlation between successive
state durations).

Sections 2 and 3 consider other penalty cost structures, e.g., assuming that more
deteriorated parts are rustier, hotter, or more brittle, and therefore more costly to replace. In
such cases the optimal policies do make use of estimates of the deterioration rates as well as of
observations of the deterioration level.

The Appendix describes useful properties of the multivariate exponential Ir, sequence
which is used to model the correlated residence times in a sequence of deterioration states.
These durations have marginal distributions which are exponential with mean values ,,. and
correlations p,,,, - p ,

1. CONSTANT REWARD RATE-STATE INDEPENDENT
REPLACEMENT PENALTIES

The constant reward rate case with c,()- , and with state-independent replacement
penalties (p, - p, d,- d) is particularly simple to analyze. We will see that as long as
E[rjIr,_, r,-2, ... 1> 0 for all i, even if the r, are not exponentially distributed, the optimal
rule will be to replace the deteriorating part upon entering some critical state k, independent of
the observed durations r,.

Based on the problem statement, the optimal decision on entering state j must maximize

the mean future reward until the next renewal. 2, (a), for a suitable a. Here:

(8) 21(a) - E I 3rIPIaIErlij-p-ad.
Immediately after a renewal, when j , 0. the expectations defining 1!,(a) are unconditional.
The optimal decisions for each state will be found in terms of a, and then the proper a * (for
producing decisions which maximize L) is the one for which the maximum:

(9) max 2)(a )- (a)- 0.

Optimization by dynamic programming begins by considering the decisions at the last
step, i.e., on entering state (n - I). There are two choices, to replace (R) or not to replace
(R), with corresponding values:

(10) ,_(aR) = -p-ad,

Ai and:
2,,. 1 (a~,) EI,,,_jr,,_ jr._2J - aE[r.-i r.-21-P-ad

(11)

Clearly, the best decision is not to replace, if and only if, the difference
1, ~~(12) A _~~ , 2  = ,ta ,) ,i a R

= (8-,,-a)Ejr.-11r.i- 2 J > 0.

is non-negative. The sign of (12) will be the sign of (/3,I -a), due to the non-negativity of
all interval durations. Thus the best decision depends on a and the reward parameter 3._, but
not on the previously observed duration. Two cases will be considered separately.

.1.

* . ..,. . ..a ,
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If > a then the best decision at state (n - 1) is not to replace. We will now explain
why, under this condition, it is best not to replace at any state less than n. Consider the situa-
tion on entering (n - 2). We have already shown that it is better not to replace on entering
(n - 1). Thus the choice will be based on a An_2 of the form:

(13) A,,_2(a;r, 3) = E[(#3._2-a)r,_2 + (#n._ -a)r_ Ir._ 3).

Here we have:
(14) (P,,-2-a) > (/3.-i-a) > 0,

by assumption, and:

(15) E[r,,.. Ir,,-3 > 0 and EIr,,_21r,, 3 >1 0,

because all r, >, 0 with probability one. Thus A,_ 2(ar,-3) > 0 for all r,-.3 > 0, and it is also
better not to replace here. This argument can be repeated for states (n - 3),
(n - 4) . 1, 0.

The other case to consider is , 1_ < a, which requires replacement on entering state
(n - I), if the system ever reaches that state. When we consider the decision on entering
(n - 2). the A,,- 2 is:

(16) A,,_2(a-r,,_3) = E[(ln-2-a)r,,21r _3],

which has the sign of (3- 2-a). If (3,,- 2-a) < 0, then replacement is optimal on entering
(n - 2) and (n - 3) is considered next. This iteration may eventually reach a state (k - 1)
where (/ik-t-a) > 0 and it is better not to replace. Arguments similar to those for the
0!,- -a > 0 case show that nonreplacement is the optimal decision at all states preceding the
one which first arises as a nonreplacement state in this backward iteration.

In summary, in the constant reward rate-constant replacement penalty case f 0 (a) is max-
imized by a decision rule which says replace on entering some state k < n which depends on
the reward parameters {/3,) and the a:

(17) k = mini:(a -)3,) > 0).

Finally, we must choose a * so that TO° (a *) - 0, where:

(18) 24) (a) = -p-ad + (, - a)E[ri].

, Figure 3 shows a typical plot of P) (a) as a continuous, piecewise linear curve whose zero
crossing (VI) (a ) = 0) defines a and the optimal replacement state k* for maximizing L.

:4 5
EXAMPLE: Figure 3 shows that the optimal average reward per unit time is L - 2--

7
when k* = 3, where 30 = 5, 3 = 4,132 - 3,133 - 2,134 = 1, ps = 0, p - 5, d -Iii, - 2
(1 = 0,1,2,3,4) and n = 5. From Equation (18), the optimal k is a function of a, which
remains constant when a varies over each interval/ii+l < a <3 , as shown in the figure.

2. INCREASING REPLACEMENT PENALTIES-CONSTANT REWARD RATE

Here we generalize the model of the previous section by allowing the replacement cost pi
and replacement duration d, to be functions of the replacement state (i), and to be random.
These parameters are assumed to have mean values E[pI and E~d,] which are convex nonde-
creasing sequences in i, corresponding to the increased difficulty in replacing more deteriorated
parts which may be, e.g., rustier, hotter or more brittle. We also assume that the mean dura-
lions are ordered: 710 >7 , ..> > 7n-t, corresponding to faster transitions of more
deteriorated parts.

r -,
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Sk0 (k a)

30-

20-

10-

2

I0_

20-

FIGURE 3. Optimal reward search: constant reward rate case.
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The foregoing assumptions, together with properties of the assumed multivariate
exponential density for stage-durations (see Appendix), lead to an optimal decision policy with
a nice structure. That optimal policy prescribes replacement when entering state j, if and only
if r-j < rT1, where the decision thresholds are ordered: 0 < r;/7 0 < ri/q <( ... < r,- 1/

The optimal decision on entering state j must maximize the mean future reward until the
next renewal, i. e., 2,(a). For a suitable ci, we have:

(19) 1 r(a) = Lf_- r, rj-I -ELop, + ad].
t~ 1-j

For notational simplicity we define e, = EIp, + adJ and note that e, is also convex and nonde-
creasing since we are only interested in a > 0. The optimal decisions for each state will be
found in terms of a, and then the proper cr * (for producing decisions which maximize L) is the
one for which the maximum f vanishes:

(20) 0O(a*) - - ev(a') + r, r,-a* ,] 0.

Optimization by dynamic programming begins by considering the decision at the last step.
Since state n represents a failed component, we definitely replace the component when it enters
state n. Next, we consider the decision to be made on entering state n - 1. There are two
choices: to replace (R) or not to replace (R), with corresponding values

(21) 2,, 1(a;R) = -e.

(22) 2, 1 (ak,) - E[P,,_r,,_I-ar,_llr,_2l- e.

for 2 i (a). Clearly, the best decision is not to replace, if and only if,

A,,_l(r,,_) A (aR) -,(,R)

is non-negative, i.e.,

(23) An-(rn- 2) = (0'-I-a) E[rilr._2I + (e.-i - e) > 0.

Referring to (A-6), A,,-I(r,-2 ) is a linear function of r,- 2 , with
A,_(0)= /3,_ -~v._ ! p) + (e,, - ed).

Figure 4 shows the possible shapes for this function. There can be no downward zero-crossing
at an r,-2 > 0.

A ,Thus, depending on the numerical values of the parameters, there are three possible kinds
of optimal decision rules when entering state (n - 1):

(i) replace for no r,,-2 if A,- > 0 for all r,-2 > 0

(i) replace for any r,_ 2 if A,, < 0 for all r,- 2 >1 0

(iii) replace if and only if r,- 2 > r,-2 >1 0, where A,-(r,.-2) -0.

In other words,

(24) Cn-_(a) - {r- 2: r,_-, < rn,-2},

where r,- 2 could be zero (case i) or infinite (case ii).
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A _- (r5-2)

r,,-2

FIGURE 4. Possible shapes for .1_ 1 (r,_ 2).

Next we consider the optimal decision when entering state (n - 2), and assuming that the
optimal decision will be made at the subsequent stage. We consider cases of (On-I < ce) and
(#,_1 > a) separately.

(a) (3,._ < a) implies replacement on entering (n - 1), so

An-2(r,-= (/3,,- 2 -a) E[r,n-21r.-3J + (en-2 - e.-I).

resulting in the same three possibilities listed above for state (n - 1).

(b) for ( > a):

(25) A.- 2(r,.- 3) - e._ 2 + (/3._ 2-a)Er_2jr,_ 3J

+ f'_2 (, -a) EtrIlr._2 - e1 f(r.-21r._3)dr.-2

+ f"- 2 (-e,-,) f(rn-2rn- 3)dr,-2

Equation (25) can be simplified, with the aid of the notation (x) + - max(x, 0), to the form

(26) A&-2(r 3) - (e,-2 - en-) + (O- 2 -a) E~r.-2rn-3]
.. + E[(A._,(r._2))+r,_ 3 l.

Useful comparisons can be formed if normalized variables are introduced, namely

si _ ri/vh; (si-) ) Ai(ri-dir

We now prove

(a) 8,_2(sn_3) > 8nl(s,_ )

(b) 8,- 2 (s,- 3 ) is convex with at most one upward zero crossing at an s > 0.

There is no harm in writing 5n-i(s,-) or 8,-1 (s+) instead of 8,-(s,,-2) for purposes of
comparing functions.

4 Y ~w - _C
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To prove (a), consider

(27) 8n- 2(s) - 8. 1 (s) - [(e.- 2 - en.- - (e,- - e,)] + E[(6._(s+))+IsJ

+ [(.-2-a)jn- 2 - (/.- 1-a)'7.-j E[s+ls].
where s+ represents the normalized duration following s.

The terms on the right side of (27) are nonnegative due to the convexity of the e,, ( )+
> 0, (A-6), and the assumed orderings of the P, and q.

This completes the proof that (a) is true. It follows immediately that if (i) (preceding Eq.
(24)) applies for state (n - 1), then it is also optimal not to replace in state (n - 2) or any ear-
lier state. (Recall ,,I < Pn- 2 < ... and we are now considering a </3n-i).

To prove (b), which is only of interest when an r,.-2 > 0 exists, we refer to the theorem

in the appendix. The test difference 8,, 2(s) can be written as

(28) 8n_ 2(S) - Efe._2 - e_ 1 + (ln_2-a)in_2 S+ + (8gn.(s+))+Is]

in which the integrand has the properties required by h(s) in the theorem. To see this, we
note that rn-2 > 0 implies that (8,-,(0))+ = 0, so the integrand is nonpositive at s+ - 0.
Thus, 8 ,- 2(s) has the shape stated in (b), implying that

(29) e,-3 = rn- 3: rn- 3 < r,-3)

where rn- 3 may be zero, infinity, or the nonnegative value defined by 8,_2(r,-3/ -3) = 0.

The foregoing arguments can be repeated for r,- 4, r,_5 ... re to prove that the optimal

replacement policy has the form:

Replace on entering state i, if and only if, r, < r where

0 < rj/o < r11i < ... < = -.

When repeating the proof for earlier stages, the ()+ term in (27) and (28) is modified to the
form, e.g., (8,_-2(s+))' - (8,_(s+))+]. This term is generally nonnegative, due to (a) at the
preceding iteration (next time step); and it is zero for s, = 0 when proving (b), since then r,- 3
> 0. Thus the basic theorem is still applicable.

3. Computational Procedure

The preceding section derived the structure of the optimal decision rule for the case
where replacement is more difficult and more expensive when the part is more deteriorated.
The corresponding optimal decision thresholds can be formed as follows:

(a) choose an initial a.

(b) Find the r1(a) (i - n-l, n - 2, ... 0) recursively, via numerical integration of
expressions like (26) (where r,- 3 (a) is defined by the condition A,_2 (r,- 3 ) - 0).

(c) Compute

-tooa)- - e, + fo[(8o-a) ro + (A41(ro))+l f(ro)dro.

(d) If If0)(a)I < e, for sufficiently small e, say Lma r- a - a: otherwise repeat the
computational cycle starting with a new a.
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The following properties of T (a) can be used to generate an a-sequence which con-
verges to a t

1. . ' (a) is monotone decreasing, since -L0 (a) has this property for a fixed policy (see
Eq. (19)); and if Ro° (a2) >2o (aj) for a 2 > a1 , then the policy used to achieve 2 o (a2) could
be used to achieve an rO(a 1) > o 0(a,) - a contradiction.

2. When p = 0, all rj* are zero or infinite: replacement always occurs on arrival at a criti-
cal state i. Use of that policy will achieve the same average reward for durations having any
value of p. Thus, a useful bound on a*,(p) isa *(0) K< a*(p); 0 < p < 1.

3. When p = 1, future ri are completely predictable (Var(rilr-.) = 0 in (A-7)), so
a°(1) , a (p). In this case there is essentially a single random variable r0 , and the ri can be
calculated without the need for numerical integration of Bessel functions.

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

Table I lists parameter values for a replacement problem which fall under the assumptions
of Section 2.

TABLE 1 - Numerical Example Parameters

i 0 1 2 3 4 5

t3 5 4 3 2 1
1 I 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6

Elp,J 2 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
E[dI] 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4

CASE I (p 0)

Since future durations are independent of past ones, the optimal policy replaces when a
critical state i* is reached. The general optimal reward expression

IN-J
a~p) I r, + dvj

becomes, in this case

E [ Ep,J

a(0)=max 0 =maxA(j)

, " i , + d, I
0

Direct evaluation shows

,4 1 2 3 4 5

A (j) 1.5 2.13 2.205 2.085 1.89

with .j* = 3 and a* (0) = 2.205.

IA-
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CASE 2 (p 1)

Since r, = ro 71,/ijo in this case, the optimal rule specifies a replacement state j(r o) as a
function for ro.

For any such policy + -0-(a~j(ro)) - EJo-p, - a d + Il ('i - a)•
o1 0

This expectation will be maximized if j(ro) maximizes the bracketed term for each ro. Making
the necessary comparisons for a sequence of a-values leads to the policy

j = 1, if ro < 0.2698
= 2, if 0.2698 < r < 0.7083

' =- 3. if 0.7083 < ro.

for which 12J< 0.003 and a* (1) = 2.25.

We know that 2.205 < a 2 < 2.25. A pilot calculation along the lines indicated in the

previous section shows that =0, - forj > 2, and

= 9(a- 2 )
8(3- a*)

where a is chosen to make the following O(a) vanish.

•?,o(a) - 6.4 - 3a + . ill -

+ -" (3 - a)r 04 1(2.981 r'°r drjdr°
9 J 0.45

j The known bounds on the optimal reward a imply that the optimal threshold rt* is

bounded, too: 0.290 < rl -2 < 0.375.

Similar study of other values of the correlation parameter p lead to the optimal policy pat-
tern described in Table I. One might say that as p increases, the past observations are more
informative, the optimal policy makes finer distinctions, and the optimal reward increases.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A multivariate exponential distribution has been used to describe successive stages of
deterioration. Optimal replacement strategies have been found for the class of decision rules
which can continuously observe the deterioration state, and which may make replacements only
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TABLE 2 - Optimal Policy Structure

Correlation Parameter p

0 1/4 1/2 3/4 !

4- ro ro* (3/4) ro < r;(1)

EJ 2 ri < r1*(1/2) r, < r'(3/4) ro < "-r (1)

3 always always r, > r, (1/2) r, > r* (3/4) r0 > °r (1)

at the times of state transitions. Similar results have been found for the other reward rates
shown in Figure 2 (linear; and constant after an initial set-up interval for readjustment to the
new state) 15].

The optimal replacement policy derived in Section 2 makes use of observations which
allow estimation of the current rate of deterioration for the correlated stages of deterioration.
The numerical example demonstrates how the optimal policy and reward are related to the
amount of correlation between the durations in successive deterioration states. For the model
used here, the optimal policy for p - 0 will achieve the same reward (less than optimal) for
any p. Depending on the application, the suboptimal approach may be satisfactory. The addi-
tional reward achievable by the actual optimal policy is bounded by the easily computed optimal
reward for p = I. However, it is possible that the small percentage improvement achievable
for the p = 1/2 case in the example could represent a significant gain in a particular applica-
tion.

The ordering of state dependent rewards, mean durations, etc. assumed here are physi-
cally reasonable, and lead to nice ordering of the decision regions. However, other
6,. qi,, p,. d, orderings might be more appropriate in other situations. The model introduced
here for dependent stage durations could be used in those cases, together with dynamic pro-
gramming optimization, although the solutions may not have comparably neat structures

We anticipate that the optimization approach and policy structure described here will also
be applicable to replacement problems having similar deterioration models. One easy extension
would be to change the correlation structure in (A-3) from pl,- to something else, e.g.,

, + P ,Other changes could permit the r, to have non-exponential distributions, as
long as similar total-positivity properties exist to permit analogous simplifications in the
dynamic programming arguments.

Some of these other r, distributions are being studied now in the hope of finding similarmodels which exhibit large percentage ditlterences between the optimal rewards as p,,,,+ changes

from zero to one. (Other choices of the numerical values in Table I have not revealed any
such cases for the current model).

One reasonable generalization would allow transitions from state i to any state j > i. This
would not change the form of the solution in the case of constant replacement penalties. How-

4[
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ever, the possibility of these additional transitions does ruin the structure when replacement
penalties increase with the deterioration state. (The 8n-2(s) > 8,-(s) argument is no longer
valid.)
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APPENDIX

Dependence Relationships Among Multivariate
Exponential Variables

Many multivariate distributions have been described and applied to reliability problems
14,8,101. In each case the marginal univariate distributions are of the negative exponential
form. Properties of the distribution used here are most easily derived by exploiting its relation-
ship to multivariate normal distributions 13.51.

The multivariate exponential variables rl, r2 ... r, can be viewed as sums of squares:

(A-I) r, =wi2 + z 2,

where w and z are independent, zero mean, identically distributed normal vectors, each with
covariance matrix r. It follows that the ri have exponential marginal distributions with

(A-2) E[r,]- 2y

Prr, - [Pfw,2.

We specialize to the case where the underlying normal sequences ,) and {zi) are Markovian
a wli-jl(A-3) yu - VIYII y~i P

i and find that (r,) is also Markov with the joint density
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(A4) f(ror,r 2. .. , ) - (1 _ p)s-t f] "1J
i-0

2

ep- Il-Lo0 rn--I +V 0+0 ;n>2,

Equation (A-4) uses the modified Bessel function 10() and the notations Efril- ", and

p,,.,,+1 - p. (When n - 2, the summation in exp ( ) vanishes.)

The conditional density is easily shown to satisfy the Markov property and [5]

(A-5) f(r,i ri-) - [(i - p)I-'exp ( p) + p,-

with i

(A-6) E[rilri-i1 - q + (r-I - /li-I)P q)j/,)i-i.

(A-7) Varrilr.iI - q[0 - p) 2 + 2p(l - p)r,-ji/ m-].

These conditional moments shows, e.g., that the conditional mean of r exceeds its mean in
proportion to the amount by which r,-i exceeds its mean, and that conditional mean is a
linearly increasing function of ri_."

The dynamic programming arguments used here required calculations of conditional
expectations based on (A-5). As is often the case [21, the total positivity properties of
f(riIri_ 1) are very useful for determining structural properties of the optimal policy.

It is straightforward to show that both f(r. ri_ 1) and f(r jr_ 1) are totally positive of all
orders (TP-), [5,71. This means, for f(r,, r,- 1), that the following determinants are nonnega-
tive for any Nand anyat < a2 ... < aN;#i1 < P2 ... < N.

/'(a1.3i) f(aPCI'02) ... f(a,ON)III
, >10.

'f(aN,013) ............. f(aN,ON)4

THEOREM: if h (y) is continuous and convex, and satisfies the bounds

y (i) h (0) < 0

(ii) Ih(y)1< a + by 2 "; a >0, b>0, y >0. m = positive integer. g(x) -
f h(y) f(y1x) dy, and f(y Ix) is TP,0 , then g(x) is continuous, convex, bounded in the sense

andbel n a' + b'txhe ; af > w , b' > O , x > 0
and belongs to one of the three following categories:

--L- __ -ANSO-
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(1) gx) > 0 for all x > 0,

(11) g(x) < 0 for all x >, 0 except with a possible zero at x = 0,

(111) there exists a unique xe, 0 < x < -, such that g(x) > 0 for all x > x; and
g(x) < 0 for x < x* except for a possible zero at x - 0.

This theorem is used to define optimal decision regions according to the sign of a function like
g (x), with x° corresponding to a decision threshold.

I
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF A CONVENTIONAL FUZE TIMER

Edgar A. Cohen, Jr.

Naval Surface Weapons Center
White Oak

Silver Spring, Maryland

ABSTRACT

In this paper, a statistical analytic model for evaluation of the performance
of a standard electric bomb fuze timer is presented. The model is based on
what is called a selective design assembly, where one item, namely, a resistor,
is used to time the circuit. In such an assembly, the remaining components are
chosen a priori from predetermined distributions. Based on the analysis, a gen-
eral numerical integration scheme is utilized for assessing performance of the
timer. The results of a computer simulation are also given. In the last section
of the paper, a theory for evaluation of the yield of two or more timers
designed to operate in sequence is derived. To appraise such a scheme, a nu-
merical quadrature routine is developed.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

In this paper, we shall be concerned with the statistical analysis of the bomb fuze timer
shown in Figure 1. As is common in practice, a standard, or precision, resistor is used to time
the circuit after the rest of the components have been assembled in a random fashion. Then,
to meet certain timing requirements to be discussed later, a resistor is selected and introduced
into the circuit. A number of tests must afterwards be performed in sequence to check the per-
formance of the product under differing environmental conditions. Such environmental
influences are, for ex'ample, temperature effects, effect of packaging, resistor incrementation (to
be discussed), ard effect of vibration and moisture uptake. In addition, one might have several
timers which operate sequentially, all fed from the same energy storage capacitor CI of Figure
I. This paper is devoted to an analysis of such a timer in what is called the ambient tempera-

ture range, whose limits are 70°F and 80'F, respectively. We will also indicate the procedure
for treating analytically the assessment of performance of combinations of several timers. The
author has been involved in a Monte Carlo study for the Navy of such timers. Previous work
has involved reliability studies of an entire fuze assembly using these timers [21.

2. RESISTOR SELECTION PROCESS

The timer indicated in Figure 1 works once the potential difference across the two capaci-
tors C2 and C3 is sufficient to fire the cold cathode diode tube VT. Capacitors C I and C3 ini-',I tially have the same potential across them. As time progresses, Cl discharges through resistor
RES into C2, while C3 serves as a reference capacitor. Thus, the voltage across C2 builds up
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RES

V- A- C

FIGURE I. Fuze timer configuration

until the potential across tubes C2 and C3 is adequate to fire tube VT The relationship
between firing time and the values of the circuit components can be derived from a simple first
order differential equation and is given by

(2.0_ __CI C 2  VC ,I

(2.1) t C+ C 2  I VC, - (Vr- V) (CI + C2)j'

where

C, - capacitance of capacitor Cl

C2 - capacitance of capacitor C2
V - supply voltage (potential across C3 and potential initially across CI)

VT - firing voltage of cold cathode diode tube VT
R - resistance of resistor RES.

To illustrate the pertinent features of the process, write (2.1), for brevity, in the form

(2.2) t- RF(CI, C 2, VK V7).

j Note that (2.2) is linear and homogeneous in R, so that R can be used as a scaling parameter.
This is precisely how it is used when the timer is first assembled.

In practice, the resistors are supplied in large numbers by the manufacturer, after whichI U they are tested and sorted by the user into a large number of bins. The resistors in each bin
have resistances, at a standard temperature, which fall into a certain interval. These intervals
are arranged to have the same "percent width", to be described in more detail below. The timer
is to be designed to fire at a nominal time tN. Since capacitors C1 and C2 are chosen at ran-
dom from a lot, their capacitances C, and C 2 may be treated as random variables. Likewise,
tube firing voltage VT may also be considered as a random variable. In general, we shall also
consider the supply voltage V to be random.

. -
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Let us agree to denote by Ro that value of R obtained from relation (2.1) when t - tv
and C1, C2, V, and VT are given their expected values at some standard temperature, e.g.,
75°F. For convenience, Ro may be used as a reference resistance, and the bin to which refer-
ence resistor RESo, of resistance R0, belongs could be called the reference resistor bin. The
interval corresponding to this bin is to contain all resistances which fall between Ro (I - e) and
RO(O + E), where e is a preassigned small positive number. Our second bin will contain all
resistors whose resistances fall between RO(O + e) and RO(O + e) 2/(1 - e), and the third bin
those resistors whose resistances lie between RO(O - e) 2/( + e) and RO(l - e). In general,
our intervals are to be so constructed that the ratio of right endpoint to left endpoint is always
(1 + e)/(l - e), which, to first order accuracy, is just 1 + 2E. Alternatively, one may divide
the difference of the two endpoints by its midpoint to obtain precisely 2e. We shall, therefore,
say that each such interval has "percent width" 2E. In setting up the interval division scheme, a
percent increment eI is chosen a priori, and then e = EI/100. This e is typically of the order of
1/2 to 1%. Figure 2 is a diagram of this scheme.

Ro(l-E) 2  Ro(l-e) Roll-Cl Ro  R0 l+4) R00l+4 Royl+,-)

I+e I+E I-e I-E
FIGURRE 2. Rcsistancc interval se1

Once again referring to our circuit configuration, where C1, C 2, V, and Vr are random
variables, let us define

(2.3) to= ROF(CI, C 2. V. V-).

Then, to achieve the nominal time t:v, we define our nominal resistance to be

(2.4) R= Rotw/to.

Note that, since to is a random variable (being a function of the random variables C1, C 2 , V,
and Vr), R . is also a random variable. A technician may use relation (2.4) to determine RV.
Then he picks a resistor RESP at random from the bin to which resistor RESN belongs and
integrates such resistor, of resistance Rp, into the circuit. This process is called, in fuze tech-
nology parlance, "resistor incrementation." Note that R, is a random variable which is statisti-
cally dependent on R v inasmuch as RP and RN must lie in the same interval. However, once
attention is restricted to a given interval of the scheme, it is clear that the value of RN in no
way influences the value of RP, since one is free to select any resistor in the bin to which the
nominal resistor belongs. We shall reemphasize this fact in Section 3. For simplicity we index
the intervals by i, letting their left and right endpoints be r, and r,,,, respectively. To achieve
compatibility, the bins should initially be formed and kept at some standard temperature, and4
the timer should be assembled at that same temperature. In practice, this will, in all likelihood,
not be the case, but one may compensate for this defect by studying the sensitivity of the timer
to changes in bin interval width. For example, if by doubling the interval width, the overall
change in performance is insignificant, it may be safely assumed that such a discrepancy was
unimportant (provided the distributions due to ambient temperature variations are of small
variance).

3. PROBABILITY INTERVALS AT THE STANDARD TEMPERATURE

The problem of determining the probability of operation of the timer within two given
times, say t, and t2, when there is no effect other than resistor selection is not difficult. (We
also ignore, in this section, the effect of tube firing voltage variation from one firing to the

$t
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next. This phenomenon will be discussed in some detail in Section 4.) The reason is that the
time is linear and homogeneous in resistance R. In fact, the bins have been designed to take
advantage of this feature, and we shall show that the probability interval is independent of the
bin in which resistor RESN falls.

First of all, let tm, and t (  be the minimum and maximum times, respectively, obtain-
able when the nominal resistance RN and the picked resistance RP come from a given bin i.
Also, let -. n) and F,n.), be the smallest and largest values of F, respectively, given only t

N and
knowing that RN comes from that bin. It follows that
3.1) 0 r, F--mn - ritN/r,+l

and
(3.2) , - ri F(), - ri,) tv/rj.

(32-max "ril-ma "r l

Therefore, given that R' and RP lie in interval i,
(3.3) r, tN/ri+ ! -5 t < rj+j tNv/r,.

Since r,/r,+1 - (1 - 0)/(0 + E),

(3.4) (1 - 0/(1 + f) < t/tV < (I + 0/(1 - e),

independent of bin interval. In other words, (3.4) is true with probability 1.

Generally, suppose that one is interested in the probability that firing time falls between
two prescribed limits about the nominal time. Consider once more a given bin i. Let us denote
by Rv, and RP(" random variables derived from RN and RP respectively under the condition
that Rv and, therefore, RP must lie in interval i. From our discussion in section 2, it is clear
that these new random variables must be independent. Let t t and t2 be the lower and upper
limits, respectively, on firing time. For any given value of the random variable R." , one can
determine limits on the random variable RIP' so that the firing time lies between tj and t2.
Since, by definition, 'N - RI/ F, it follows that R,' cannot be less than

(3.5) ti/F = t R ()1"

Similarly, R, (P ) cannot exceed

0.6) t2R("/t1-

One must, of course, realize that (3.5) may be smaller than r, and (3.6) larger than r,,, for
values of R. ) close to r, and r,+., respectively.

If we let g(Rv) be the density function of the random variable RN defined by (2.3) and
(2.4), whose range is a function of the domain of C1, C 2, V, and VT, then the induced random
variable RN'( has conditional density

(3.7) g("(R4(') - g(Rs)/P(r, < RN < r,11) - g(RN)I f' g(RV)dRs.

The range of Rv/) is restricted to the interval [r,, r,+,J. Using the mean value theorem of
integral calculus, (3.7) becomes

(3.8) g"1 (R,s')) - g(RN)/g(,)(r,+ - r,), ri < f r,, I.

If r,+1 - r, is sufficiently small, one sees that
(3.9) 9(,(R (, I )) , - 11(r,,, - r,).

.4_ ,- ? ,V .- , ..
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Similarly, let Jf0(R (' )) be the density function for picked resistance R, ( ') , whose range is like-
wise restricted to [r,, rij. Then, with the knowledge that Rv(. ) and Rp '( are independent ran-
dom variables, and, letting Pi(t 4, t (< t2) be the probability that firing time falls between ti
and f2 (given that RN and Rp come from interval i),

(3.10) Pitt, < t < 12) N N ,IR .,I ,

We take the liberty of defining f")(Rp")) = 0 in (3.10) whenever Rp(' ) q [r, r,+iI. This is done
purely for the sake of convenience of notation even though the range of R,"1 is [r,, ri+lI.

The probability that the time falls between tj and t2 is expressed by

03.11) P(th < f < t2) " .PiP,(1 < t < t2),

i--oo

where p, is the probability of choosing bin i.

As we have previously indicated, if r,+i - r, is sufficiently small, we can assume, for all
practical purposes, that R ) is a uniformly distributed random variable. The picked resistance
R." should also be a uniformly distributed random variable if all resistors in bin i are equally
likely to appear. In other words, let us assume that

(3.12) g"d(R(') - f"' 1 (R,") - 1/(r,+, - r,).

Suppose then that one asks for the probability that tj - tN(l - 8) < t < tN( + 8) - f2 for a
given small 8. We proceed to derive closed form expressions for this probability. Three cases
naturally arise, the first of which is shown in Figure 3 below. For brevity, we shall drop the
superscript i in this figure and the two following figures. In this diagram, the interior of the
quadrilateral formed by the lines Ry = r,, Rv - r,,,, R, = tiRN/~v, and R, = t2R~v/tv is the
region of integration. Note that, in the two hatched regions, f 1 '(R,(')) - 0, since then either

< r, or R, > r,+i. After a small computation, one sees that the inequality r ( °,o < r, v) is
equivalent to

(3.13) 0 < 8 <.

We also note that, using (3.12), (3.10) represents the normalized area of the interior of the
hexagon shown in Figure 3, bounded by the lines Rv - r,, R .- r, 1, RP tIR. ,
RP - t2RN/tv, Rp - r,, and Rp = r,,,. Therefore,

(3.14) P,(V(I - 8) < t tN(! + 8))

=(,1 - , 2 I rl-) j.(i+)R('' dR1' dRV'1

+ f , ( I ) il R d r i l d R! ! 1r'+ .r. dR (" dR.v,!
- 1l MR4

+~~~~ -A)
1 ~i 5 f iR ~,dR 'dRN!i

8 ---(1 +e) 2(2+8) - (1 -e) 2(2 - 8 0 < E.

_i.2  1 +81

It follows that P, is independent of i. From (3.11),

(3.15) P;, < 1 4 12) P,0t1 < f <_ 2).
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(',=t R RN

N N

FIGURE 3. Picked resistance vcrsus nominal resistance (Region I)

The second case occurs when r, < r1 < rk°  r,+,. This situation is indicated in Fig-
ure 4. One can also show that r(0)  r+1 when 8 = 2e/(l + e) and that r( l ) = r when

8 - 2/(1 - ). Therefore, the situation illustrated in Figure 4 occurs when
e < 8 < 201 + ). A third case will occur when 24/(1 + e) < 8 < 2E/(l - e), as illustrated
in Figure 5, where the dotted region is now a pentagon. For 8 > 2e/(0 - E), the dotted region
becomes the interior of a rectangle completely enclosed in the sector, so that the probability
becomes unity. In the third case, one sees that r, < rv(') < r,,, < 4v( ). When one integrates
over the interior of the quadrilateral outlined in Figure 4, one again obtains the closed form
given in (3.14). Therefore, (3.14) is valid whenever 0 K 8 K< 2e/( + E). The case illustrated
in Figure 5 is different. When we integrate over the interior of the pentagon, which is that por-
tion of the region of integration for which the integrand of (3.10) is nonzero, we find that

(3.16) P,(,(1 -8) K< t '< ,1"(! + 8)) - 42 + 4( + 8 - (I - 0282

862(1 + 8)

2e 2eI+ e I1- 4

One easily shows that (3.16) becomes unity when 8 2e/(0 - ) is substituted.

4. PROBABILITY INTERVALS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE BEFORE POTTING

The analysis of the timer when temperature and cold cathode diode firing voltage varia-
tions are considered is different from that of the previous section, since all components except
for the resistor enter the time nonlinearly. It would then be necessary, at least in principle, to
take into consideration the probabilities p, of picking the bins as well as the probabilities forI ' picked resistance once a bin has been selected. However, if the variations due to these effects
are relatively small, one should again see probabilities essentially independent of the bin
selected. Furthermore, in a situation like this wherein certain distributions are quite tight, i.e.,

are of small variance, some simplifying assumptions can be made. We shall get to these
presently. Again, as before, we assume that the bin intervals are so small that we may reason-
ably suppose that (3.12) is true. Note also that (2.3) and (2.4) express RV in terms of (N, C1,
C2, V, and VT. Assume now that CI, C2, V, and Vr are independent, normally distributed ran-
dom variables. Suppose, as is common in practice when coefficients of variation are
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Here the subscript E indicates evaluation at expected values and var represents the variance
operator. Now, clearly,

ORN tN OF
(4.3) NOC F2  i - 1, 2,r

with similar expressions for ORN/O V and ORNIO VT. The relevant partial derivatives of F are
given by

6 F = C2 VT-
~~(4.4) F 1 X Vr

ac, T1 + C2  C, + C2

OF C, (C, X+C2(VT- V)1
OC2  C1 + C2  C1 + C2  y

OF CIC 2
a VT Y

OF C Cz Vr
a V VY

and

VC,
S~IV - (V - V)(Cl + C2) '

Y - VCI - (V r - V) (CI + C2).

Now p, represents the probability of choosing bin i, and that is precisely the probability that the
random variable R, belongs to bin i. Furthermore, because we are now assuming that RN is a
linear function of the independent, normal random variables C1, C2, V, and VT, RN is likewise
normal. Therefore, letting f = E(Rv) and a-2 _ var(Rv), one has

i t 2
I ', -- 1 v2 iv 2

(4.5) A,- f e " dr 2 f= e -  dv,

where v, - (rI - f)/a and v2 - (r,+I - f)/a,, so that p, may be readily calculated from tables.

Supposing that the picked resistor and the other components are subject to a temperature
change from the standard temperature, we must compute the effect of such a change, together
with the resistor incrementation effect of Section 3, in order to obtain the probability of satisfy-
ing the specification. It will be assumed in our analysis that the ambient temperature is a uni-
formly distributed random variable whose range is given by Tt < T 4 T2. If
P0< <, I 21 T) is the probability of meeting the time limits for a given temperature T, then,
clearly,

(4.6) P0 1 14 1 < 12) ~P(' < t < t21 T)p(T)dT- T2- T, P f 1 14 1 12 T)dT

Let us give an example of the computation of the nominal resistor distribution. Suppos-

ing in (4.1) that i% - 2.6 seconds, C,.E - .44;tf, C2F - .1511f, VE - 177v., and VT.E - 235v.,
one finds that E(R%) - 40.16 megohms. Also, one finds from (4.3) and similar expressions,
upon inserting expected values, that 8Ry/OC,- 8.65, ORv/OC2 --293.12, ORN/O V- -1.26,
and ORv/B Vr - - 0.95. Let us assume the following standard deviations: o'(CI) - 0.0073,
cr(C 2) - 0.0025, a(V) - 0.17, and (r(V - - 4.17, where VrE is used to denote the expected
breakdown voltage of a diode chosen from a lot. The expected values of the breakdown vol-
tages of all the tubes are themselves assumed to follow a normai distribution with expected

4.
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value 235v. and with the above o-. In addition, each tube has a firing voltage which varies
about its expected value. This new random variable, with expected value 0, we denote by A VE,
and it is assumed that A VE is also normally distributed. The random variable VT, which
represents the firing voltage of a tube selected from a lot, is actually formed as a sum
VT = V + A V, where we shall suppose that A VE is independent of Vf. Also, tests per-
formed by fuze specialists indicate that the random variables A VE have the same distribution
from one tube to the next. Assuming that o- (A VE) = 0.24, it follows that o (VT) - 4.17.
Then, from (4.2), var RN - 16.3235, or o-(RN) = 4.04. Therefore, the coefficient of variation
is 0.10, which is reasonably small.

We now develop a general method for evaluating the performance of the timer which is
based on a linear theory. Hopefully, this theory will yield at least conservative estimates. Our I,
formula is a generalization of that given in paragraph 3. First of all, from (2.3) and (2.4), it
follows that

(4.7) R.v = t.,1F(C1 , C 2, V. V7l>)),

where VP) = VTe+ AVPl". Therefore, solving (4.7) for V , where F(CI, C 2, V, V (') is given
through (2.1) and (2.2), one finds that
(4.8) r VCI(CI + Cd)-( VE" - V) - VC, e-"1""1° (C, + C,).
Here Ceff = I/Ci + I/C2 is the effective series capacitance of Cl and C 2, and A VE") denotes

that variation in tube firing voltage from its expected value which is associated with determina-
tion of the nominal resistance R%. For brevity, we let g(C, C2, V, Rv, A Vf!'1 ) represent the
right hand side of (4.8). There is, however, a second variation, which we shall denote by
A VE21, that occurs once a resistor has been selected from a bin and the timer actually operated.
These two variations must be taken into account carefully when assessing timer performance.

One may now make a I-I transformai~on from the space of (C1, C2, V, A VE"), AVE"', VP to
that of (C1, C2, V, A VF"', .1 V. R,) through the map

(4.9) C1 = C. C2 =C 2, V = V, v, -A VP a V 2  A VV.

V =  I(C -C2, V Rv, A I- ,.

whose Jacobian is a Vf/OR'. It follows [3, pp. 56-62] that the density function for the state
(Ct, C2, V, A VR,, A V 21, R ) is
(4.10) f(C 1 . C,. V. A V. 11, A V,12 . Rv) = pi(Ci)p2 (C 2)p( V)p 4(A V.1)

. p(A l'i'-p[g(C. C2. V. R,, A VE'1J
I0 VF/R,,I.

where pi(C) G-1, 2) are the densities for C, p is the density for V, P4 the density for
A VP, p5 the density for A VP, and P6 the density for V . These random variables are all
assumed to be independent. In addition, A VF( and A VA2) are identically distributed. Next

! .account must be taken of the fact that, because of a change in temperature, the capacitances C,

will change in value. In fact, we assume that C,(T), where T denotes temperature, is of the
form

(4.11) C,(T) - Ci(l + KJ(T- TE)/100),

where K, represents a random percent change per degree from the expected temperature TE.
Thus C,(T) is a product convolution [3, pp. 56-62] of C, and the second factor, which we
denote by ACP,(T) (representing a percentage change in C due to a temperature change fromI expected value TE to T). We then form the joint density h(C1, C2 , ACPi(T), ACP 2(T), V,

• .,;. ., , , ,-
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A VEi", A 111), RN) from f and the densities for these percent changes. Afterwards, h is multi-

plied by p(RP(T)), the convolution density of picked resistance at temperature, where
(4.12) Rp,(T) - Rp,(l + C(T - TE)/IO0)

and C is a random percent change per degree. Finally, if we are interested in the conditional
density for any given bin i, we must divide by pi, the probability of choice of bin i. It is clear
that, in order for the time output of the timer to fall between two chosen values tj and t2,
RP(T) must lie between

tg/F(Cj(T), C2(T), V, V ))

and
t2IF(CI(T), C2(T), 1/, V 2 ).'

where VJ~r = V + A V 2 with VE given by (4.8). Also, from (4.11),

(4.13) C(T) = C ACP,(T).

Now let XT= (C,, C2, ACPI(T), ACP 2(T), V, AV ", AVE21). There follows the general
multiple integration formula, which expresses the probability Pi that the time falls between t,
and t2 for bin i and conditioned on temperature T'~ f '2/F

(4.14) p,P,(t, < t t<2 T) = fr+, / p(RP(T))h(XTRN)dRp(T)dXdRN,fXTt R 7(--, -o)f /FP

where RT(-o, 00) represents the seven-fold Cartesian product of the real line. Finally,

(4.15) P(t < tt2) 1 -T P, ( ( t2 T)d7,

given that the temperature distribution is uniform. This integration procedure could be accom-
plished on a digital computer through use of numerical Gaussian quadrature and Gauss-
Hermite quadrature [5, pp. 130-132]. However, instead of using this general nonlinear
approach, we find it convenient, in the present context, to linearize the products given by
(4.11) and (4.12) and to make use of a linearized version of RN given by

(4.16) R, = RN(CIE, C2.E, V., Vu)) + A I(Cl - C.E) + A 2(C 2 - C2.E)

+ A 3(V- Ve) + A 4(VrV- V ),

where, of course,

8RN ORN ORN 'V; .i A, A 2 -7 A,3= - -'A4 =

are evaluated at the expected values for the components and VP) represents the expected value
of random variable V . (4.11) now becomes

(4.17) C,(T) = CjE(K, - K,)(T - TE)/100 + C,(I + K,.E(T - TE)/100),
where K.E represents the expected value of Ki, and (4.12) becomes

(4.18) RP(T) = 11 + CE(T - TE)/I00JR, + R.(C - CE)(T - TE)/100,

where R,. is the center of the bin considered. Note that the effect of (4.17) and (4.18) is to
replace product convolutions by convolutions of sums of random variables when it comes to
computing densities. Also, supposing that t - tN(l - 8) and t2 - tN( + 8), the limits on the
innermost integral of (4.14) become t 1/F - (I - 8)t/Fand tJlF- (1 + 8)tI/F, respectively.
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The functional form tN/F is to be replaced by the linearized version (4.16) with C1 (T), C2(T),
and V 2V substituted for C, C2, and VT, respectively. We have, therefore, after a small com-
putation,

(4.19) t1/F- (I - 8)[RN + AIAC 1 (T) + A2AC 2(T) + A4(A V 2' - A VP)
and, likewise,

(4.20) t2/F = (1 + 8)IRN + A1AC1(T) + A2AC2 (T) + A4(AV 2) - A VD)],

where ACj(T) = C,(T) - C. When CI, C1, V, and Vr are independent, normally distributed
random variables, the analysis is a bit simpler, since it is easily seen that, in this case, the pair
(Rv, A VE" )) is bivariate normal 13, pg. 162]. In addition, one notes that (4.19) and (4.20) do
not depend on C1, C2, and V, in the linear analysis. In Section 6, we present a numerical
example following this procedure. It may be noted, by analogy with the development in para-
graph 3, that the condition tj/F < R(T) < 12/F is equivalent to requiring that R(T) lie
between two hyperplanes in the six-dimensional (RN, AC1, AC2 , A V 11, A VE12), R(T)) space.

5. PROBABILITY INTERVALS AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE AFTER POTTING j

When the timer is actually packaged, or potted, this procedure will produce statistical
changes in the component values. These changes are known in the trade as potting shifts.
Such shifts can be taken into account by convolutions of the densities previously determined
with those densities evolving from the operation of potting. This has an effect on such items as
the picked resistor, the capacitors, and the voltage regulator. Generally, potting shifts are
represented as percentage changes from previous values, and, therefore, strictly speaking, we
have another product convolution to consider. For example, we represent the value of resis-
tance due to temperature and potting by

(5.1) R, 1 (T) = R,(T)(I + CHGI/100).
where the subscript pot denotes potting and CHGn represents a random per cent change from
the value of picked resistance at temperature, If we linearize RPO1 (T) about nominal values, we
find that

(5.2) Rp,,(T) = (I + CHGII/l00)R(T) + RE(T)(CHGI - CHGI..)/100.

where R:(T) is the expected value of picked resistance at temperature for the given bin and
CHGtj- is the expected value of CHG1 . From (4.18), this is given, to a first approximation, by

(5.3) Rt:(T) = 11 + CO(T- TN)/l00]R,
where, as before, R, is the center of the bin interval. As for the capacitances, we assume a
form

(5.4) C,,,,(T) = C,(T)(I + CHG 2/100),

so that we would linearize C,.p( T) about nominal values in a manner analogous to that for
R ,, (T). Lastly, the voltage regulator value after potting is representable by
(5.5) V,(,, = V + CHGs.

Hence, we need only go back through our analysis with R,(T) replaced by R, 1 (T), C,(T)
replaced by C,.,,,(T), and V replaced by Vm. It is assumed that VT, the cold cathode diode
tube firing voltage, is unaffected by potting. One more integration, corresponding to CHG 3, is
introduced in order to take account of the change in regulator voltage due to potting.

.Ii
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6. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Using a CDC 6600 computer, we were able to develop a computer code which can be
used to predict efficiently the performance of the timer under the linearity assumptions outlined
in the two previous paragraphs. The integration scheme developed will, in this paragraph, be

discussed in some detail. A listing of the computer code used can be provided on request.

First of all, in (4.18), we assume that RP has a uniform distribution across the bin which
is being considered and that C is normally distributed. Let us suppose, as an example, that

CE- -0.0235, TE - 75-F, and o(C) - 0.0078. Then, of course, from (4.18),

(6.1) RPMT - 11 - 0.0235(T - 75)1100)R, + R,.(C + 0.0235)(T - 75)/100.

Therefore, R ( T) is a sum of two independent random variables, one of which is uniform and
the other of which is normal and of mean 0. It follows that

(6.2) pIDPT)) -I

~~i12-aii (0.000078)1 T - 751jR,(r,+ I - r)[B - 0-000235(T - 75)1

I- .00023(T 7)r+ 2 R (0078 - T
(I R0.(0.23OTO75))( e-5 du.

Letting

v - (u - R,(T))/R,.(0.000078)1 T - 751,

(6.2) is converted into

I j~ V2 !V2

(6.3) p(RP(T)) - 2,,, - ,rj~J-0.000235(T-75)i J1V e-2  dv,

where

(6.4) v, - ((1 - 0.000235(7' - 75))r, - Rp(T)j1R,(0.000078) T - 751

and

(6.5) v2 - R(I - 0.000235(T - 75))r,+, - Rp(T))1R,(0.000078)j T - 751.

Several cases now arise according to the value of Rp(T) and according to whether or not
T >, 75*1F. We first consider the case when T > 75*. Let us develop an inequality which
allows us to assert that vi < - 3. In fact, suppose that

(6.6) RP(T) - r,> ki r,(0000235)(T - 75),

where k, is to be so determined that v, -3 is valid. Upon substituting (6.6) into (6.4), one
has

(6.7) v, < - (k, + I)r,(0.000235)/R,(0.000078).

Remembering that r,/R, - I - t, we find that k, - */(I - e) will yield the requisite inequality.
Next let us obtain an inequality which will permit us to say that V2 > 3. Suppose that

(6.8) r,,- R,(T) > k2r,,(0.000235)(T - 75).

Then, from (6.5), we have

(6.9) V2 >, 3(k2 - 1)(1 + a).

The right side of (6.9) equals 3 when

k2 -(2 + 0/0 + 0.
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Thus, if, for T > 75,

(6.10) ri(e) - r,(l + -1 (0.000235)(T - 75)) 4, R (T)

ri, Q -2 + (0.000235)(T - 75)) -

it follows from (6.3) that

(6.11) p(RP(T)) I
(ri+1 - ri)[I - 0.000235(T - 75)]

Now suppose that T < 75. Letting Rp(T) - ri > k3 r (0.000235) (T - 75), it follows that

(6.12) v< 3(k 3 + )(l - E).

The right side equals - 3 when k3 - - (2 - e)/(l - e). Again, assuming that r,+ -
RP(T) > k 4 ri+n (0.000235)(T - 75), we have

(6.13) v2 > - 3(1 + e)(k 4 - 1),

which equals 3 when k4 - /(1 + ). Therefore, when T < 75 and

-2-(6.14) r(E) - r,(l - (0.000235)(T- 75)) < R(T)1-c

< r, 1(l - .1 + (0.000235)(T - 75)) - r,+I(e)

(6.11) is again satisfied. Next let us go back to the case when T >t 75, but let us now require
that V2 < - 3. We find that such is true when

(6.15) RP(T) > , 1 E r,+ (0.000235)(T- 75).
1 +e

Since V2 2 - 3 also implies that v, < - 3, we can assume that p(R(T)) -- 0 in this case.
Likewise, one finds that v, > 3 whenever

(6.16) R(T) 4 r, - r,(0.000235)(T - 75),

so that, in this range, p(R,(T)) 0 0, also. When T < 75, V2 < - 3 wheneverR~() r,. -2+c

(6.17) R,(T) > r,+, - I + rj+ (0.000235)(T - 75),

and v, > 3 when
(6.18) R (T) 4 r, + r, (0.000235) (T- 75).

Again it follows that p(RP(T)) 0 0. Now there remain certain intervals in which p(R,(T))
cannot be treated as constant for a given temperature. For example, it is found that, when
T >, 75 and

I (6.19) ri+f(e) - r, i (1 2 + e (.000235)(T - 75))II+

, R(T) < r,+1(l -- (.000235)(T - 75)) -s,+1(a)

-3 < v2 < 3 while v, <-3. Also, in the interval

on ; _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _
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(6.20) si(e) - ri( - 1 (.000235)(T - 75)) 4 Rp,(T)

4 ri(0 + I (.000235)(T - 75)) - ri(e),

(3 < v, < 3 while v2 > 3. When T < 75, p(R,(T)) cannot be treated as constant whenever

(6.21) s'(e) - ri(I + 1 (.000235)(T- 75)) -< RE(T) < r;)

or

(6.22) r'+ 1(e) K, R,,(T) ( r,.+ (1 - I+a (.000235)(T - 75)) - s,'+I(e).

The intervals so developed, in which the behavior of p(R,(T)) is examined, are very
important in the numerical study conducted on the CDC 6600. We now set up the precise pro-.
cedure used in the computer study. First of all, referring to (4.19) and (4.20), we find it a little
more natural to integrate with respect to AC,(T) or AC 2(T) first instead ofR,(T). We see
then that our region of integration is fully specified by

(6.23) fA(/C 2, R,(T), RN, AV ), AV 2 )) 4 AC I1< f 2 (AC 2, R,(T). RN, AV~L ', AV121)

-0 < AC 2 <+00

-00 < RP(T) < +o

- < AVID < 00

-00 < AV 2 < 00

4 (RN 4 r, ,

T, < T <4 T2,

where, for A > 0,

(6.24) A- 1+8 A2C2- RN -A 4 (&V 2 
-

Rp(T)A + A1C2C- 4(A

and the inclusion of negative values for RP(T) is merely a mathematical artifice. The density
function for this process then has the following form:

, (6.25) hj(AC,, AC 2, RN, Rp(T). A V D' A V 2) )

- pI(AC1)p2(AC 2)p3(RP(T))p 4 (RN, A V 1)ps(A Vj 1)/p,(T 2 - T).

The densities Ph, P2, and ps are all normal densities. The mass function p3 was ascertained in
, 1 (6.3). p4 is a bivariate normal density, and p, is the probability of being in bin i It is easy to

determine the correlation coefficient p for P4. Multiplying A VP' by RN, as given by (4.16), we
' have

(6.26) E(RNA Vj 1) - A4 E(A V1) 2

- A 4 ( 2(A V 1 ),

and, since the expected value of A Vi" is zero, cov(RN, A V,.") - E(RNA V 1)). It follows,
using (6.26), thac

(6.27) p - A 4o (A V,)/ (RN).

S-- .2... ,
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The factors in (6.25), other than P3, are given by

PI(C)- -exp J_. fl AC, - E(AC,)12
(2)"'(A C,) I 2 a.(AC)

p 2(AC 2) - I exp 1 a-(A C2) 12

Q2,,),/2o.i~ (A 02'('&C-2)

p4(R.v. A VEt) = I V
2vra (RN)Cr(A V11)).rl _ P2

I - II RN - E(RN) 1 I A V1t) - E(C VE()) 12

1xj20 ai 4(RN) I + a G(AVh"))

- 2p RN - E(RN) I v ') - E(A VE")I
Ga(RN) a a(A VE(")) JI I I I1p5 (A VA2)) - ( I 1  e I AVE (A ,. (2)1

,x A - E C& V

P 5( S .P ( 2 70,. 11/ (ro ( A& v ( )) 2 - r# v (2 ))

where p is given by (6.27) and P4 is the well-known joint normal density for two variates [7,
pp. 111-1141.

Now let K,.. = .04 for i - 1,2 in (4.17) and a(K,) = .013, i = 1,2. Recall from our dis-
cussion in paragraph IV that C.E - .44i~f, C2.E .15jvf, E(RN) = 40.16 megohms,
A I= 8.65, A2 - -293.12, A4 - -0.95, and n(RN) 4.04. In addition, suppose that
E(A VE" )) - E(& Vt/2)) = 0 and a(A VEi )) - a(A V 2)) = 0.2357. Then it is seen that

E(AC) 0.000176(T-75), a (ACI) - 0.000058741 T- 751,

E(A C2 ) = 0.00006(T- 75). and r (A C 2) = 0.000020341 T- 751.

Next we make several changes of variable. Let

(6.28) u = (AC, - E(AC,))/,/2'(AC,)

w = (AC2 - E(AC 2))/r21(r(AC 2)

z= v//2

u= (RN - E(RN))/'/2(I - p2)o(RN)

W- A V'/ 12(1 - p2)a (A Vi)

Then (6.25) becomes
_ __(6.29) h2 =_e-"2"ew 2 f: e-: dz

( )r6(r+, - r1)[! + CN(T-75)/100]
2' e-(, -2,,,w +w2)

e *e /p,(T 2 - TI).

Now one finds, by completing the square, that

(6.30) e (M 12 +W1 2) -1

Next we let w3 - w, - pul and u2 - u . Our integrand becomes

*.--~.=~..--
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1 e_U2 ._2 f:2 e_.2
(6.31) h e e e d

1r3(r, l - r)1 + CN(T - 75)/100) -'

2 e * e /pj(T 2- T.).

For brevity, set Y (w, w2, w3), and let R3 (-oo, ) denote the usual three-dimensional
Euclidean space. Also, put u2. - (ri - E(RN))/f2 a(RN) and u 2.,., - (rj- E(RN))/
o(RN). Then our integration scheme becomes

(6.32) Pi(IN(l - 8) < I < t, (I + 8)) - A I + A2,

where

(6.33) A1 = ff 2.,,' .... , dYdu2dTji, fF .2R) h(u'Y'R u 2)dudR

fY CR 3 EW. f F 1( Y ,R)

(*) + ;r* ( Yu ?uR) h (u, Y, R, U2) dudR + f, fI 2 -R h(uYR, U2 )uuMR

and A2 is obtained by using 75 and T2 for limits on the T integration in place of T, and 75,

*: respectively, with primed quantities replaced by unprimed quantities. In addition, we have set

(6.34) FI( Y,u2 R)-FI(w,u2,W2,w3 R)-[fi(AC 2.R, A V 21 , a VE,R)-E(ACI)]/,f o(AC1 )

F2( Y,u2,R)-F 2(w,u 2,w2,w,R)-[f 2(AC 2,R, A V V '),RN)-E(A C)]1/../o,(AC1).

Now f, and f2 were defined in (6.24), and, from the changes of variable given by (6.28), we

have

(6.35) AC2 = E(AC 2 ) + V wor(AC2)

A V 21 - f2/ (A V 21) w 2

A V," - F2 l - p2)oa(A VE')(W 3 + pu21iV- P2)

R=v - E(RN) + v/2hr(RN)u 2.

Our computer code is just the implementation of a nesting procedure, making use of Gaussian
and Hermite-Gaussian quadrature routines, together with routines to evaluate the error integral
15, pp. 130-1321, [6, pp. 319-3301, [81, 1, pg. 9241. It turned out to be convenient and numer-
ically accurate and timewise efficient to employ three Gauss points per integration step.

The effect of cold cathode diode firing voltage variations in this problem is more
significant than that of ambient temperature departures from nominal. In our case study, for

", example, when e - .01 and 8 = .02, P, was essentially 91%. With 8 - .03, this figure was
increased to almost 100%. Results for six bins with e - .01 and 8 - .03 are given in Table 1.

TABLE I - Performance of Fuze Timer

?for Representative Bins

foP, r, r,+ R

.994848 37.4435 38.2000 37.8218

.995103 38.2000 38.9717 38.5858

.995221 38.9717 39.7590 39.3653

.995414 39.7590 40.5622 40.1606

.995452 40.5622 41.3817 40.9719

.995490 41.3817 42.2176 41.7997

'I,_
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It is seen that the probability is essentially the same independent of the bin. Running time for
this problem was approximately four seconds per bin. Indeed one would reason, as in para-
graph 3, that, at least approximately, each bin should yield the same probability for firing time,
given a 8 - e combination. This should occur if the nonlinearities are not too severe and the
distributions due to change in temperature and cold cathode diode firing voltage variations are
fairly compact. This would then mean that we need only examine one bin to determine the
performance of the timer, and our integration procedure could then represent a substantial time
saving over a Monte Carlo simulation.

Going back to (6.32), we can also give an error bound for the part neglected in the com-
putation of P. Let us illustrate in one case what is happening. For instance, we have neglected

(6.36) f7  
2 

( ¢7" J l.R
3
(- ... ) 1 F,( ,.u,.R) h(u, YRu 2)dudYdRdu 2dT

Clearly, (6.36) is bounded above by

(6.37) 7 2 f""" £ h(RZu 2)dRdZdu 2dT
(637 2  7 fER4 (-- +4

where Z = (u, Y). Noting that h (u,wR,w3,U2 ,w2) = g(u,w,w,u 2,w2)p(R) and that
fTf ' fZER4(-,.. g(Z,u2)dZdu2dT= 1,

We need only study the behavior of the integration with respect to R. Going back to (6.37),
when s,±+ I< R < -, we know that v, < v2 < - 3. Therefore, it is easy to show that

1 2(6.38) p(Rp(T)) < --- e-v2/R,.o,(C)jT - 751/100.

It follows [2, pg. 1491 that

1 e_\./

(6.39) , p(R (T))dR (T) < e dx 3 .00135.

A similar result is obtained when R is restricted to the interval (--, s,(E)) and T >, 75' or
when R lies in either (s'+(E),oo) or (-oo, si'()) and T < 75' . The result is finally that the
portion neglected is bounded above by .0027, so that we are at most off in the third decimal
place.

7. THE CASE OF TWO OR MORE TIMERS

An interesting case study arises when there are two or more timers which are statistically
dependent. This occurs, for example, when, after the first timer is operated, a switch closes
and a second timer is started, the second one being fed by the same capacitor which fed the
first timer. Let us suppose, for instance, that capacitor Cl in Figure 1 feeds the second fuze
timer indicated in Figure 6.

At the end of operation of the first timer, switch S in Figure 6 is thrown into the position indi-
cated, thus allowing CI to begin charging up C4. C5 serves as the reference capacitor. The

second timer is also governed by a simple first order differential equation, and one can show
that the time is given by

,= R("C.C4 n CJV- C2(Vr- V) 1
C1I +C 4  CIV- C2 (VT- V)- (VT.I- V)(CI + C)

Letting t1) be the nominal time for the second timer, we find the nominal resistance for this
timer to be
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VT1

TIMER

SC5 OUTPUT

RI

144

(7.2)UR 6C. +eon fuze timer configuration -VC

N CC VC1 - (VP" - V)C 2 - (VI)' - V)(CI + C4)-1
where V tt - VTE + A V " and T. 11 V", + A V ' 1. Then, substituting (4.8) into (7.2), we
derive the functional relationship

(7.3) R.V" - R,, 1) (Cl, C2. C4, V, RN, A VE'1 I/,1'j).

Solving (7.3) for VE 1, we have

(7.4) vE I h(CI, C2, C4, V, RN,, R (1). A V,(', A VE'.I

To determine the joint density for the process, we must, by analogy with the method in para-
graph 4, introduce a pair of diode firing variations A V 2 and A VE. We then consider the fol-
lowing transformation of variables:

(7.5 If - h (CI, C2. C4 , V. RN, RA~f1 , A VE'1  l/kl

C, - C,

C2 - C2

C4 - C4

V V- V
R R V

A VFt t  A VF't

AVE1.'? - a VP1

A VFI 2) A VfIP'2

a V;,21 - a VAI'
* To compute the density, we employ (4.10) and the Jacobian of the transformation (7.5) to

* obtain
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(7.6) d,(C,. C2. C4. V. RN. RN").A AVE"), A VE .', A VE D. a Ve2 )

-f(C,. C2, V.1 AV"', I&VE"), RN) -di(C 4) -d 2(A VE.'?) d3( VE ))

Also, if both RV(" and Rv are linearized about nominal values of capacitance, tube firing vol-
tages, and regulator voltage, then the map

(7.7) R" L I(C 1, C2. C4, i, E T," V 1 -i, A VEj)

R, - L2(Cj, C2. V, Tj, E)

A1 VE/'1? A VE'?1

a V,'" A yr'
shows that (R (", v~, A VA '' VP") is a quadrivariate normal random vector [2, pg. 1621. The
reason is that all random variables on the right side of (7.7) are independent and normally dis-
tributed. At the nominal temperature, the density function is therefore generally representableI by
(7.8) d,(C,, C'2. C4. V. Rv, R,1"1, A VE"". A VEA'?1, RP. RP (1) ,AVF! 2), A VE/2 )

=d.,(C,. C2, C4. V. Rv. R.(',. A VP(), A E,'' ~' , 2

where, for example,

p(Rd) = 11(r,., - r,)

and

p" ' (Rd''D) = lr/ D

if picked resistance is equally likely across the bins. (7.8), also, obviously indicates that picked
resistances are statistically independent of the other component values. It will be possible to
reduce (7.8) to the simpler form
(7.9) d6(RN, RN('), A VE"), A Vkli), RP, RP~l, A V12, a v/.2,)

-p(RN,, R~v"[, A V/"), A VE',) . p(Rl) p"')(R~i") p(A& V 2)) .p(a P12)

when (7.7) is valid, p (R, R.,", A V/" A ~')being the density for the quadrivariate normal
distribution [9, pg. 88]. From (7.7) the elements of the covariance matrix [9, pg. 881 can bej easily obtained.

Next account must be taken of changes in component values due to temperature changes
from the nominal value. We use the same ideas presented in paragraph 4, together with thet I)same notation. The density becomes
(7.10) d(Cl, C2, C4, V, RN, R,.$" A 1 I V1'.1) Rp(T), R,"(T). A V11). A V !?,

ACP,(T), A CP2( T), ACP4(T))

=ds(C,, C2. C4, V. Rv, R (", A .,Av1, ~ p'

4(CIT)PIC2T)dC4T) (PT)-p..(P"T)
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where p(Rp(T)) and p(l'(R I'i(T)) are again convolution densities. We must now determine
limits of integration. One requires that the first timer fire in time t, where t) = Iv(l - 8) <
r tN(l + 8) - t 2 and that the second timer fire in time t(l), where t" -

= t(')(1 - 8(I))
, tN" 4 41)(i + 8 (1)) = t2" . Therefore, we have

(7.11) t1 ,( ) < tl

ti/IF < Rp( T) < t

-00 < C, < oo, i = 1,2.4

-oo < ACP,(T) < oo. i = 1,2,4

-00 < A V tI < 00

-oo <AV I) < 00

-0o < A V 2 < 00

-00 < A V2 <co

r R,. < r,+ I

< R.kI" <

-00< V < 00,

where F= F(CO(T), C (f), V V 2)), F") -- F"1 ) (C ( T), C2(T), C 4(T), V, vF21 , V 2
1
1) and(2) - VE • 2 2) a eor. iV r rF + A, as before. is given by (4.8) and VfI by (7.5).

Also, (4.13) holds for i = 1, 2, and 4.

An integration scheme patterned after (4.14) can then be recorded with p, = prob (RN E
bin i and R,11 E bin j) in place of p,. (4.15) would then be replaced by a double sum:

(7.12) P0t1 < I < t2, th
I I 

< t~l  
1 t I

I f PU i f. t < 2. W ) 2<,<>) ) r
T 2 - ,I  -.. .. i"' <il t( ) ) T

Also, in the case where (7.7) is valid, C1 C2, C4 , and Vare eliminated and ACP(T) is to be
replaced by AC,(T). In addition, t")/F11 and i/F become linear forms in ACI(T), AC2(T),
AC 4 (T), RN, R, ," ), A V ',, A A2) V.', and A V 2?. In that case a sixteen-fold integral is
reduced to a twelve-fold integral.
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THE ASYMPTOTIC SUFFICIENCY OF SPARSE
ORDER STATISTICS IN TESTS OF FIT

WITH NUISANCE PARAMETERS*

Lionel Weiss

Cornell University
Ithaca, New York

ABSTRACT

In an earlier paper. it was shown that for the problem of testing that a sam-
ple comes from a completely specified distribution, a relatively small number of j
order statistics is asymptotically sufficient. and for all asymptotic probability cal-
culations the joint distribution of these order statistics can be assumed to be
normal. In the present paper. these results are extended to certain cases where
the problem is to test the hypothesis that a sample comes from a distribution
which is a member of a specified parametric family of distributions, with the
parameters unspecified.

I. INTRODUCTION

For each n, the random variables Xl(n). X,(n) are independent, identically distri-
buted, with unknown common probability density function and cumulative distribution function
f5 (x), F.(x) respectively. An m-parameter family of distributions, with pdf fo(x,0 1 . .  0)
and cdf Fo(x; 0.  0m), is specified, and the problem is to test the hypothesis that f,(x) =

fo (x; . 0,) for all x, for some unspecified values of 01 0

In 15] the simpler problem of testing the hypothesis that f,,(x) = f 0 (x), where fo(x) is
completely specified, was discussed. In this simpler case, the familiar probability integral
transformation can be used to reduce the problem to that of testing whether a sample comes
from a uniform distribution over (0,1). This type of reduction is not always available when the
hypothetical density is not completely specified. (See [1] for some cases where the reduction is
available.)

Since we will be interested in large sample theory, to keep the alternatives challenging we
will assume that f5 (x) = fo(x;0? .. 0 ) (1 + r,(x)) for some unknown values
0 o. . 0 and some unknown function r.(x ) satisfying the conditions sup lr,(x)l < n-' and

X

d'r,(x)
sup < n' for all n and for j = 1,2,3,4, where e is a fixed value in the open interval

*Research supported by NSF Grant No MCS76-06340.
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398 L, WEISS

The case- where min 2, aiid 01, 62 are location and scale parameters respectively is rela-
tively simple to analyze, and occurs often in practice, so until Section 5 we will discuss only this

P; ~case. That is, fO(X,0 1,02) - 02 1j X '0J with 02 > 0, and the pdf g(x) is completely

specified. G W) denotes fE g W Ar We assume that sup ' gXW < A I < - for j
V dxj

1,2,3,4, and that sup g(X) < A2 < ~

For each n, we choose positive quantities p,,, q,, and L, satisfying the following condi-
tions:

n (q, - p,
(1.2) np,,. nq,,, L,,, and K, - are all integers.

3E

0.3) L ,, -- . for some fixed 8, in the open interval 10, -

(1.4) Jim P,, 0, Jim q,, = I, Jim np,, c.

(1.5) b,_ infjl(x): G-'( P" I x < G-'( qff >} n- nfor a fixed

positive y with 11 -,E + 28 + Sy < 0.3

(1.6) lim n 2e JIM rn t 0.

(1.7) g (G-1 (p,,)) > 3> 0 for allx < G'I(p,,), and

g ( q) .> A, > 0 for all x>G- q)

jY 1(n) < Y2(n) < . .. < )',,(n) denote the ordered values of X1(n) . X,(n). For
typographical simplicity, we denote Y,(n) by Y,. For j - 1. K,,, let Y,(n) denote I

2
yn,4 i,, + Y,,~,l)I.), and let DJ(n denote ( ., -L Y,,+O(,1 ). For j -

1. K, - 1, let W'(ljn). W'(L,,- ,jn) denote the values of the L,, - I variables
I- D,(n) -

among 1I(n). Xjn)I which fall in the open interval 1Yn) - 2 , n) +

D,00 ~ written in random order: that is, the same order in which the corresponding elements
*2 J1

of IX() X,00n) are written. Define WMi n) as W'(ij,n) - i7j(n) f -
D,(n) fo

4
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1. L, - 1 and i= 1. K,,, so - - < W(i,j,n) < -. Let W(j,n) denote the (L,, -
1-dimensional vector (W(l,j,n) ...... W(L, - Ij,n)) for j - 1. K,,. Let
W(1,0,n) ..... W(np,, - 1,0,n) denote the values of the np,, - 1 variables among
(XI(n). X,,(n)) which fall in the open interval (-c-, Y,,,.) written in random order. Let
W (0,n) denote the vector (W(1,0,n) . W(np,,-1,0,n)}. Let W(l,K,,+1,n) .
W(n - nq,,,K,, + l,n) denote the values of the n - nq,, variables among 1XI(n). X,,(n)}
which fall in the open interval (Y, ,oo), written in random order. Let Lt(K, + l,n) denote
the vector W(1,K, + 1,n) . W(n - nq, K,, + 1,n)}. Let T(n) denote the (K,, + 1)-
dimensional vector I Y,,p,,ji,,; = , 1..... K. Note that if we are given the K, + 3 vectors
defined, we can compute the n order statistics Y1, ... Y.. so that any test procedure based on
the order statistics can also be based on the K, + 3 vectors.

Let h,(_t(n)) denote the joint pdf for the elements of the vector T(n), and let
hi.(,n) t(n)) denote the joint conditional pdf for the elements of the vector .(in), givenK.+2

that T(n) = t(n). Then the joint pdf for all n elements of all the vectors is hn(.t(n)) II
1-0h.,* (w (Gn) Lt(n)), which we denote by h4I.-

Next we construct two different "artificial" joint pdfs for the n elements of the vectors.

In the first artificial joint pdf, the marginal pdf for T(n) and the conditional pdfs for
!L(0,n) and W(K,, + 1,n) are the same as above. The pdfs for the elements of the other vec-
tors are constructed as follows.

tip, + j1 1 L, ___
np,+ 2-- , L,, g'(al,(n)) frj -- 1

Let a,(n) denote G -I  
, and y,(n) denote for g(a(n)) j 1.

1 1 1 2n g2(ai(n))
K,,. Let U(ij) (i= 1. L,,- 1; j= 1. K,,) be lID random variables, independent of
T(n), W(0,n), W (K,, + 1,n), and each with a uniform distribution over (0,1). Then the dis-
tribution of W(ij,n) is to be the distribution of- - + (1 + ,,(n)) U(i,j) - y,(n) U2(ij), for

= 1 ... L,, - 1 and I = 1 ... , K,,. Denote the resulting joint pdf for all n elements by

In the second artificial joint distribution, the marginal pdf for T(n) and the conditional
pdfs for W0(,n),.,W(K,n) given T(n) are the same as in h,,"). Given TVn). the npi, -

KeGI elements of Y(.0,n) are distributed as liD random variables, each with pdf
g ((x-O0)/O°)/O°G ((Y,,-O)/O) for x < Y,,,, zero if x > Y,,. Given T (n), the n- nq.

elements of W(K,+I,n) are distributed as lID random variables, each with pdf
((1I/) g ((x - O°)/0°)/(I - G ((Y,, - O°)/O)) for x > Y,., zero if x < Y,,,. Denote the
resulting joint pdf for all n elements by h"€ '.

If S,, is any measurable region in n-dimensional space, let P,,,(S,,) denote the probability
assigned to S,, by the pdf h, ". The next two sections are devoted to proving the following:

THEOREM 1: lir sup IP, 1,(S,,) - P,,,1 (S,,) = 0.

THEOREM 2: lim sup IP,, 3,,(S,,) - P,,,(S,,)I - 0.

.I,
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Let 4 denote the joint pdf which differs from . only in that vj(n) is replaced by

L. fiij~n) np.+ 1i- +1LI
ji(n), defined as 2 f-( n)" , where i,(n) - F;,,' It was shown in

[81 that lim sup I Ph(41(S,) - Ph.()(S) - 0, and thus Theorem I will be proved if we can show

that im sup IP,(2) (S,) - P4(4,(S,)J - 0. By the reasoning used in [81, this last equality will

be demonstrated if we can show that

logh,(2)(T(n), W(0,n). . L(K,+1,n)) R

h14 (T(n), WV(0,n), Wj(K,+l,n)) -

say, converges stochastically to zero as n increases, when the joint pdf is actually h"2). From
the definitions above, and the formula in (8], for all sufficiently large n we can write R,, as

I I(2.1) 2T I- -log[l +-y?(n) -4ji(n) W(i,01n)

where W(ij,n) have the same distribution as - - + (1+-Y,(n))U(ij) - Y,(n)U 2(ij). We
show that the expression (2.1) converges stochastically to zero as n increases by means of three
lemmas. (The order symbol 0( ) used below has the usual interpretation.)

LEMMA 2.1: max ,j(n)I - 0 [n- .

PROOF: Directly from the assumptions and the definition of y,(n).

LEMMA 2.2: sup I F,1-1 (t) - 1o+O°G-I(t)}l - 0(n-*'.
l ~~p,, < < ,

PROOF: Since f. (x) - (l + rX (x)), with Ir,, (x)I < n-1, we have F(x) -

- 1 x 0 1t -a s5
G1  ~Xooj + ), where k'(x) f -L "- 2 r (i)d:,andthus R.(x) <  - G

(X O'.Then we can write F,(x W G V 0 0' (+ R,(W), where I R,(x)I n-f for all

x. Fix any value t in the closed interval [p,qj]. Writing F(x)- t -G G , (l+R.(x),S I - 1we have x - F,-'() and G so
we I + R,(F;-(t)'

(2.2) G-' - - .- < -- -G
WeI c w- w
We camrt -W -in where t" is in the openWeca rie - t - -(+ + n-" g(GO'-(t*))

., ,, _,"ELM-,"_ .
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interval , .11, and thus 1 I .... < n", by assumption (1.5). Then sup
I1 + n-" j g - -) =',, ,,.,,

G-1 I+n- - G-(t)- 0(n+). By a completely analogous argument, it can be shown

that sup G- ' _ I- G-'(t) 0 0(,-v). Then the lemma follows immediately,,:,<_<., I[I - n- j
using the inequalities (2.2).

[ '+A-*+3y'

LEMMA 2.3: j,() = y,(n) + 8,(n), where max 18,()1 -0

PROOF: By lemma 2.2, we can write ,(n) as
L,, .I;;(?°+O a ,(,i.) + 8r("))

2n .':(i 0 + 0o,,(1) + , (1,))

where max ,() = 0(n-'), f,,(x) x 0 (x) + (1 + r,(x))I ____ ~ jX 0  J r~(Oo)2

gso we can write ],(0 ° + 0° ,n) + 8,(n)) as 2 gla,(n)) + 8,*(n), where

22

max18:(n) I - (n "). We can also wri t e.f,(O + + 0 ai(n) + in)) as po g(a(n)) +

2 ,

sin). and thus eales ust ite + e in (. a t sm fni nwhion a tnitere max
I < <K,,

LA
The 1 e s 0(n2.3) and max oK.(n) 0(t'). Thus we can write ,n) as -

I<I<K, 2

n 0) ) g'(a, (n)) + 8,(n))/ ((/(00)2) O(,((n)) + , (n))), and the proof of the lemma fol-

22

lows directly from assumptions (1.3) and (1.5).

Now we complete the proof of Theorem by applying the expansion log (I +x) x -2  
3 

4
-- + :L X for I x I < 1, where W] < 1, to each of the logarithms in the expres-
2 3 401 +coX) 4

sion (2 .1). This enables us to write the expression (2.1) as the sum of a finite number of
expressions, each of which can easily be shown to converge stochastically to zero as i increases,

using the lemmas. For example, two of these expressions are:
,(2.3) 1(l -,y 2(1)) n

I' (2.4) 2 (-y.i(n) - (n)) W(ij,n).

. The expression (2.3) is the sum of K,,(L, - 1) terms, where K,(U, - 1) < n. A typical term
can be written as (yj(n)- iJn)) (y,,(n)+-5,(n)), which by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3 is.

-*+2A+5y I-+A+-

0(n ' .So the whole expression (2.3) is 0nand converges to zero as n

• increases, by assumption (1.5). The expected value of the expression (2.4) is 2

i-I i-I
(y(n), and the variance of the expression (2.4) is 4(yi- W 

-I)

-OA 44411
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(y 1(n) -j(n))z + 180-J'This mean and variance can both be seen to converge to zero

as n increases by the same reasoning as in the analysis of the expression (2.3), and thus the
expression (2.4) converges stochastically to zero as n increases. The other expressions in the
sum comprising the expression (2.1) can be handled similarly, completing the proof of
Theorem 1.

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
1 -1~

In Section 2 we showed that we can write F,,(x) - G j-" 0 + R,,(x)) where

IR,,(x) n ' for all x. We now develop an analogous expression for I - F,(x). 1 - F,,(x)Ix-Go? I -i ,1°
=f ' ,,(t)dt 1 - G I-01+ r,,(t) -f g. , di, and since

110 -0 0
rt Lg j_0 1 1 di < n-' j- Gj I we can write I & f,(x)

I- G JJ (I+ S,,(-)) where IS,,(x) n- for all x.

Theorem 2 will be proved if we can show that

h,Pl>(T(n), WV(0.,n) . (K,, + l, n))
log h, 3 (T(n) ' W(0,n). W(K,+1,))

say, converges stochastically to zero as n increases, when the joint pdf is actually h,( ). Assum-
ing h,' is the joint pdf, the conditional (given Tin)) distribution of R" is the same as the dis-

np- I
tribution of Q,() + Q,(2), where Q,(l) = l log(l + r,(T")) - (np. - 1)log (1 +

I- I
i- nlq,,

R,, (Y,,,)), and Q,(2) = l log(l + r,,(Z,)) - (n - nq.)log(l + Sn (Y,,,)), and
i-I f(v)

V1 l . V",,-, ZI. Zq, are mutually independent, each V with pdf fn(Yp) for v
.f" (Z)

< Yp zero for v > Y,,,,, each Z, with pdf 1 F (Y) for z > Yq,, zero for z < Yq,.

LEMMA 3.1: Q(1) converges stochastically to zero as n increases.

PROOF: Define Q,() as ' r,,(P,) - (np,-1)R,(Y,,). By assumption 1.6,
Q,, (I) - Q,, (1)1 converges stochastically to zero as n increases. Thus the lemma will be proved

if we show that Q,,(1) converges stochastically to zero as n increases.

r) Wt-L g0 -0 +r(-(t))dt

G 0o (1 + R(YP))

2
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Go o0 J R.(Y,,,,) + Z,- 2fG j oo

Go 00 (1 + R, (Y,,,))

where I,,I < 1. From this, it follows that tE~r,,(V;)IT(n)) - R,, (Y,,,) - 0,(n- 2 ). This
implies that E10,,(1)IT(n)} converges to zero as n increases, and also that Variance
Ir,,(V,)I T(n)j = 0,(n - 2, ) which in turn implies that Variance Q,,()I .T(n)) converges sto-
chastically to zero as n increases. These facts clearly imply that Q,,(1) converges stochastically
to zero as n increases.

LEMMA 3.2: Q,,(2) converges stochastically to zero as n increases.

PROOF: Define Q, (2) as " r,,(Z,) - (n-nq,,)S,,(Y,,q). Just as in Lemma 3.1, all we

have to do is to prove that Q,,(2) converges stochastically to zero as n increases.
E~r,,(Z,) IT(n)} --

00 11 1

II I-ol

116 2S( 1)J
I G - °0 11 + S"( I-G 01

where 1;,,l < 1. From this, it follows that IEr,,(Z,)IT(n)I - S,,(Y,,q,,)l - 0,(n-2 '). The rest of

-4 the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1.

Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 imply that R,: converges stochastically to zero as n increases, and this
proves Theorem 2.

4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE THEOREMS

Theorem I implies that a statistician who knows only the vectors T(n), L,(0.n),
W(K,, + 1,n) is asymptotically as well off as a statistician who knows all the vectors T(n),
V W(0,n), W.(l,n) ... Wi,(K,,+ 1,n). This is so because given T(n), using a table of random

numbers it is possible to generate additional random variables so the joint distribution of the
additional random variables and the elements of T(n), L(0,n), LY (K,, + 1,H) is the joint dis-
tribution given by h, . But Theorem I states that all probabilities computed using h, 2' are
asymptotically the same as probabilities computed under the actual pdf hn") .

4,!•
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Theorem 2 implies that asymptotically the order statistics (Y1 ,. . Y Y,,q+ .

YJ} contain no information about r,,(x). This is so because under h,,"' the conditional distribu-
lion (given T(n)) of these order statistics does not involve r,,(x).

Taken together, the two theorems imply that a knowledge of T(n) is asymptotically as
good as a knowledge of the whole sample, for the purpose of testing whether r,(x) - 0. This
assumes that we have to deal only with the challenging alternatives described in Section 1, but
less challenging alternatives do not pose any problem asymptotically.

5. EXTENSION TO OTHER CASES

The results above were for the case where the unknown parameters are location and scale
parameters. In other cases, it may not be possible to choose p,, and q,, that will guarantee that
assumptions (1.5) and (1.6) hold for all 01 . 9,,, if we want lim p, - 0 and lir q,, - 1.

But if we fix p and q with 0 < p < q < 1, an analogue of Theorem I can often be proved with
p replaced by p, q,, replaced by q, and a,(n), y,(n)

lip+

defined as F0 ' ; 0,.,

2t- . (a(n) ..... , respectively,

where 0,. 0,, are estimates of 00. .0, based on I Y,,,,, Y,,+,, . . . . Y,,q). Then, if we

are willing to ignore departures from the hypothesis in the tails of the distribution, we can still
use only the order statistics ( Y,,,. Y,,,+ ,, .... Y,,q).

6. APPLICATIONS

For the case where m = 2 and 01, 02 are location and scale parameters respectively, vari-
ous tests based on T(n) have been investigated in [21 and [61. In particular, [21 contains vari-
ous analogues of the familiar Wilk-Shapiro test, first proposed in [3]. The tests in [21 and [61
were based on T(n) because it made the analysis easier. The present paper gives a theoretical
justification for basing tests on these sparse order statistics alone.

For the location and scale parameter case, we can construct other tests, as follows. For

i=0,. K,, let V,(n) denote fn.f I npIjI jY.,-.+ iL~. F,,-n,+jL, I and
~ fn~jL1 ~ I n 0JLf

let Z,(n) denote -Fn~ - gjIG-11 +J iYL,- F, -I1

It was shown in [4) that for all asymptotic probability calculations, we can assume that the joint
distribution of (VOW, . VA,,(n)) is given by the normal pdf

V
..,dl)
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n L, 1 K,,,-
n(. ~ 1)1 _l2ol + +___ (vi - 1)211.

2L2 np,, n (I- q,) +1v

Under the additional condition that ---- e + 2y < 0, it can be shown that for all
2 2

asymptotic probability calculations we can assume that the joint .distribution of
p,1

IZo(n).4 Z,(n)) is given by the normal pdf just described. Then, if we define p, as--
Iq,

v'-- 1+ .i~~.P2 as -% -pi, and the observable random variables Qo,

........... QK,, as

V / n 21 (g (G-(p,)) Y,,,, + p g(G-(,) Y,,"J

n' (LI{ n~ j ),

- 1) g ,I p,,+ (jL L, I ~ ( '(,)Yq

for j= .K,,, a straightforward computation shows that for all asymptotic probability cal-
culations we can assume that Q0, Q1,.. QA,, are independent, each with a normal distribu-
tion with standard deviation 020, and with

EIQI ~ (L) - h,, (0 ) + p h,, (K,,)I.frj=I K,

wee h,,() - ( ,,L,, __;_______2__

('l L,,- h, Qnti aewecwieQ) -h,,,(i)O1) ++ 2h,,(()O)), where1

tet ho -1n" 'L ; p " I the hypothesis tha true, F,- npj)O + B,()j o o eunnw ? hr ,,(j n
~IB,()ae nwnvlesI I -01 Kin s alenaie tha Ii, ,,j0

andj)0 +n thisj) where we(j isn unknown.-A, j9 '+ , , hr

II
find to the+1 solwiget osenonrandom uaiies Q,,, Q ,(+ 1). wh(ih2ar independent

te.st- 1 uc the yohsst at the (,I K,, + B)qate ,, (' (00 forsom (unnow)0, wheA,, +)+ +n
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X,,W+ 2) Q, 2 + X,,(4i+3) Q,+3 i -0,1,K..., 3 can be assumed to be independent

normal random variables, each with unknown standard deviation @?, and with ELQ,(i)) -I

A,,(4i +j)A,,(4i +j) - ,,(i), say, where A,,(i) is unknown. Then the hypothesis to be tested
is that A,,(i) - 0 for all i. But if we examine the development above, we see that (A,() is

[4i I()i otnosfnto
not completely arbitrary. Instead, A,,(i) - q,, K,- 31' where q, (v) is a continuous function

of v for 0 < v < 1. If we have some particular alternative q, (v) against which to test the
hypothesis, a likelihood ratio test can be constructed. If we want to test against a very wide
class of alternatives, we could apply one of various nonparametric tests. For example, we could
base a test on the total number of runs of positive and negative elements in the sequence
(Q,,(i)I. If the hypothesis is true, there should be a relatively large number of runs, but if the
hypothesis is false, neighboring Q,,(i)'s would tend to have the same sign, decreasing the total

*number of runs. Other tests for an analogous problem are developed in [7].

.2

1 -In the case where g(x) =i e , all the conditions imposed above hold if'we take p,
|1 A A2  A2

2 12 2 10 10
where A, A2, A13, A4 are very small positive values chosen so that f > 0, 8 > 0, y > 0, and p
> 2A1 .
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ON A CLASS OF NASH-SOLVABLE BIMATRIX GAMES
AND SOME RELATED NASH SUBSETS

Karen Isaacson and C. B. Millham

Washington State University
Pullman, Washington

ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with a particular class of bimatrix games, the set of
equilibrium points of which games possess many of the properties of solutions ,
to zero-sum games, including susceptibility to solution by linear programming.
Results in a more general setting are also included. Some of the results are be-
lieved to constitute interesting potential additions to elementary courses in
game theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

A bimatrix game is defined by an ordered pair < A,B> of m x n matrices over an ordered
field F, together with the Cartesian product X x Y of all m-dimensional probability vectors
x E X and all n-dimensional probability vectors y E Y. If player I chooses a strategy (probabil-
ity vector) x and player 2 chooses a strategy y, the payoffs to the two players, respectively, are
xAy and xBy, where x and y are interpreted appropriately as row or column vectors. A pair
<x*,y*> in X x Y is an equilibriun point of the game <A,B> if x*Ay* > xAv* and x*By* >
x*B#V, for all probability vectors x and y.

A Nash-solvable bimatrix game is one in which, if <x*,y'> and <x'v'> are both equili-
brium points, then so are <x*.y> and <x',y>. It is well known that 0-sum bimatrix games
(a, + b,, = 0, all ./) are Nash-solvable, and that this property extends to constant-sum games
(a, + b, = k. all i.j, for some k E F). It is also well known that in the constant-sum case all
equilibrium points are equivalent in that they provide the same payoffs to both players. This
work generalizes, slightly, that contained in such sources as Luce and Raiffa (9) and Burger
(2), and represents a very small step toward the solution of the open problem of characterizing
Nash-solvable games. In the following, A,. will be the ith row of A and A.j the jth column of
A, and similarly for B. The inner product of 2 vectors u, v in E" will be denoted by (uv). The
ordered pair is < u,v>.

2. ROW-CONSTANT-SUM BIMATRIX GAMES

DEFINITION I: An m x n bimatrix game <AB> is row-constant-sum if, for each
1, i=1 ... m. there is a k, E Fsuch that a. + b -= k,. j 1 I. .

THEOREM I: Let <x*.y*> and <x'.y'> be two equilibrium points for a row-constant-
sum game < A,B>. Then <x.y°> and <x'.y'> are interchangeable, and they are equivalent
for P1 (player 1). They are equivalent for P2 (player 2) if and only if x k, - , xi'k,.

407
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PROOF: It is well known and easily proved that <x*,y*> is an equilibrium point for
<AB> if and only if x* > 0 implies that (A,.. y*) - max(A, y*) and y, > 0 implies that

A

(x*,B.,) - max(x*.B.k), for all i.j. Accordingly, let -x*By. Then y7*> 0 implies
A

(x.B.) - 0" - x*k, - (x*, A.,) > x* k, - (x',A.,) for all r, or (x. A.,) > (x. A.,). and

x,*> 0 implies (A,.y) - a' - max(Ak., y°). If <x',y'> is any equilibrium point, then we

have that x*Ay ° > x'Ay* (because x* is in equilibrium with y*) > xAy' (because y' is in
equilibrium with x' and by the above argument) > x°Ay' (because x'is in equilibrium with y')
> x*Ay ° (because y" is in equilibrium with x* and by the above argument). Thus <x*,y*>
and <x,y'> are interchangeable for P1, and equivalent for Pl. To show they are interchange-
able for P2, note that x'By' = , xk,- x'Ay' = xk, - x'Ay*. or x'Bv' - xB.v. One can simi-

larly show that x*By* = x*By , completing this part of the proof.
Suppose now that xk, = 4k,. Since x -Av= x'Ay*, we have that xk, -

x'Ay = x*, ki - x*A.v, or x'By - x By. , and equivalence follows.

On the other hand, suppose v*A 'A" = .v '4y' = xA' i = xAv', x'By = x*BV'  x'B * -

x'B'. Then -,4k, - x*A = .<k, - x'Ay*. Since x'Atr = x'Ay*, it follows that x xk, -
I I

x,'k,, and the proof is complete.

It is well known that, if A (=-B) is the payoff matrix for a zero-sum game, optimal stra-
tegies <x*,y*> for the game satisfy the so-called "saddle-point" property: x*A, > x*Ay' >
xAt* for all probability vectors x and v, and that, conversely, if <x'.r> is a saddle-point of
the function xAv, then <x*.y> is a solution to the game A.

THEOREM 2: <x*.'> is an equilibrium point of the row-constant-sum game <A.B>
if, and only if. <x'j.> is a saddle-point of the function 4(x,.) = xAy.

PROOF: lf<x°,y'> is an equilibrium point of <AB>, then x.4y* > vAY* for all

x E X, from which half of one implication follows. Now, let K be the m x n matrix

k, ki ... k,

k2  k 2 ... A 2
K= of row constants k,. a, + bil= k,.

A,,. A. ... A.....

Since xBv" > xBy for all y E Y, we have x*(K- A)y* >, x*(K - A)y, from which
x',.y > x'Ay" since x'Ky" - x'Ky xk,I. This completes one implication. Suppose now
that <x*,.y*> is a saddle-point of b. From x*Ay > x*Ay* it follows that Y* - 0 if (xA.,) >

a'- min(x..,.), from which, ify* > 0, x*,k, - (x0,A.,) > , xk, - (x .A.A) for all k, or

(x*,B.,) >(x*.B.A) for all k. Finally, it follows from x*Ay* > xAy* for all x that x,- 0 if
(A,.,y*) < max(AA.,y*), and the proof is complete.

The implication is that any solution of A as a 0-sum game is also an equilibrium point of
the row-constant-sum himatrix game <A./>, and conversely. Thus, a solution of A found by

I!
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linear programming will provide an equilibrium point <x,j'> for <A.B> and the payoff a
for PI. The payoff 3 for P2 must be calculated via x*By*, or via x, - k.

3. A SOMEWHAT MORE GENERAL SETTING

We now consider the in x i matrix A, we let B be in x n (not necessarily in row-
constant-sum with A) and we henceforth let X x Y be the set of solutions to .4 as a 0-sum
game. The following theorem then follows.

THEOREM 3: Let <x..v*> E X x Y. In order for <x* t> to be an equilibrium point
of <.A.B> regarded as a bimatrix game, it is necessary and sufficient that v*Bi ,* ) v*Bt, for all
probability vectors y, or, for .\*(-B) >,.*(B)y. It is clearly sufficient for <.v*..|> to also
be a solution to (-B), regarded as a 0-sum game.

The proof is omitted, as it follows immediately from the definition of equilibrium point.
The following comment is made, however: if <A,B> is row-constant-sum, a point <x*. *>
that solves A as a 0-sum game and is an equilibrium point of <A.B>, will not necessarily solve
(-B) as a 0-sum game, because the condition x*(-B)* > v(-B)Y* holds if and only if

,- 4.t-* > . - v, k, or v* Aj* - v\.4j _-* k,(.\,- v,). Thus, the condition

that <.v, v*> also solve (-B) as a 0-sum game is extremely strong. This illustrates a major
difrerence between the constant-sum case (in which the above condition will hold if <x.t-'>
solves 4 as a 0-sum game) and the row-constant-sum case. It is also logical to ask if there are
conditions on .4 and B which would cause an equilibrium point of <A,B> to also solve 4 and
-B as separate 0-sum games. The conditions are inescapable: y,* > 0 must imply
(x.*A.,) = min (.A.d) and v,* > 0 must imply (B,..v*) = min (BA ,v*. Since, for example.

to be an equilibrium point of < AB> it is necessary that .I* > 0 imply
(. ..) = max (*.B. 4). any game satisfying these conditions must be heavily restricted.

Finally, it is noted that if there are common saddle-points of 4 and (-B), which are therefore
equilibrium points of the bimatrix game < AB>, each of these saddle-points will necessarily
provide the same payoffs i, f3 to the respective players (note the contrast of tihe row-constatit-
sum case with the consta lnl-sun case).

DFI-INITION 2: A Nash Subset for a game <A.B> is a set S = {<.V..t>} of' equili-

brium points for <4.4B> such that, if < xvj> and <..'> are in S., so are <.A.YV> and
<.\"..v. See (6) and (13) for related material.

TII!:()RI'M 4: Let A and B be in x a matrices over the ordered field F, and let . x Y be
the set of all solutions to A regarded as a 0-sum game. In order for X x Y to constitute a Nash
subset of equilibrium points for <,4.B>, regarded as a bimatrix game, it is necessary and
sufficient that K CV) = IkI (I .*A.A) = mi ( *.A.,). all .v* E .X)C K' (X) = {k (*.B. ) =

max (.*,B.,), all .0 ( X I.

PROOF: Write K = K(X), K'= K'(X). and let KC K' Then because any <x,.yv> in
X x Y solves A as a 0-sum game, x*Ay >, x*Ay* > xAy ° for all <x*,.y'> in X x Y and all
probability vectors x, y. Also, Y.v= 0 if (x.A.,) > min (xA.A), or if j q K C K' Hence

; 0 if (x*.B.,) < max (xB.,) for all .vE Y. any x ° E X, and <xyy> is an equilibriumI

point for <AB>, for all <x.yv> E X x 1. Suppose there exists k' E K - A". so that for

1 , 4
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some x E X, (x ,B.,) < max (x.B.,) but (x*,A.5 ) - min(x*,A.,). Since it is known that

there exists v' E Y (see (1). page 52) such that *i' > 0, it follows that v' cannot be in equili-
brium with x* for <.4,B> regarded as a bimatrix game, a contradiction. This completes the
proof.

COROLLARY I: Let X* x P be any subset of X x , the set of all solutions to A
regarded as a 0-sum game. In order for X* x Y* to be a set of interchangeable equilibrium
points (a Nash subset) for <A.B> regarded as a bimatrix game, it is sufficient that K(X ) -
{kI (x*.A.k) = min (xA.) for all x* E X ° } 

= K'(X ) 
= (kI(x.B.) - max (xB.,) for all x*

E X..

COROLLARY 2: Let V C X, and let K'(%") be defined as above, and let
= )y, > 0 implies.! E K(X')[. Then V x )" is a Nash subset for <.4.B>.

, Finally, we consider the construction of all matrices B such that X x 1', the set of solu-
tions to 4 as a 0-sum game, will also be a set of equilibrium points for <.4.B> regarded as a
bimatrix game.

TtlEOREM 5: Let .4 be an in X n matrix over F, with X x I' its solutions as a 0-sum
game. Then a matrix B can be constructed such that .X x } is a Nash subset for <.4,B>
regarded as a bimatrix game. The equilibrium points <.x.,t> in X x )' may or may not be
equivalent for P2, depending on construction. Further, all matrices B such that X x )" is a
Nash subset for <.4.B> are constructed as described.

PROOF: Let x' . .v .... x be the extreme points of X'. and assume that . v. '. r < k,X1
are a maximal linearly-independent subset of vi,. . Let x = be regarded as the

X
matrix of a linear transformation from E' to E', taken with respect to a basis of unit vectors.
and let c1 . +: ..... c' ' be a basis for the nullspace of %. Let 13 13 . ... 13, be scalars. Let

V1. V... Y be the extreme points of the set I. and let K,. = (iijy,' > 0). Let K) - U K, i.

Let D = {dI(x.d) =t3,.1 ( i < r). and let d, ... d" '. be m - r + I (if some 13 0)
linearly-independent solutions to the system of r equations in m variables. For j E K,. let

. = ,d+ X c where I 1 or at least, a,, = x for some a d 0, all

J. Then, if _v E X there are scalars y, i 1.... r, such that x -i y,x', and for

In m*P, (i/'| . E A' ,(.\. B.,) = ,- ",, . B , - -a'-" ,-t td"+ ,- A,,c'I = ,- y,,3, (if a I).

After all B.. i K(,. have been constructed, for + K,, let B., be such that
('.B.n c< j\..,) q K) let B. be suc "tih.at

, h , for all extrenie points v'. i = 1. ... k. Then, for all y ° E V

E wt.= ,. .B. - y,73 , ).'Bv for all probability vectors Y. Hence

A x V is a set of interchangeable equilibrium points for < AB> that would, for example, be
equivalent if/3, -/3, for all i,./.

Finally. suppose there is a matrix B such that X x )' is a Nash subset for <.4.B> but
",hich does not hae the abo\c construction. Then there is a column B.,. .E ( K). such that
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eithe.r H., ~ a~ + A(for any coefficients ak,. or 8, = t,!(' + X-A, but

I - I- I

solutions Io h 1. r~. In te firstd instance. ient' x. / .1= le.

yn Thecntrdc (.he. assuptio that I,* ote A' (r Ka maia soeI -theenet set f

eqiuilibriumi strategY ji %%ill either exclude J,. or include j and exclude any\ k SuCh1 that 0, = 1Fillier~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ cotrdit Tl ZT1111onOf K
Note hat ile mtrix.-I i use onk-to dfine x ) Give theset (t ,i 'lo%

thathoil Iand B? couldbecntutdisdsrbd SUligtlaprraednesoai\
coinditions1.

4. ('ONCII. SIt)NS

It is hoped [fat this slight extension of* pre~ iousi\ published material regarding Nash-
sok able blill11 Vdtil aes % IIl lend itself' to inclusion in) future texts in gamne t heor% and opera-
tions research co~ erin 2-person., 0)-sumI flnite gamles Imatrix gaines). (learl.\. iiearh .in\ state-
mne t that cani be ii adc abhi m soIU t ionS of' matrix ga nies calli alsosi be niade about tilie holiie'1.ha
miore nicrcst ing rim~-conStant1-SUml bimiatri x case. and tilie usual met hods fIOr linding such solu-
tions carr \ o\ er \\ith thle minor modificatioiis Indicated Ilie leader is also ref'erred to thle
excellent text b\ \orobje\ (21). an1d his discusioiI ionlmotatgnsi bimiatrix gamecs

~pp. 103 I or iclaced interesting material.
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ABSTRACT
This paper gives characrerj/aiion'. of' oinial solutions lfor conve\ scenii-

nfinite pri gra iiing pro blents These cia racier i.'antis are tree (it j consi rail I

qualification assum ptioin. Thus t he oi- ciime I he dlefieiencies of lb e seni -
infinite versions of' he Frit, Joihn andi the iKuhii-Tucker theoiires, which give
onh% nieearv or SUtlicieni coinditions lom op)[1iiilitv. hit no( bith.

1. INTRODUCTION

A mathematical programming problem with infinitely many constraints is termed a "Semi-
infinite programming problem." Such problems occur in many situations including productioni scheduling [101, air pollution problems [61,[71, approximation theory 151, statistics and proba-
bility [91. For a rather extensive bibliography on semi-infinite programming the reader is
referred to 18].I; The purpose of this paper is to give necessary and sufficient conditions of optimality for
convex semi-infinite programming problems. It is well known that the semi-infinite versions of
both the Fritz John and the Kuhn-Tucker theories fail to characterize optimality (even in the
linear case) unless a certain hypothesis, known as a "constraint qualification," is imposed on the
problem, e.g. [41,[121. This paper gives a characterization of optimality without assuming a

* constraint qualification.

*This resciirch wits pirlially supportedl bY Protct No N R0t47-02 I ONR Contrauct N0001)I4-75-('05(0 with ihe etrtIrm
Cshernctic Studies. The tinikers6l of Texsisait hs ill N Ztion it Rese~irih Counc it ii' C',rnitdh
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Characterization theorems without a constraint qualification for ordinary (i.e. with a finitenumber of constraints) mathematical programming problems have been obtained in 11. Itshould be noted that the analysis of the semi-infinite case is significantly different the specialfeature being here the topological properties of all constraint functions including the particular
role played by the nonbinding constraints.

The optimality conditions are given in Section 2 for differentiable convex sc,ai-infiniteprogramming programs, whose constraint functions have the "uniform mean value property."This class of programs is quite large and it includes programs with arbitrary convex objectivefunctions and linear or strictly convex constraints. For a particular class of such programs,namely the programs with "uniformly decreasing" constraint functions, the optimality conditionscan be strengthened, as shown in Section 4. A comparison with the semi-infinite analogs of theFritz John and Kuhn-Tucker theories is presented in Section 5. An application to the problemof best linear Chebyshev approximation with constraints is demonstrated in Section 6. A linearsemi-infinite problem taken from [4], for which the Kuhn-Tucker theory fails, is solved in this
section using our results.

2. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR PROGRAMS HAVING UNIFORM
MEAN VALUE PROPERTY

Consider the convex semi-infinite programming problem

(P)

Min f"(x)

s.t.

.(x.,t) ,0forall t E T,. k E P ( (1..p
x E R"

where

."' is convex and differentiable,

.fA(x) is convex and differentiable in .v for every t E TA and continuous in t for every x,

TA is a compact subset of R' (i > I).

The feasible set of problem (P) is

F= Ix E R:. ,) K. O for all f E Tk. k E P).

Note that F is a convex set being the intersection of convex sets.

'' For x* E F,

TA { E T,: f/(x,) = 01,

P* 4= 1 k E P: T ;d 01.
A vector d E R" is called a lasibe direction at x* if v* + d E F. For a given function .'(..
4 E 01 U P and for a fixedi E T, we define

DA (xt) A (d E R": 3 ; > 0 3./'(x* + ad,) = l1 (x,t) for all 0 K, a Ki.

t

./,

I: It .. .. •..... .. . . :.. .. ........ ..- •..
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This set is called the cone of directions of constancy in [1], where it has been shown that, for a
differentiable convex function f'(.,t), it is a convex cone contained in the subspace

Id: dIV.fA(x*,t) - 0).

Furthermore, if fA(',t) is an analytic convex function, then DA (xt) is a subspace (not depend-
ing on x*), see [1, Example 4]. In the sequel the derivative of .f with respect to x, i.e.
V.,f(xat), is denoted by Vf(x,t).

Optimality conditions will be given for problem (P) if the constraint functions have the
uniform mean value property" which is defined as follows.

DEFINITION i: Let T be a compact set in R'. A function .f: R" x T - R has the uni-form mean value property at x E R" if, for every nonzero d E R" and every a > 0. there
exists & = &(d, a), 0 < & a a such that

(MV) f(x + ad. 1) - f(xJ) > d' V.'(x + &d,t) for every t E T.

If f(.,t) is a :inear function in x for every t E T, i.e. if f is of the form

[!'(x.I) = g(i) + " ,

or if .f(-.,t is a differentiable strictly convex function in x for every t E T, i.e. if

f(Ax + (I - A)yt) < A.f(x,) + (I - X).f(y,t) for every i E T
where r E R" is arbitrary, y x, 0 < A < 1, and if f(x, .) is continuous in I for every x, then
f has the uniform mean value property. For a linear function f, one finds d'V7f(x + adt)

dg,(t) and (MV) is obviously satisfied. The mean value property for strictly convex func-

tions follows immediately from e.g. [14, Corollary 25.5.1 and Theorem 25.71.

EXAMPLE 1: Function

.f(xt) = I 2[(x - t)2 - 121 for every t E T = [0,1]
is neither linear nor strictly convex in x E R for every I E T. However fl has the uniform
mean value property. Function

x + tx(x 2 - i) if x 2 < 4,i t . 2 X I , I2 ) t 3
x2 + (x2 - t + 1) (X2- 1) ifx 2 > t

(2 -W2

for every I E T = [0, I does not have the uniform mean value property at the origin. Note
that 2 is convex and differentiable in x E R2 for every t E T and continuous in t E T for
every x. This function has provided counterexamples to some of our early conjectures.

Optimality conditions will now be given for problem (P).

THEOREM 1: Let x* be a feasible solution of problem (P) where fP, k E PO have the
uniform mean value property. Then x* is an optimal solution of (P) if, and only if, for every
a > 0 the system

Afg

tI

, tit
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(A) d'Vf 1 (x*) < 0

(B) d'Vf*(x* + a Od,a) < 0 for all i E T,,

(C) d'Vf(x * +a-d) > _ I for all t E TA\T,fA(x',t) "

k E P'

is inconsistent.

PROOF: We will show that x* is nonoptimal if, and only if, there exists a > 0 such
that the system (A), (B). (C) is consistent. A feasible x ° is nonoptimal if, and only if, there
exist 5 > 0 and d E Rn, d ;9 0, such that

(1) .'(x + aid) < .f(x)

(2) fl(x* + Jd.t) < 0 for every t E T.

k E P.

By the convexity of f' and the gradient inequality, the existence of a > 0 satisfying (1) is
equivalent to

d'Vf'(x) < 0.

By the continuity of f4(.,), k E P, the constraints with k E A P* can be omitted from discus-
sion. We corsider (2), for some given k E P, and discuss separately the two cases: t E TAI
and t E TA\T*. Thus (2) can be written

(2-a) fk(x* + idt) < 0 for every i E To

(2-b) fA(x + id,t) < 0 for every t E TA\T.

Consider first (2-a) for some fixed k E P". By the convexity and uniform mean value property
of fk

(3) .fA(x* + adt) > .f(x.t) + iid'V/I'(x* + aAd.t) for all t E T*

and for some

0< a,< J.

Since t E TA and & > 0, (2-a) implies

(4) d'VfA(x * + akdat) < 0.

Denote

(5) 6= min (aA.•1 k(PI

Clearly, J always exists (since P is finite) and it is positive. By the convexity of fA(.t) (5)
and (4),

V (6) d'V.A(x * + adt) K, d'V.fA(x" + cAdat) (< 0.

On the other hand, the existence ofo* > 0 such that, for some I E T and all k E P",

d'V.fA(x + a *,) < 0

implies (2-a) with 0 < 6 < .

4 ;

] . .1 I , I . . . . . . .. L ,..-.. .. ' " l . . .
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It is left to show that the existence of & > 0, such that (2-b) holds, is equivalent to the
existence of 6i > 0, such that (C) holds. Suppose that (2-b) holds for some & > 0. Then, by
the convexity and uniform mean value property, for k E P,

0 >, fk(x + a-d.t) >, f&(x,:) + a-dIVfk(x* + iAdaf) for all i E TA\Tk

and for some

Hence,

d~VA~x+ ad~f - i-,since rE T4\T*A

(8) Ax)a

>1 - -. by (7).

Denote

(9) a min t&a > 0.
U~p

Using the monotonicity of the gradient of the convex function fk(-,t), one obtains here

This gives ,A.

d"7."(x*+ ad) ,- -L by (10) and (8)

) .by (9)

which is (C) with a* = (i

Suppose now that (C) is true for some a* > 0. Using again the monotonicity of the gra-
dient of the convex function fA.fadtefc htf~*)<0frE TA\TZ, one easily

obtains

011) fA~x*,) + a d'VA"(x + a d.6 < 0, for every 0 < a < a*.

j . But
alx VA *4) + a dVf(x*~ +laAuI,,

jfor some particular 0 < a k <a, ak = GAi

by the mean value theorem

~y ~ 0, by 00I

which is (2-b) with ii=a*

Summarizing the above results one derives the following conclusion: If x* is not optimal
then there exists a* - minl&,ti) > 0 such that the system (A), (B) and (C) is consistent. If
there exists a* > 0 such that the system (A), (B) and (C) is consistent, then there exist
ai,, >0 and> 0 such that

L7. . . . - -Aw
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.f'(x* + a,,d) < J'(x*)

(12) fk(x* + iid.) < 0 for every r E TA*
fk(x* + Zida) 4 0 for every f E TATr

k E P.

If one denotes

6 - minla,,Z) > 0

then, again by the convexity of f'(-,0, k E (0) U P, (12) can be written

f'(x* + 6d) < f(x*)
JA(x. + 6da) (0 for every t E TA.,

k E P*

implying that x* is not optimal.

REMAK 1 Sice fA(x-) is continuous for every x in some neighbourhood of x*
(this follows from e.g. [14, Theorem 25.7]), condition (C) in Theorem I needs checking only
at the points rE T4 which are in

NA U NWii,

where N(t*) is a fixed open neighbourhood of t, For the points tin T,\N, one can always find
a *which satisfies (C). This follows from the fact that for every 3,

(13) d/Vf&(x* + aid.,) 1 -M

for some positive constant M, by the compactness of T,\NA. Choose M in (13) large enough,
so that

(14) a*A a- .
-M

Now,

a ~dfVfA(x* + a dt) d'VfA(x* + iid,) b 1)ad(4
* I ,(X,) TAlocto

by (13) and (14).

EXAMPLE 2: The purpose of this example is to show that Theorem I fails if the con- 4

straint functions do not have the uniform mean value property. Consider

Min -x 2

subject to

J'C (.2 0 for all It E 10,.11
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where

X' + dx2 (x 2 - ) if X 2 > 1
f(x 1 .x2,,) - 2xf + (2- t)2 (x,- t + 1)(x 2 - !) if x 2 >t21

Function f satisfies the assumptions of problem (P) but it does not enjoy the uniform mean
value property. The feasible set is

F X2: 00i x2 ! I

and the optimal solution is .c = (0,1)'. However, for every a* > 0, the system (A), (B) and
(C) is inconsistent at x*= 0, a nonoptimal point. Since T* = 10, .1, condition (C) is here
redundant, while (A) and (B) become, respectively,

-d 2 < 0

2ad 2 d2 - 0 d2 < 0 if 2a V2 <

2 t
3

2a *d? + (2- (2ad 2  t) d2 < O if 2d 2 >

The above system cannot be consistent for some a * > 0, because, if it were, the last inequality
would be absurd for small t E [0. 11.

When the constraint functions (but not necessarily the objective function) are linear, i.e.
when (P) is of the form
(1I)

Min .(x)

S.t.

g,'() + xgA(t) < 0, for all t E TA, k E P

then Theorem I can be considerably simplified.

COROLLARY I: Let x° be a feasible solution of problem (L). Then x" is optimal if, and
only if, the system

(A) dtV.f"(x*) < 0

(B2) dg(, < 0, for all iE T*0. for

(C 1),-' -1, for all I E TA \T.
g"'(1) + X x*gA()

k E P*

is inconsistent.

t.
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PROOF: Recall that linear functions have the uniform mean value property. If Jf(.,t) is
linear, then for every t E TA

Dk(x,) - {d E R": d'tVf'(x.t) - 0).

Thus (B) reduces to (B2). The left hand side of (C) reduces to the left hand side of (CI),
which does not depend on a*. Moreover, a* on the right hand side of (C) can be taken

a' = 1, because whenever dsatisfies (A) and (B2), so does d - - d.

0

In many practical situations the sets Tk, k E P are compact intervals and the sets TA.

k E P" are finite. (This is always the case when f(x °. . ) are analytic functions not identically
zero.) For such cases condition (B) can be replaced by a finite number of linear inequalities.

COROLLARY 2: Let x° be a feasible solution of problem (P), where .f4, k E P" have
the uniform mean value property. Suppose that all the sets TA, k E P* are finite. Then a
feasible solution x° of problem (P) is optimal if, and only if, for every a* > 0 and for every
subset [1 k of TA* the system

(A) d'V.1"'(x*) < 0

d'Vf1(x*,t) < 0, 1 E fl,
(B3) d E D4(x°.t), t E TZ\flA

dr'Vf'(x° + a d,t) > I

( C ) ./ ( X ° ) *
(C) for all , E Tk\T,

is inconsistent.

An important special case of Corollary 2 is when the sets TA themselves are finite. Then
problem (P) can be reduced to a mathematical program of the form

(MP)

Min "(x)

S.t.

f&(x) < 0, k E P.

This is obtained by setting TA = (k1.k 2 .  kcardTJ and identifying ,f&(x~k,): k, E Tk,

k = 1,2. p) with /'A(x): k E P A 11.2 ... card Tk}. Here P° = lk E P:

.W(x° ) = 01. Also {DA(x*,k): k, E T. k = 1.2. p is denoted by D (x*): k E P).

The major difference between the semi-infinite problem (P) and the mathematical prob-
lem (MP) is that for the latter the condition (C) is redundant, Theorem I then reduces to the
following result obtained in I, Theorem Ii.

p -

• i't ; "p1
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COROLLARY 3: Consider problem (MP), where 1./'4: k E 10) U P) are differentiable
convex functions: R" - R. A feasible solution x* of (MP) is optimal if, and only if, for every
subset L of P* the system

d'V.I"(x*) < 0

d'VI')(x < 0. k E I

d E DA(.*). k E P°\Il

is inconsistent.

PROOF: Here condition (C) becomes

d'VT/ (x* + d) I

for some a * > 0. Since here the set P\P* is finite, and hence compact, the redundancy of
condition (C) is shown as in Remark I.

The following result gives a characterization of a unique optimal solution of problem (P).

THEOREM 2: Let x be a feasible solution of problem (P), where ./*4, k E P* have the
uniform mean value property. Then .N is a unique optimal solution of problem (P) if, and
only if, for every a * > 0 there is no dsatisfying conditions (B), (C) and

(A,) 1I'(.) < 0 or d E ),(x).

PROOF: Suppose that the system (A,), (B), (C) is inconsistent. Then so is the system
(A), (B), (C). Hence, by Theorem I, .x is an optimal solution. Suppose that x* is not a
unique optimal solution. Then there exist (W > 0 and d ;r 0 such that i = x* + ffd is feasible,
which implies that d satisfies (B), (C) and f(x) = f"(x* + Zid) . Since the set of all optimal
solutions of a convex program is convex, the latter implies .f'(x° ) = .1"(x° + ad) for all
0 < ( < i, i.e., d E D,,(x). Thus d satisfies (A,), (B) and (C), which is impossible. There-
fore x is the unique optimum. The necessity follows by a similar argument.

3. OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS FOR STRICTLY CONVEX FUNCTIONS

IN THEIR ACTUAL VARIABLES

This section can be skipped without hindering the study of Section 4.

In order to state our next result, which is a characterization of optimality for a subclass of
convex functions, i.e. strictly convex functions in their "actual variables", we adopt some
notions from Ill.

For every k E P and i E TA, denote by [kI(I) (read "block k"), the following index sub-set of P: j E [0() if, and only if, y': R - R, defined by
yA () A x ,,. . . a l d T acxtual

is not a constant function for some fixed x. . . . . . ,. ,... x,,. Thus, for a given 1 E r4,
.k0() is the set of indices of those variables on which .fA actually depends. These "actual
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variables" determine the vector xlkl(,), obtained from x - (xi. x,)' by deleting the vari-
ables {x,: j q [k](), without changing the order of the remaining ones. Similarly, we denote
by fk 111): R. drtA I- R the restriction of f4 to Re" rdik .

DEFINITION 2: A function fA: R" x T, - R is strictly convex in its actual variables if
for every t E TA its restriction fAA()(. ) is strictly convex.

The above concept will be illustrated by an example.

EXAMPLE 3: Consider

f'(x,t) = x? + tx?, t E T = [0.11.

Note that function f'(.,t) is not strictly convex for every i E T Here

S1) if t = 0

= I,21 ift E (0.11.

(xI) if I = 0

x fx] E (0,11

and
j x2 if I _ 0

*flt(~) 12x? + t.,2 if E E (0, 11,

clearly a strictly convex function in its actual variables for every t E T. Hence, .f is a strictly
convex function in its actual variables.

COROLLARY 4: Let x* be a feasible solution of problem (P), where [ k(..), E P* are

strictly convex in their actual variables and have the uniform mean value property. Then x* is
an optimal solution of (P) if, and only if, for every a * > 0 and every subset 1A C T7 the
system

(A) d'V. "(x*) < 0

(B, 11) d'IfA(x* + a *dt) < 0 for all : E T,IA

(C) d'V7f(x- + a d -) > - for all f E T,\T4
fA(x4.) a

(D.f) Cdl,, 0 for all t E 11

k E P

is inconsistent.

PROOF: We know, by Theorem 1, that x* is nonoptimal if, and only if, there exists

a > 0 such that the system (A), (B), (C) is consistent. In order to prove Corollary 4, it is

enough to show that (B) is consistent if, and only if, for some subsets A,. c T,, k E PO, the

system (B, 11), (D, f)) is consistent. Suppose that (B) holds. For every k E P define

f,. It E T,: d'V.f-'(x + ad.t) = 0 for all 0 < a

Hence, by the mean value theorem, for every i E A"1

J'4(x* + adjt) = (x*,t) for all 0 < a < cy

LI . ,
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Since ,/(..I) is strictly convex in its actual variables, this is equivalent to

dlAI(,) = 0 for all i E fA II

If t E TA\f) A, then obviously dIVfk(x * + Zd,t) < 0 for some 0 < E < a, by (B). Thus
(B. L)), (D, 11) holds for D U - h fA. (Note that some or all il k's may be empty.) The reverse
statement follows from the observation that dttt(,) - 0 implies d'Vfk(x * + a *dt) = 0.

0

If a function f(,) is strictly convex (in all variables x .  x,) for every I E TA,
k E P°. then DA(xt) = 0I. This implies that the system (A), (B,11), (C), (D.0) is incon-
sistent for every nonempty fl k, k E P*. Thus condition (D. f) is redundant. In fact, condi-
tion (C) is also redundant, which follows by the following lemma.

LEMMA 1: Let .0(x) be convex and differentiable in x E R" for every t in a compact
set T C R'and continuous in tfor every x. If for some d E R",

(15) d'V.f'(x°.t) < 0 for all t E T* = (t: f(x*,t) = 01,

then there exists a > 0 such that

(16) f(.0 +.ad) < 0, for all t E T\T*.

PROOF: It is enough to show that the hypothesis (15) and the negation of the conclusion
(16). which is

"For every a > 0 there is t= t(a) E T\T* such that f(x* + adj(a)) > 0,"
are not simultaneously satisfied. If this were true one would have the following situation:

For every a, of the sequence a, = 2-" there is a t, = t,(a,,) E T\T such that

(17) It'*" + a,,d.t,(a,)) > 0. n = 0, 1. 2 ...

Since Tis compact, I,j has an accumulation point t E T, i.e. there is a convergent subsequence
(I,,) with t as its limit point. We discuss separately two possibilities and arrive at contradictions
in each case.

CASE I: t E T*. Since .'(x.) = 0 and d'V./'(x*,t) < 0, by (15), there exists 6 > 0
such that

(18) f~"+ eidj) < 0.

For all large values of index i, a,, < 6 and

(19) .fi(x*t,,) < 0, .

since t,, E TIT. This implies

(20) .f(x° + &d,t,) > 0.

(If (20) were not true, one would have, for some particular n,,

(21) .f+(x + &dt,) < 0.

Now a,, < &, (19), (21) and the convexity of f imply

.f(x* + a ,,) < 0
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which contradicts (17).) But (18) and (20) contradict the continuity off(x + (id,).

CASE [i: E T\T° . Since f(x*.) < 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that (18) holds, by the
continuity of f(.(t). The rest of the proof is the same as in Case 1.

0

A characterization of optimality for strictly convex constraints follows.

COROLLARY 5: Let .x* be a feasible solution of problem (P), where .&(,j) are strictly
convex for every t E Tk, k E P. Then x ° is an optimal solution of (P) if, and only if. for
every a * > 0 the system

(A) d'VI"(x- ) < 0

(B:) d'Vf'(x*.t) < 0 for all r E Tk

k E P

is inconsistent.

PROOF: First we recall that fk, k E P., under the assumption of the corollary, have the
uniform mean value property. If x ° is not optimal, then the system (A). (BI), (C) is con-
sistent, by Corollary 4. This implies that the less restrictive system (A), (BI) is consistent.
Suppose that the system (A), (BI) is consistent. Then for every k E P* there is ak > 0 such
that

.f&(.x + a d.t) K 0 for all I E T\T,

by Lemma 1. Let

i 1 . minlaA: k E P*1.

By the convexity of J"., it follows that

.'(. + a .) <, 0 for all t E T,\T.? and k E P*.

This is equivalent to (C) of Theorem I (see (2-b)). Therefore the system (A). (B,). (C) is
consistent. This implies that the system (A). (B), (C) is consistent. (The reader may verify
this statement by the technique used in the proof of Lemma 2.) Hence x ° is optimal, by Corol-
lary 4.

REMARK 2: Differentiable strictly convex (in all variables!) functions .J do have the
uniform mean value property. However, this is not necessarily true in the case of convex func-
tions with strictly convex restrictions. In particular, function

X' + t':(.'- if < 2
I I ' 2.f + (.V2- t + I)(.\, - I) if x, > t

(2- 2): " "

is differentiable and has strictly convex restrictions for every t E 10. 11. Note that

kIt)21 ift - 0
I1 2)(,) l 2 ift E (0. 1.

,- ci
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But functioni r does not have the unif'orm mean value property. One can show, however, that a *

differentiable f'unction which is strictlycnexi t actual variables and such that WA(r) is
constant over all compact set . does have the mean value property.

4. PROGRAMIS WITH UNIFORMILY DECREASING CONSTRAINTS

The applicability of' Theorem I is, in general. obscured by the appearance of parameter (t
in conditions (B) and (C). The purpose of' this section is to point out some of the topological
difficulties %hich atrise in the removing of a 0 from condition (B). A class of convex functions
f~or which the optimality conditions can he stated without reference to (w * in condition (B) will

eve% iof copac se 7'n R. Frthr. Mxr)denotes Vf.t.).

DFFIITIN 3 LetI':R I - Randx *E R'? be such that T*d 0. Then for a
gi% en d R '.d . 0, the function f is unif'ormly decreasing at v* in the direction d, if (i) the

is ompct nd t' it)thre xiss (V >0 schtha + ad.,o) 0 for all tE T* for which

It s nt csyit)recgnze heterit enealconvex function I is uniformly decreasing.

EXAPLE4: onsderthefolowig tuncion fromn R x R into R:

= ui~v - - t~1 E T (used in Example 1)

i*. ~,) - ,E T

= -x. i E .

These functions are all convex. ' I is act ually strictly convex and .1" linear in xv for every t E .
f*I = (0t. 11. then neither function is uniformly, decreasing t v* = 0 in the direction dI - I.

llowec\er. it' T = 11, 21 then alt three f'unctions are unif'ormlty decreasing at v* = 0 in the same
direction d = 1.

As suggested by' the above example, a convex f'unction f is uniformly decreasing at x* in
the direction d ;,1 0. whenever V./tv* -) is continuous and the set

A(vd It { E 7: d'Vf..0t - 0)
is empty. Its complement

S (.v.d) = TNEtvd) = T

is then compact. In particular. all analytic functions not identically zero are uniformly decreas-
ing. However, at chitracte ritzation of optimality for problem (P) with such constraint functions
is already given by Corollary 4.

An important uniformity property of convex functions with compact S(.v'.d) follows:

T C R'. and continuous in t, for every xv E R". Suppose further that for some .0 andLFM. 2: Let 0Ivi ecne n ifrnibei o vr i opc e
in R. the set S (x*d) is nonempty and compact. Then there exists (I > 0 such that

dl MAI&
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(22) .f(x" + a ,.t) < 0. 0 < , a

for all t E S(x.d).

PROOF: Suppose that such J > 0 does not exist. Then there exists a sequence
Il,} C S(.*d) and a sequence oa ., , - a(t0 > 0 such that

f(x* + ,t,0 0.

.!'(.V* + tid., < 0. 0 < a < a ,

and
(23) .%-*. + (1,4t) > 0. a > a=

with inf I, } - 0. Since S(.".) is compact. It) contains a convergent subsequence It I. Let
t E S (x.v ) be the limit point of It ). Now

d'Vf7.t'*.t) < 0

implies that there exists i > 0 such that

.(.N" + a ,i) < 0. 0 < a it

In particular.

(24) t' " + (;(i.t) < 0.

For any E > 0 there exists i,, = i, (e) such that

(25) I - tI < c and a < ti for all j > j,.

Now (23) and (25) imply

(26) f(x" + i d.t ) > 0 for all J > i,.

But the inequalities (24) and (26) contradict the continuity of f(x. + jid. i.

E..4,tPLE 5: Consider again
j .t:( x t . - t., t E T - 11, 21.

This function is uniformly decreasing at v* - 0 in the direction d - I. The inequality (22)

holds for every 0 < (i < 1. in particular it - -. If the above interval T is replaced by
2

- 0. 11, then ftz is not uniformly decreasing at x - 0 with d = I. An i > 0 satisfying (22)
t here does not exist.

A characterization of' optimality for programs (P), with constraint functions which have
the uniform mean \alue property and are uniformly decreasing, follows.

THEOREM 3: Let v* be a feasible solution of problem (P). where A. k E P° have the
uniform mean value property. Suppose also that 0'. A E P* are uniformly decreasing at x in
every feasible direction d. Then .% is an optimal solution of (P) if, and only if. for every
a I > 0 the system

(A) ,l ' ."(.\") < 0.

dV (' ( ) < 0 or d E D, tx*.t)
(B.) for all t E T*

'Z-

I 2
+ J:'r¢: :.,
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d'_ __x
* + aFd 1) 1

I IfA(xadt) c

(C) 
fkw'o

for all t E T4\T4,

is inconsistent.

PROOF: Parts (A) and (C) are proved as in the case of Theorem 1. It is left to show
that the existence of a > 0 satisfying (2-a) is equivalent to the consistency of (B4). It is clear
that (2-a) implies (B4). In order to show that (B 4) implies (2-a) we use the assumption that thefunctions [fM(xat): k E P*} are uniformly decreasing at x° in the direction d. When (B.0 holds,

then for every k E P*there exist ak > 0 and a' > 0 such that

fA(x* + adt) < 0, 0 < at o k
(27) for all t E S. i E TA: d'VJf(xt) < 0),

by Lemma 2, and

( iA(x* + adt) 0 0, 0 < a < a:

(28) for all i E T*,\SA.

since d * 0. The latter follows by part (ii) of Definition 2 and the convexity of f4. Let

(29) a A min(a,,a,") > 0.

Clearly (27) and (28) can be written as the sinj.le statement (2-a) with a chosen as in (29).

The following example shows that the assumption that {.A(xt): k E P* be uniformly
decreasing at x* cannot be omitted in Theorem 3.

EXAMPLE 6: Consider the program

Min "(x) = -x

s.t,

, xt) 0, for all I E T = [0,1]
i where

whet(x - t)2 if x > t

Sf(x,t) .[0 <I .

The feasible set consists of the single point x* = 0, which is therefore optimal. One can verify,
after some manipulation, that the constraint function f has the uniform mean value property at

ro. (For every a > 0 there exists 0 < & < I-a such that (MV) holds.) However, f is not
2

uniformly decreasing at x. In order to demonstrate that Theorem 3 here fails, first we note
ihA, T" - T - 10. I]. so the condition (C) is redundant. Since d - I is in the cone of direc-
tion% o( constancy D(x,) for every t E [0, I, we conclude that the system (A), (B4) is here
,,n.nicni. contrary to the statement of the theorem. Therefore the assumption that the con-
., nr I unt mnn% be uniformly decreasing cannot be omitted in Theorem 3.

jllh.---9 %,
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5. THE FRITZ JOHN AND KUHN-TUCKER THEORIES FOR
SEMI-INFINITE PROGRAMMING

In contrast to the characterizations of optimality stated in the preceding sections we will
now recall the Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker theories for semi-infinite programming. In the
sequel we use the following concept from the duality theory of semi-infinite programming, e.g.
[3].

DEFINITION 4: Let I be an arbitrary index set, (p': i E 1) a collection of vectors in R"
and (c,: i E I) a collection of scalars. The linear inequality system

u'p' < ci, for all i E I

is canonically closed if the set of coefficients 1((p')', c,): i E I) is compact in R"'+' and there
exists a point u" such that

(u")'p' < c,, for all i E .

We will say that problem (P) is canonically closed at x* if the system

(B) dVfk(x*,) < 0 for all t E Tk, k E P*

is canonically closed.

REMARK 3: All constraint functions of problem (P) can have the uniform mean value
property, or they can be uniformly decreasing, without problem (P) being canonically closed.

Lemma 3 below is a specialized version of Theorem 3 from [3], adjusted to our need. It
is related to the following pair of the semi-infinite linear programs:

(I) (I1)

Inf u'p" Sup I c'X
tEI

S.t. St.

u'p' >, c,. all i E I ,p', p
El

u E R" X E S, X >, 0,

where S is the vector spaLe of all vectors {X,: i E 1) with only finitely many nonzero entries.
Denote by [, and Vi the optimal values of (I) and (11), respectively.

LEMMA 3 Assume that the linear inequality system of problem (I) is canonically closed.
If the feasible ;et of problem (i) is nonempty and V, is finite, then problem (II) is consistent
and V11 - V1. Moreover, V11 is a maximum.

The concept of a canonically closed system is used in the proof of the dual statement of

the following theorem.

THEOREM 4: ("The Fritz John Necessity Theorem") Let x° be an optimal solution of
problem (P). Then the system

(A) d'VJ'T(x*) < 0

• D
p1
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(B1) d'V.f&(x,) < 0 for all i E T ,

is inconsistent or, dually, the system

"V./"'(x*) + 0 xv.#(x .) = o

(FJ) A", , A,: t E TA. k E P*} nonnegative scalars,

not all zero and of which only finitely many are positive

is consistent.

PROOF: If .* is optimal, then the inconsistency of the system (A), (B1) is well-known,
e.g. 14, Lemma 1]. In order to prove the dual statement, we note that the inconsistency of
(A), (B1) is equivalent to A = 0 being the optimal value of the semi-infinite linear program

I) Min IA

s.t.

d'Vt"(.x) + P. > 0

d'V.l(N*.t) + U > 0. all t E T*, k E P*

The dual of 0I) is
(I'i)

Max 0

S.t.

"Tft(*) + AV/f(.-.) = 0
I" " PI

A-P" I'

X/ > 0. only finitely many are positive.

The feasible set of problem (i) is clearly nonempty and canonically closed (d = 0, I satisfy
the constraints of (i) with strict inequalities). Lemma 3 is now readily applicable to the pair
(i), (AI), which proves (FJ).

0

The dual statement in Theorem 4 is the Fritz John optimality condition for semi-infinite pro-
' gramming. For an equivalent formulation the reader is referred to Gehner's paper [4].

Under various "constraint qualifications" such as Slater's condition:

R. E R" 3 f.l) < 0 for all t E TA, k E P

or the "Constraint Qualification Ir' of Gehner 14], one can set A,, - I in Theorem 4. In fact,
the same is possible if problem (P) is canonically closed at x°, i.e. if there exists dsuch that

-.. .... .-- - s.. ' S .. -.,
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(30) d'Vfk(x,,) < 0 for all t E Tk, k E P*.

This is easily seen by multiplying the equation in (FJ) by d satisfying (30). Note that the
canonical closedness assumption is a semi-infinite version of the Arrow-Hurwicz-Uzawa con-
straint qualification, e.g. [12]. The latter constraint qualification is implied by Slater's condition.

The Fritz John condition (FJ) with \,, = I is a semi-infinite version of the Kuhn-Tucker
condition, e.g. [12). While the Fritz John condition is necessary but not sufficient, the Kuhn-
Tucker condition is sufficient but not necessary for optimality. If a constraint qualification is
assumed, then the Kuhn-Tucker condition is both necessary and sufficient for optimality for
problem (P). If a constraint qualification is not satisfied then tne Fritz John condition fails to
establish the optimality and the Kuhn-Tucker condition fails to establish the nonoptimality of a
feasible point x In contrast, our results are applicable. This will be demonstrated by two
examples. (See also an example, taken from approximation theory, in Section 6.)

EXAMPLE 7: Consider the semi-infinite convex problem

Min "=- x, - X2

S.t.

fl _ x1 + tX2 - 12 < 0 for all t E T, = [0, 11

f2 -- x,- tx2 - < 0 for all t E T 2 = 10, 1].

The feasible set is X2 °1 1F x,1 : -l ( x2 < 0 o

and the optimal solution is x* = (0,0)'. For this point
T* - T ={(01, P*= -11, 21.

The system (B5) is

-dj <0,

obviously not canonically closed. The Kuhn-Tucker condition is

~ji)+xfgJ~ox jo). fgo

A I A 1> 0, Ak2 1> 0
which clearly fails.

One can easily verify that the constraint functions .ft and f2 have the uniform mean value
property. Also, these functions are uniformly decreasing at x° - 0 in every direction d ;d 0.

, (The sets T*1 and T2 are singletons!) Thus Theorem 3 is applicable. Conditions (A). (B 4) and
(C) are here

(A) d- d2 < 0

0 < 0or d,- 0. d2 E R
" (B 4 ) -d 0

-• .. ,..l..- ,,o w
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ad2+td 2

t >- - for all t E (0.11

(C) -1 2  - for all t E (0, 11.

This reduces to

d, = 0, d2 > 0

(31)-±d2 >_-_1 for allt E (0,11

--d2 > '

Since d2 > 0, the inequality (31) cannot hold for any a > 0. Hence, by Theorem 3,
x* = (0,0Y is optimal. The optimality of a feasible point is thus established here using

Theorem 3 and not by the Kuhn-Tucker condition which here fails.

Consider now the point x* = (0,-1)'. Here

Tt- (0). T2= [0.11, P*= (1,2).

It is easy to verify that the Fritz John condition is satisfied in spite of the fact that x* is not
optimal. Conditions (A), (B) and (C) are here

(A) d, - d2 < 0

(B) -dj - 02 0 for all t E 1O, 11

(C) a "d2 + td2 > I for all t E (0, 11.

For a" = 1, these conditions are satisfied by d, = 0, d2 - 1. Hence, by Theorem 1, the point
x* = (0, 1)' is not optimal. Both the Fritz John and the Kuhn-Tucker theories fail to character-
ize optimality in this example because a constraint qualification (or a regularization condition,
e.g. [Ill) is not here satisfied.

Although the Fritz John and Kuhn-Tucker theories fail to characterize optimality, they
can be used to formulate, respectively, either the necessary or the sufficient conditions of
optimality.

In the remainder of the section we will show that the ordinary Kuhn-Tucker condition
(i.e. the (FJ) condition with X,, = I) can be weakened by assuming an asymptotic form. For a
related discussion in Banach spaces the reader is referred to 1161.

THEOREM 5: ("The Kuhn-Tucker Sufficiency Theorem") Let x* be a feasible solution of

problem (P). Then x* is optimal if the system

(A) d'VT/"(x*) < 0

(B d'71(x*.t) < 0 for all I E TA.

k E P*

is inconsistent or, dually, if the system

-A' -'U - 5A&9M
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1 x~v fv~x ) + , .XVj*(x*t) - 0

(K-T) {Xk: t E P, k E P*} nonnegative scalars

of which only finitely many are positive

is consistent.

PROOF: If the system (A), (B5) is inconsistent, so is (A), (B). (Recall that
Dk(xt) C (d: d'Vt*(xt) = 0}.) Hence, in particular, the system (A), (B), (C) is incon-
sistent. Following the proof of Theorem 1, one concludes that x* is optimal. The inconsistency
of (A), (B5) is equivalent to the consistency of (K-T), by e.g. [11, Corollary 51.

C

REMARK 4: The "asymptotic" form of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions (K-T) gives a
weaker sufficient condition for optimality than the familiar (i.e., without the closure) condition

Vfo(x*) + kk ATVf*(x*t) - 0
AEP" rE Z

(K-T) (Xk: tE TA!. k E P*} nonnegative scalars

of which only finitely many are positive.

In some situations the primal Kuhn-Tucker conditions (A), (B5) may be easier to apply

than (K- T). This will be illustrated on the following problem taken from 18, Example 2.41.

EXAMPLE 8: Consider

Min .P = 4x1 + - (x 4 + x6)

S. t.

-XI - 11X2 - 12X3 - t1x4 - 1112 x5 - 12X6 + 3 - (t1 - 12)2(tl + 12)2 ( 01 ('1 1
for allt E T, - < ( , 1, 1 - 1,2

We will show, using the Kuhn-Tucker theory, that x* = (3,0 0,0, 0 0)' is an optimal solution.
The optimality of x* has been established in 181 by a different approach.

) First note that here

Tt fr- ,: , - 2- 0 or t, + t2 = 0 n T,.

The system (A), (B) becomes
2 2

(A) 4d, +1 d4  +- d6 < 03 3
(Bi) - -rd2 - t i2 d4 - W 2d. - tjd6 < 0

for all E I',.

L 0111•

€-
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Substitute in (B5) the following five points of T:

This gives

-dl 0

-di - d3 - d4- - d6  0

-di - d2 + d3 - d4 + d5 - d6 < 0
* -dl+d 2- d.,--d 4 + d- d6 < 0

-dl + d2 + d3 4-d d6 < 0.
* Multiply the first inequality by ten thirds and each of the remaining four inequalities by one

sixth then add all five inequalities. We get

-4d 2 -2 d < 0-4d] 3 3f

which contradicts (A). Thus the system (A), (B5) is inconsistent and x*- (3,0,0,0,0,0)' is
optimal, by Theorem 5.

Theorems I and 3 suggest that the presently used constraint qualifications for semi-

infinite programming problems are too restrictive because they do not employ the topological
properties of problem (P), such as the uniform mean value property or the uniformly decreas-
ing constraints.

6. AN APPLICATION TO CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION

It is well-known that there is a close connection between convex programming and
approximation theory, e.g. 15),[13]. In fact, many approximation problems can be formulated
as convex semi-infinite programming problems in which case the results of this paper are
readily applicable. In particular, the problem of linear Chebyshev approximation subject to side
constraints

(MM)

Min max If(t)- x'g,(1)

s.t.

/I) W< u'. W g,()<( U(t)for all t E T

V. is equivalent to the linear semi-infinite programming problem~(L)

a Min x,+

S..

• t. - p] for all i E T

S-....... .
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Corollary 3 of this paper can be applied to (L) and it gives a characterization of the best approx-
imation for the problem (MM). Uniqueness of the best approximation can be checked using
Theorem 2. Rather than going into details we will illustrate this application by an example.

EXAMPLE 9: The approximation problem stated in this example is taken from [41, see
also [15]. It shows that there exist situations when the Kuhn-Tucker theory for semi-infinite
programming fails to establish optimum even in the case of linear constraints. However, the
optimality is established using the results of this paper.

The linear Chebyshev approximation problem is
Minimax 114 1 -Xl-2t I

s. t.

t x + x2< j2 for allt E [0.11.

An equivalent linear semi-infinite programming problem is
Min .r'- X3

S.t.

./1= t4 X, - X21 - X 3  ( 0

.I 2 =-, 4 +X, +x 21-x 3 <0

.1,3  = -_t2  + 
.  + .'2t  0 fo r all t E [0 .11.
X, -I - V\'r < 0

Is x (0.0. I)' optimal'?

Here T-- I. T = 0, T"= (01, T4= (01 and P* = 11.3.4j. The system (A), (B) is

(A) d3 < 0

d,- d2 -(13 (0
(B)1 d, (0

-dj< 0

and it is clearly consistent (set e.g. d, = 0, d2 = 1, d3 = -I). Therefore, Theorem 5 cannot be
applied. (Since the system (K-T) is inconsistent, x = (0,0,1)' is not a "Kuhn-Tucker4 point".) But the system

(A) d3 < 0

Sd, - d2 - d3 < 0

(B 2 ) d, 0

' -d < 0

-d- d2t - d3 --1. for allt E 10, 1)

t - I

(C,) d, + d2f > -1, for all I E (0, 1

d, + d2t --, for all I E (0, 1

.t....
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is inconsistent. (First, d, - 0, by the last two inequalities in (B2). Now (A) and (B2) imply
d2 > 0. This contradicts d2 < 0 obtained from the second inequality in (CI).) Therefore
x* = (0.0. )' is optimal, by Corollary 1.
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SOLVING INCREMENTAL QUANTITY DISCOUNTED
TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS BY VERTEX RANKING

Patrick G. McKeown

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia

ABSTRACT

Logistics managers often encounter incremental quantity discounts when
choosing the best transportation mode to use. This could occur when there is a
choice of road, rail, or water modes to move freight from a set of supply points
to various destinations. The selection of mode depends upon the amount to be
moved and the costs, both continuous and fixed, associated with each mode.
This can be modeled as a transportation problem with a piecewise-linear objec-
tive function. In this paper, we present a vertex ranking algorithm to solve the
incremental quantity discounted transportation problem. Computational results
for various test problems are presented and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Whenever a logistics manager is making a decision about the movement of freight, he is
often faced with choosing from among different modes of transportation. Movement of freight
by air or motor express may involve no fixed costs to the transporter, but will usually involve
relatively higher variable costs than either rail or water. However, both rail and water can
involve the investment of large sums for rail sidings or docking facilities. The problem of
selecting freight modes can be modeled as a transportation problem with a piecewise-linear
objective function. This problem has been termed the incremental quantity discounted tran-
sportation problem, since it is assumed that the variable costs decrease as the amount shipped
increases. This comes about due to the lower variable costs for rail or water modes relative to
air or road freight costs. The presence of fixed costs for the use of rail or water determines the
range of shipment levels over which each cost will be applicable. Figure 1 shows this type of
objective function.

In this paper we will present a vertex ranking algorithm to solve this type problem along
with the computational results from various sizes and types of problems. Background material
is discussed in Section 2, while the details of the algorithm are given in Section 3. An example
is worked out in Section 4 while Section 5 gives computational results.

2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL

The incremental quantity discounted transportation problem is a member of a general
class of math programming problems, i.e., the piecewise-linear programming problem. Vogt
and Even [151 considered the case of the piecewise-linear transportation problem derived from
U.S. freight rates. This problem is neither convex nor concave, and has sections of the objec-
tive function which are flat or "free." Figure 2 shows this case. Vogt and Evans used separable
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nonconvex programming to reach an approximately optimal solution to this problem. Balachan-

dran and Perry [1] consider another version of this problem which they termed the all unit

quantity discount transportation problem. The main difference between this and the previous

case is the lack of the flat section of the objective function. The latter case is typical of some

foreign freight rates, and is shown in Figure 3 below.

Problems similar to this one have been mentioned in the plant location literature, e.g.,

Townsend [141, and Efroymson and Ray [51. In these cases, it is suggested that the problem be

solved by considering multiple plants, one for each range of demand.

Balachandran and Perry presented a branch and bound algorithm for the all unit quantity

discount problem, which they show, will also work for the incremental quantity discount prob-

lem as well as fixed charge transportation problems. However, no computational results are

0I
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Total
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given to demonstrate the efficiency of this algorithm. Here, we will consider a vertex ranking
algorithm for only the incremental quantity discount problem for two reasons. First, fixed
charge transportation problems have been handled in several other places in a manner that has
been shown to be superior to vertex ranking [2,81. Secondly, the incremental quantity discount

transportation problem has a concave objective function, but, neither the problem considered
by V'ogt and Evans, or the all unit quantity discount transportation problem, have nonconeave
objective functions. This is crucial to the use of vertex ranking since this procedure will only
consider vertices or" the constraint set, and the optimal solution to problems with nonconcave
objective functions need not occur at a vertex.

The incremental quantity discount problem may be formulated as follows (following the
model proposed by Balachandran and Perry 111):
(1) M.n -- F A , + -

(2) subject to .v, - a, for iEI

; k(3) ,'., b, for E J

"(4) c , if l x .0-V. < x,,.

C <

C; if ,- A v < ,I. o

• d~~~~Po ",(,x.)xa a

Quntt Shipped.- '-.,

t R ' .,

givn o emnsrae he ffcinc o tisalorihm Hre w wllconidr vrtx anin
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I if A, < X", < ,,

(5) (0 otherwise

(6) - C, ( - -) CA,-' fork - 2,3. r

and

(7) t 0. ,, >0 for all iE I and jEJ.

where

J 1. n= set of sinks.

1 = I. m} - set of sources.

R = 11. d set of cost intervals.

As may be easily seen, this is a generalization of the fixed charge transportation problem.
(see 1l1), with a fixed charge, . and a continuous cost, C,', for each range of shipment
between source i and destination i. Since the situation which we are attempting to model, i.e..
the choice of shipment mode, does involve various levels of fixed charge. (1) - (7) is the
proper formulation for this problem. It should be noted that we are implicitly assuming that

C > C' for all iE. jEJ.
This is necessary for the concavity of the objective function. However, we would expect that
lower continuous costs would occur for higher shipment levels.

Balachandran and Perry [II suggested that (1) - (7) may be solved by a branch and bound
algorithm. Their procedure is similar to that used to solve travelling salesmen problems by
driving out subtours 1131. They solve the transportation problem with all costs set to their
lowest value, i.e.. C'. If any routes have flow below X,-1, branching is done on one of these
variables. Two branches are used. Our branch forces the flow over the arc above the lower
limit for the cost level C. i.e., X, ; X,', 1. In the other branch. the infeasible cost. C,,. is
replaced by the feasible cost. C,4- This continues until a solution is found where the arc flows
match the costs used. This is the optimal solution. IHowever, the effectiveness of the pro-
cedure is unknown since the authors did not provide any comi'utational results.

It would also appear that the work of Kennington [81 on the fixed charge tiansportatiotl
problem could possibly be modified to solve this problem by having multiple arcs between each
set of nodes. Each arc would be bounded by X,. land \,, with multiple continuous costs and
fixed costs. Ilowever, this would lead to effectively larger problems, e.g., a problem with 60
arcs and five breakpoints N,,uld have 300 variables in the new problem.

,3. SOI.UTION PROCEDIRE

U.rsing the formulation of the incremental quantity discount transportation problem given
in (I) - (7), along with the assumption of decreasing costs, we have a problem with linear con-
straints and concave objective functio. It is well known 171 that an optimal solution for prob-
lems of this type will occur at a vertex of the constraint set. Examples of other problems that
share this condition are the fixed charge problem. the quadratic transportation problem, and the
quadratic assignment problem. Murty 1121 wis the first to suggest a vertex ranking scheme for
a problem of this category. lie showed that the fixed charge problem could be solved by rank-
ing the vertices of the constraint according to the objective value up to sonic upper bound. At
that point, the optimal solution would be found at one or more of the ranked vertices.

*Ae
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We may formulate any problem with concave objective function and linear constraint as
below:

(8) Min 11)

(4) s.t.. ES

(10) where S = (.v1.4.v = .. > 01.

Since no "direct" optimization techniques exist for the case where (x) is nonlinear, we
shall look at a procedure for searching the vertices of S. To do this, we will use a linear

underapproximation of 1v), say L (.O. such that LW () < .1(). xES. In this case, to show
that v* is an optimal solution to (8) - (10), we need only rank the vertices of S until a vertex of
.%' is found such that L (No ) > .t'.x *)..\t this point, all vertices that could possibly be optimal
have been ranked. This is proved by Cabot and Francis 131.

In order to rank the extreme points of S. we need to use a result also first proved by
Murtv as Theorem I below:

THEOREM 1: If El. E,. are the first K vertices of a linear underapproximation
problem which are ranked in nondecreasing order according to their objective value, then ver-
tex E). I must be adjacent to one of E. E, ... . Ex.

Simply put, this says that vertex 2 will be adiacent to the optimal solution to the linear
underapproximation and vertex 3 will be adjacent to vertex 1. or \ertex 2. and so on. This.
then, gives us a procedure for ranking the vertices it' all adjacent vertices can be found. It is
this "it" that can cause problems. These problems arise due to the possibility of degeneracy in
S. If S is degenerate. then there may exist multiple bases for the same vertex. This implies
that all such bases must be available before one can be sure that all adjacent vertices have been
found. Finding all such bases for finding and "scanning" all adjacent vertices can be quite
cumbersome. Ilowever, a recent application of' Chernikova's work 14.q1 hits been shown to be
a way around the problem of degeneracy.

Vertex ranking has been used by McKeown 1101 to solve fixed charge problems and
Fluharty 161 to quadratic assignment problems, Cabot and Francis [31 also proposed the use of
vertex ranking to solve a certain class of nonconvex quadratic programming problems. e.g..
quadratic transportation problems. For a survey of vertex ranking procedures, see [I I I.

In our problem, we need to determine the linear underapproximation to the first objective
function. (1). We may do this by first noting that

i1) = min (a,. h

is an upper bound on .. We may then note that if t" . = (' ... + f 4.. 0 then

[+
/IU,.

' U.,

for A,\ ii, A, ':. is a linear underapproximation to F.\,).

We may now form a problem to rank vertices. i.e.,

13) Min Z - +

subject to (2) - (7)

for X,' 1,, < Ar

*t
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Using (13) and (2) - (7), we may rank vertices as discussed earlier until some vertex x °
is found such that L (x°) - . jxv > f(x*) where x* is a candidate for optimality. We

j
may start with x* equal to the optimal solution to (13) and (2) - (7), and then update it as new,
possibly better solutions to (1) - (7), are found by the ranking procedure. When all vertices x
are found such that L (x) < f(x*), the solution procedure terminates with the present candi-
date being optimal.

EXAMPLE: As an example of our procedure, we will solve an incremental quantity
discount version of the example problem presented by Balachandran and Perry [!]. Table I
below gives the supplies, demands, and costs, for each range of shipment. Table 2 gives the
optimal solution to the linear underapproximation problem. The values of i, are given in the
upper right-hand corner of each cell with shipment being circled in the basic cells.

TABLE 1

Destina-TAL 

I

Warehouse
tion 1 2 3 Capacity

Source

3120<x I<o 6[lOxl 24oo ] 3127xI3<-o]
I 4110 <xII<20 7

15<Xi2< 101 41151<x13<2 71 One price bracket 4 80
5_O<xlI< 0 1 l 810<x 12<51 5l5<x 1 3< 151

5165x 22<oo 81l0<x 23<oo ]

2 One price 6120<x 22<651 915 4x 23< 101 One price bracket 15 1 90
bracket 6 8{04x 22<201 10[0<x 23<51 i

1127(X3i<]ol 3160<x3 2<-l 101204<xu3< - ]  5130<x344<-]

3 21204 x31<271 4[30<x 32<601I 1[0<x 33<201 6120<(x3 4<30 55
310(x3t<201 510<x12<301 12[0<x33< 101 710<.1 4<201

Market 70 60 35 60
Demand S j

I TABLE 2

Destina- Warehouse
:Zu ,,,lion 1 2 3 Capacity
Source

4.201 4.001

I 80

,6.001 6.67 _ 8.43 1 15.001
2 90

1.85 55

Market 70 60 35 60

Demands

.1

4o_ _ _ _ _ ___

'!tg -.U 
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As an example of the calculation of the Iii values, we will look at /It. First, it is necessary
to calculate f?2 and f 1 using (6). We will do fl.

-CII (.II - - C2 1A I

- (5)(10) - 4(10) - 10.

Similarly, f?3 = 30. u1 I min (80. 701 - 70. Then, II - (3) (70) + 30 _ 3.43.70

Now, if we solve this continuous transportation problem, we get a value of Z - 1042.20
with the circled cells being basic. If we compute the feasible value for this solution, Z - 1067.
Call this solution X.

Now, since this solution is nondegenerate, we may use simplex pivoting to look at each

nonbasic cell. The values of these adjacent vertices are given below:

Vertex Z-Value
(1,1) 1067.10
(1,2) 1118.40
(2,4) 1143.75
(3,2) 1154.40
(3,3) 1141.05
(3,4) 1069.80

Since the Z-value for each vertex is greater than the present value of Z, we do not need to rank

any other vertices, and Z= 1067.0 is the optimal solution value.

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

To test the vertex ranking procedure discussed here, randomly-generated problems were
run. These problems were generated by first generating supplies and demands uniformly
between upper and lower bounds, U and L. These supplies and demands were generated so
that they were all multiples of 5. This was done to insure the presence of degeneracy in some
of the problems. All problems were set up to have discount ranges at 20, 50, 300, 1000, and
2000. By proper selection of L and U, various numbers of ranges could be tested.

The costs for each arc were generated by randomly generating mileages between each set
of nodes, and then, inputting discount cost-per-mile values for each range of flow, e.g., 10, 9,
8, etc. The final discount costs were found by multiplying the mileage between each arc times
the various costs. In this way, various supply-demand discount ranges and cost configurations
could be tested. These problems were generated and solved using a computer code in FOR-
TRAN run on the CYBER 70/74 using the FTN Compiler with OPT - 1.

The problem characteristics and test results are given in Table 1. The second columnIi gives the solution time in seconds, while the third column shows the number of vertices of theYlinear underapproximation other than the optimal solution that were ranked to solve each prob-

lem. The fourth column gives the size of the problem (m x n); the fifth column gives the
number of cost ranges that the arc flows would cover; the sixth column gives the cost per mile
for each range of flow, p, ; the seventh column gives the lower and upper ranges used to gen-
erate the supplies and demands; and finally, the last column gives the ranges used to generate
mileages. The Cl values were determined by C - pj, (mileage). As can be seen, the algo-
rithm successfully solved all problems tested. The most difficult problems were those with
three ranges and supplies/demands between 5 and 100. Problems 6 and 13 are identical, except
that 6 is over only 3 ranges, while 13 is over 5; but, problem 13 is solved in much less time. In
fact, the linear underapproximating transportation problem was found to be optimal and no
other extreme points were even ranked. This was also the case in problems 7, 9, 10, 11, and

A'. ,
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12, even though the number of variables increased markedly. It is also interesting to note the
effect of costs in problems 5, 6, and 7. These are essentially the same problem, but with the
present decrease in cost for increasing flow being less in each case. The results are as expected
since in problem 7 the linear underapproximation will be closer to the actual objective function
than in problems 4 and 5.

TABLE 3 - Computational Results

Problem Vertices Solution Number of k Mileage
Number Ranked Time m 1A Ln Range

I 13 2.604 6 x 8 3 10,9,8 1,50 100,200
2 39 10.289 8 x 8 3 10,9,8 1,50 100,200
3 39 34.103 9 x 9 3 10,9,8 1,50 100,200

4 257 42.938 6 x 8 3 10,9,8 1,100 100,200

5 247 39.799 6 x 8 3 20,18,17 1,100 100,200
6 84 13.353 6 x 8 3 20,19,18 1,100 100,200
7 0 .121 4 x 6 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 50,100

8 Is .888 4 x 8 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 50,100
9 0 .1% 6 x 8 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 50,100
10 0 .393 8 x 8 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 50,100
I1 0 .518 9 x 9 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 50,100
12 0 .130 4 x 6 5 10,9,8,7,6 400,500 50,100
13 0 .213 6 x 8 5 20,19,18,17,16 400,500 100,200

It would appear from these results that vertex ranking does hold promise as a solution
procedure for incremental cost discount transportation problems. Neither size of problem nor
degeneracy appears to have any effect on solution time but cost patterns and number of cost
ranges do seem to have a marked effect.

Extensions of this work could be used to solve other concave linear programming prob-
lems. Walker (161 discusses the fact that these can be considered as generalizations of fixed
charge problems. The main difference would be that the first linear portion would have a posi-
tive fixed charge rather than zero, as in the problem discussed here. However, this would not
change the approach to the solution used here.
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AUXILIARY PROCEDURES FOR SOLVING LONG
TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS

J. Intrator and M. Berrebi

Br-Ilan University
Ramat-Gan, Israel

ABSTRACT

An efficient auxiliary algorithm for solving transportation problems, based
on a necessary but not sufficient condition for optimum, is presented.

In this paper a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for a given feasible solution to a
transportation problem to be optimal is established, and a special algorithm for finding solutions
which satisfy this condition is adapted as an auxiliary procedure for the MODI method.

Experimental results presented show that finding an initial solution which satisfies this
necessary condition for problems with m < < n eliminates 70%-90% of the MODI iterations.
(See Table 1)

TABLE 1 - Matrix of Principal Results

X 20 30 40 50 100 200 300

4 0.65 0.69 0.72 0.74 0.88 0.91 0.93

5 0.61 0.67 0.69 0.71 0.84 0.87 0.90

6 0.59 0.65 0.66 0.68 0.80 0.82 0.85

8 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.76 0.80 0.82

10 0.57 0.65 0.66 0.69 0.73 0.77 0.80

20 0.25 0.27 0.31 0.36 0.45 0.50 0.52

Fraction of Modi iteration eliminated by using the method presented
in this paper.

The case when our algorithm is used during the solution process (especially for m - n) is
• ~presently being examined. Our auxiliary procedure requires relatively little computational effort
rin finding the appropriate candidate for the basis, eliminating entirely the need to calculate the

dual variables. It works with positive variables associated with one pair of rows at a time using
only the prices of these rows.
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Once a loop for any given pair of rows is determined it may be used to insert numerous
non-basic cells in these two rows to the basis. The result is a considerable time reduction in
determining loops.

The storage and time requirements for the special lists needed in our auxiliary algorithm
are fully discussed in Ill. A rigorous proof presented in fl] shows that updating these lists
requires no more than 0(m log n) computer operations per MODI iteration.

A Linear Programming Transportation Problem is characterized by a cost matrix C and
two positive requirement vectors a and b such that £ a, -i b, The problem is to minimize

EE, C,,x , subject to
I I

xj =b j , 2 .... n

i(A) xij - a  i , 1,2 ... m

xij > 0 for all (i,j).

A proper perturbation of our problem ensures that:

(1) each feasible basic solution of (A) contains exactly m + i - I positive variables XQ,

(2) corresponding to each nonbasic cell (ij) (x,, - 0) there exists a unique loop of different
cells, say L (i,j) - (ij 1) (i 2,J1 ) (i 2,J2) (i 3,J2 ) ....

(B) (i,,jr-i) (r,J) (i,j)
which contains at most two cells in each row and column, where the cell (i,j) is the unique
nonbasic cell,

(3) there are no loops which contain basic cells only.

Notation: For fixed I,k (I ; 1 k < m) we denote
V, - (ljx6 > 0) 1 < i <,

v/ k V n V4 - {j>, > XA > 0).

With no loss of generality it is assumed that for each 1. (1 I < m) there exists at least one
destination (column) JE VI, such that (1,j) is the unique basic cell of column j. Otherwise, anI, ~ artificial destination, say J with xi - - E where e is an infinitely small positive number will

Sbe introduced.

It is easy to see that the feasible solution of the augmented problem of dimension
mx(n + I) satisfies I), 2), 3) mentioned above.

DEFINITION I: A destination with a unique basic cell will be called a fundamental desti-
nation.

The unique nonbasic cell (iQf) of L (i.) will be considered for convenience to be the last

cell of L (i,j). For each loop L (,j), say loop (B), we introduce the notation:
.(C) C1.0) C,,, C,, .4 - C ' + .l C

.., .: ." ... . . . I
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It is well to know that

CL(IJ) - a,, + vj - Cj where u, and vj are the dual prices.

DEFINITION 2: A loop with CL > 0 is called an improving loop.

DEFINITION 3: Let 1k be a fixed pair of numbers so that I ;dI k $~m. we define

Dik Q) -Ct,.- Cj j-I1 ,.n.

THEOREM 1: The number of elements in VIA. is at most 1.

PROOF: Suppose that J1,J2E ViA (1 4 J1 ;d 2 < n) then the loop (LI) (k.11 ) (k,12)

(Li2 is of only basic cells contradicting (3) above.
Let J, be a fundamental destination of Ak, the purpose of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 is

to show that all the simplex loop L (1,) and the numbers CL (,j) i - I4k; J E AlA U AV are deter-
mined after the simplex loop L (k,J) is found.

THEOREM 2: CL(kj 2) - Dlk(J 2 ) - CL(AJ 1) - DA(JI) for all J2EAjk
J1 being the above fundamental destination of Ak.

PROOF:

CASE (a) VIA - .Denote by J the unique member of VA (Th.I1). We have j ;9 JI;
Id J2 U1, and J2q V4) and

L (k.11) = (kj) (Q~) (I) (k,J,)

L (k.J2) - (kj) (1P1 Wd12 (k,12)
e.g.

CL(AkJ2 - Dlk(J2) - CL(AJ,) - A.J)

CASE (b VIA =~ Let L (kJ 1 ) be the loop (B. Note that , I (since column J, con-
tains a basic cell in row I exclusively) and r > 2. Otherwise, ii - i2 I land L (kJ,) (Q~)

j 2(1j) (L1,J) (k,Jl) means that jE VIA contradicting the fact that VA -

Consider the loop:
L - (ki,) G2.J,) (i2,J2) (i3../2) .... j,..d (1,2) (k,J2), 0i1 - k)

obtained from L (k,J,) by substituting J2 for 1. Let us show that either L (k,J2) -L or'1 ~ L (k,J2) can be obtained from L by deleting two identical cells.

At first, observe that all rows and columns of L (except perhaps J2) contain exactly two
different cells of L. The column J2 has not appeared previously (unless J2 -j,-I) because it
equals one of the previous members is, I < s < r - 2, then the loop Qs4ij,)

(410s' 4. 12) will be a loop of basic cells only which contradicts (3).

Thus, only two possibilities exist:

( 1) J2 d , I and L (k1 2) - L or

I . V
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(2) J2 -, 1 and L (k.J2) is obtained from L by deleting the two identical cells (Ij, 1) and
(1'i2).

Since this deleting does not effect the value of CLIA~j,), we have for both possibilities

CL(A~j,) - Djk(J2) - CL(k,j,) - jU)

THEOREM 3: Let J, and J2 be the destinations defined in Theorem 2 and J3E Ak. We
shall prove that

CL UIJ.) - CL(AJ,) - Pik(J 2)I + DAl (h1).

PROOF: Let L (k.J1 ) be the loop (B) with i, - I because J s fundamental.

Consider the loop L defined by
L - Q~Jr- 1) Q,- I. - ) .. (i2,j1 (iljd (k,J 1) (I.J.;).

CASE (a) VIA ;d. Same proof as in Theorem 2.

CASE (b) VIA . By the same argument as in Theorem 2 we can show that there are
only two possibilities.

1) J., * J, which implies that L(.J 3 ) - L.

2) J, - jj. In this case (r > 2) and L (IJ3) can be obtained from L by deleting the two identi-
cal cells (ij 1j) and (k,J3).

In the two cases we have

CL II.J.) = CL(&.J,) - DIA UJ1) 1 + DA.,U.1)I and by Theorem 2 we have
CL (/.J) CL - Q(j, - Pik(U 2)1 + Dk,1(h3)

THEOREM 4: If DI&J 2) > DIAk(U.) then either L (k,J2) or L (k.j1 ) is an improving sim-
plex~ loop. C(J LA, ,( 2  ,( 3

PROOF: Since D/A.(U 3) =-DA.,(UJ1), it follows from Theorem 3 that

(DIA (J2) > DIA (.3)) and either CLj)or CL(A~j2) is a positive number, e.g., either LU(I) or
L (k.J2) is an improving simplex loop (Definition 2).

COROLLARY: At optimum we have DA( 12) < A&d-(1

DEFINITION 4: Define JA by
DA(JA) - max IQ)
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REMARK 1: We shall suppose that Dik(j,) - Dik(2) if and only ifjl - J2. Otherwise,
a cost perturbed problem with Cs- C= + Em"i'j can be considered and

+t Q,) - ,I02) CO, - C , + wEh '+j 4"*+j1 CI 2 +

+ C2 - ~ + 4 Which for sufficiently small * > 0 is equal 0 only for J, - J2.

THEOREM 5: If at the optimality VIA - 0 then Dik(J k) < Dik(JAI) (ik d J4,), else
D l, ) = DI,(JA,) (4" -I.

PROOF: If V = then DIA(Ji.) d DI/(JAI) otherwise, (by cost-perturbation) Ji. = J/
and VIA d .

The first part of Theorem 5 follows now immediately from the corollary of Theorem 4.

If VIA ;d 0 and j is the unique element of VA then by the definition of Ji, and from jE V we
have DIA (j) < DI (jik).

Let us show that j = JiA. Suppose that j * JiA then we have DIk(j) < DIA(J.), (Definition 4)
and the simplex loop

L (kJ ,A) = (kj) (Q) (IAJ-k) (k,JA) will be an improving simplex loop since

CL(A.JI,) = DA, Q) + DIA(IA)= DiJIAI)- DIA) > 0

contradicting the fact that we have optimality.

Thus, j = J4. By the same argument we have j = JAI.

A simple algorithm consists of

I) Computing the differences DIA. (J4A),

2) Comparing DIA (iJ) to DIA (JA).

If D,( UiA) > DA(JA) (or if Ji A J , for non-empty VIA) we improve our solution, using
all the nonbasic cells (QJ) or (k,J) where JE (VUVA) such that DI,(JtA) < DIA(i) < D1k(J )
by searching only the first loop involving the rows I and k.

The other loops will be obtained by changing the last two cells keeping the 2k-2 first cells
in the same order or in the opposite order (Theorem 2 and Theorem 3).

REMARK: In order to assure that the first loop will not be a shortened loop, this loop
will be obtained by using a fundamental artificial destination J with only one basic cell in the k
row with x&., - e.

The proposed technique was applied to each pair of rows (Ik) until DI,(4Ji) < DIA(JAI) for
all I < I 9 k < m. At that point the MODI method was implemented. Performing a MODI

iteration frequently caused D/A (JA) > DIk (/) for some I < I 4 k < m which would enable
further utilization of the proposed technique. However, for the purpose of the present experi-
ment the proposed technique was not reactivated after the initial processing. (See Table I)

The storage and time requirementsof the lists J& when updated at each MODI iteration
are fully discussed in 111.

,.Ia
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One possible way to update this list may be described as follows: For each I the destina-
tions of JE V are ordered in m - 1 sequences PIk (1 4 k d I m) of increasing Dk(j).
Thus Pik - {JU; J2 ... ; JN,I (NI - the number of elements in V,) Dk(/J) < Dik(J2)...

< Dk (jsI) (equality excluded because of the supposed cost-perturbation). These Pik sequences

are organized in heaps. Adding or deleting an item from a heap requires 0(log N) < 0(log n)
computer operations. Since at each simplex iteration only one basic cell, say (0., 7), becomes
nonbasic and one nonbasic cell, say (st), becomes basic, we have to update 2(m - 1) heaps
(P'p and P,, for all p d a,, r ;d s), which amounts to 0(m log n) computer operations per
simplex iteration. (heaps, see 121).
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ON THE GENERATION OF DEEP DISJUNCTIVE CUTTING PLANES*
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we address the question of deriving deep cuts for nonconvex
disjunctive programs. These problems include logical constraints which restrict
the variables to at least one or a finite number of constraint sets. Based on the
works of Balas, Glover, and Jeroslow, we examine the set of valid inequalities
or cuts which one ma. derive in this context, and defining reasonable critcria
to measure depth of a cut we demonstrate how one may obtain the "deepest"
cut. The analysis covers the case where each constraint set in the logical state-
ment has only one constraint and is also extended for the case where each of
these constraint sets may have more than one constraint.

1. INTRODUCTION

A Disjunctive Program is an optimization problem where the constraints represent logical
conditions. In this study we are concerned with such conditions expressed as linear constraints.
Several well-known problems can be posed as disjunctive programs, including the zero-one
integer programs. The logical conditions may include conjunctive statements, disjunctive state-
ments, negation and implication as discussed in detail by Balas [1,21. However, an implication
can be restated as a disjunction, and conjunctions and negations lead to a polyhedral constraint
set. Thus, this study deals with the harder problem involving disjunctive restrictions which are
essentially nonconvex problems.

It is interesting to note that disjunctive programming provides a powerful unifying theory
for cutting plane methodologies. The approach taken by Balas [21 and Jeroslow [141 is to
characterize all valid cutting planes for disjunctive programs. As such, it naturally leads to a
statement which subsumes prior efforts at presenting an unified theory using convex sets, polar
sets and level sets of gauge functions [1,2,5,6,8,13,141. On the other hand, the approach taken
by Glover [101 is to characterize all valid cutting planes through relaxations of the original dis-
junctive program. Constraints are added sequentially, and when all the constraints are con-
sidered Glover's, result is equivalent to that of Balas and Jeroslow. Glover's approach is a con-
structive procedure for generating val-id cuts, and may prove useful algorithmically.

The principal thrust of the methodologies of disjunctive programming is the generation of
cutting planes based on the linear logical disjunctive conditions in order to solve the
corresponding nonconvex problem. Such methods have been discussed severally by Balas
[1,2,31, Glover [81, Glover, Klingman and Stutz [111, Jeroslow [141 and briefly by Owen [171.

Y: But the most fundamental and important result of disjunctive programming has been stated by
*This paper is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. ENG-77-23683.
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Balas [1,21 and Jeroslow [141, and in a different context by Glover [101. It unifies and sub-
sumes several earlier statements made by other authors and is restated below. This result not
only provides a basis for unifying cutting plane theory, but also provides a different perspective
for examining this theory. In order to state this result, we will need to use the following nota-
tion and terminology.

Consider the linear inequality systems Sl, h E H given by

(1.1) S1, - (x: A"x > b", x >0), hEH

where H is an appropriate index set. We may state a disjunction in terms of the sets S1, h E H
as a condition which asserts that a feasible point must satisfy at least one of the constraint S,,
SIE H. Notationally, we imply by such a disjunction, the restriction x E U S,. Based on this

hER

disjunction, an inequality 7rx >, w0 will be considered a valid inequality or a valid disjunctive cut
if it is satisfied for each x E U Sh. (The superscript t will throughout be taken to denote the

hEH

transpose operation). Finally, for a set of vectors Iv": hE/4, where v I' = (v.. v,+') for
each h E H, we will denote by sup (v"), the pointwise supremum v = (vi . . v) of the vec-

h ~h E H V)

tors v", hE H, such that vJ = sup vJ) forj -. n.

Before proceeding, we note that a condition which asserts that a feasible point must satisfy
at least p of some q sets, p K< q, may be easily transformed into the above disjunctive statement
by letting each S, denote the conjunction of the q original sets taken p at a time. Thus, H =

.. .. ... . P1 in this case. Now consider that following result.

THEOREM 1: (Basic Disjunctive Cut Principle) - Balas [1,21, Glover [101, Jeroslow
1l4)

Suppose that we are given the linear inequality systems S,, h E H of Equation (1.1), where
I HI may or may not be finite. Further, suppose that a feasible point must satisfy at least one
of these systems. Then, for any choice of nonnegative vectors X', h E H, the inequality

(1.2) [SU,E A x > inf (A")'b"

is a valid disjunctive cut. Furthermore, if every system S,, hEH is consistent, and if IHI <

co then for any valid inequality rjxj > 7r', there exist nonnegative vectors X 11, h E H such

that ir0 K< inf (\h)'b h and for j_ 1. n, the j th component of sup (X")'A" does notr h E H

Sexceed vj.

The forward part of the above theorem was originally proved by Balas [21 and the con-
verse part by Jeroslow [141. This theorem has also been independently proved by Glover [101

I in a somewhat different setting. The theorem merely states that given a disjunction xE U H,,

one may generate a valid cut (1.2) by specifying any nonnegative values for the vectors A",
h E H. The versatility of the latter choice is apparent from the converse which asserts that so
long as we can identify and delete any inconsistent systems, S, hElH, then given any valid cut
77'v > mo, we may generate a cut of the type (1.2) by suitably selecting values for the parame-
ters A" , h E H such that for any x belonging to the nonnegative orthant of R", if (1.2) holds
then we must have ir.'x > 7ro. In other words, we can make a cut of the type (1.2) uniformly
dominate any given valid inequality or cut. Thus, any valid inequality is either a special case of

NIV
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(1.2) or may be strictly dominated by a cut of type (1.2). In this connection, we draw the
reader's attention to the work of Balas [11 in which several convexity/intersection cuts dis-
cussed in the literature are recovered from the fundamental disjunctive cut. Note that since the
inequality (1.2) defines a closed convex set, then for it to be valid, it must necessarily contain
the polyhedral set
(1.3) S = convex hull of U S1.

hE H

Hence, one may deduce that a desirable deep cut would be a facet of S, or at least would sup-
port it. Indeed, Balas [3] has shown how one may generate with some difficulty cuts which
contain as a subset, the facets of S when I HI < -. Our approach to developing deep disjunc-
tive cuts will bear directly on Theorem 1. Specifically, we will be indicating how one may
specify values for parameters A. to provide supports of S, and will discuss some specific criteria
for choosing among supports. We will be devoting our attention to the following two disjunc-
tions titled DCI and DC2. We remark that most disjunctive statements can be cast in the for-
mat of DC2. Disjunction DCI is a special case of disjunction DC2, and is discussed first
because it facilitates our presentation.

DCI:

Suppose that each systems S1, is comprised of a single linear inequality, that is, let
(1.4) 5, = (x: £_ a',x, > bh', x 0 for hE H = (1. i

where we assume that /i = lI < 00 and that each inequality in S,, hE His stated with the ori-
gin as the current point at which the disjunctive cut is being generated. Then, the disjunctive
statement DCI is that at least one of the sets S1,, hEH must be satisfied. Since the current
point (origin) does not satisfy this disjunction, we must have b ' > 0 for each hE H. Further,
we wi!l assume, without loss of generality, that for each hEH, al' > 0 for some
j E I ....... or else, S1, is inconsistent and we may disregard it.

DC2:

Suppose each system S, is comprised of a set of linear inequalities, that is, let

(1.5) S= x: a,.x, b,' for each i EQ,. x > 01 for hE H 1.

where Qj,, hEH are appropriate constraint index sets. Again, we assume that H = H1 < 00

and that the representation in (.5) is with respect to the current point as the origin. Then, the
disjunctive statement DC2 is that at least one of the sets S1,, h E H must be satisfied. Although
it is not necessary here for b/' > 0 for all iE Qj, one may still state a valid disjunction by delet-
ing all constraints with b,' < 0, iEQj, from each set S,, hElH. Clearly a valid cut for the
relaxed constraint set is valid for the original constraint set. We will thus obtain a cut which
possibly is not as strong as may be derived from the original constraints. To aid in our develop-
ment, we will therefore assume henceforth that bl/' > 0, iEQ1,, hEH.

Before proceeding with our analysis, let us briefly comment on the need for deep cuts.
Although intuitively desirable, it is not always necessary to seek a deepest cut. For example, if
one is using cutting planes to implicitly search a feasible region of discrete points, then all cuts
which delete the same subset of this discrete region may be equally attractive irrespective of

i | their depth relative to the convex hull of this discrete region. Such a situation arises, for exam-
pie, in the work of Majthay and Whinston 116J. On the other hand, if one is confronted with

i 1 .;- #~_____
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the problem of iteratively exhausting a feasible region which is not finite, as in [201 for exam-

ple, then indeed deep cuts are meaningful and desirable.

2. DEFINING SUITABLE CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE DEPTH OF A CUT

In this section, we will lay the foundation for the concepts we propose to use in deriving
deep cuts. Specifically, we will explore the following two criteria for deriving a deep cut:

(i) Maximize the euclidean distance between the origin and the nonnegative region
feasible to the cutting plane

(ii) Maximize the rectilinear distance between the origin and the nonnegative region
feasible to the cutting plane.

Let us briefly discuss the choice of these criteria. Referring to Figure 1(a) and (b), one
may observe that simply attempting to maximize the euclidean distance from the origin to the
cut can favor weaker over strictly stronger cuts. However, since one is only interested in the
subset of the nonnegative orthant feasible to the cuts, the choice of criterion (i) above avoids
such anamolies. Of course, as Figure 1 (b) indicates, it is possible for this criterion to be unableto recognize dominance, and treat two cuts as alternative optimal cuts even through one cut
dominates the other.

Let us now proceed to characterize the euclidean distance from the origin to the nonnega-
tive region feasible to a cut

(2.1) zjxj > zo, where z0 > 0, zj > 0 for some jEl1. n).
j-I

The required distance is clearly given by

(2.2) oe = minimum I I Ix 1: Y, zjxj > zo, x > 0).
j-i

Consider the following result.

LEMMA 1: Let 0e be defined by Equations (2.1) and (2.2). Then
z0

(2.3) e = jj yjj

where,

(2.4) y -(vi,.y,), yj -maximum (0, z),j -1,.n.

PROOF: Note that the solution x - y is feasible to the problem in (2.2) with

AI Ix II-'j-"Moreover, for any x feasible to (2.2), we have, zo < jxj < y x

Iy This completes the proof.

Now, let us consider the second criterion. The motivation for this criterion is similar to
that for the first criterion and moreover, as we shall see below, the use of this criterion has

it "
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intuitive appeal. First of all, given a cut (2.1), let us characterize the rectilinear distance from

the origin to the nonnegative region feasible to this cut. This distance is given by

(2.5) , - minimum (IxI: zixi > zo. x > 0), when IxI I xi.

Consider the following result.

X 2

X2

Criterion values

XI -"I for either cut

I X

FIGURE 1. Recognition of dominance

LEMMA 2: Let 0, be defined by Equations (2.1) and (2.5). Then,

(2.6) 0, - __ where zm - maximum zj.

ZZn

PROCF: Note that the solution x° - (0,. ... 0), with the m th component

being non-zero, is feasible to the problem in (2.5) with Ix1 - -. Moreover, for any x feasi-
Z'n

ble to (2.5), we have,

j xj< M-j-ixi.

This completes the proof.

Note from Equation (2.6) that the objective of maximizing 0, is equivalent to finding a
cut which maximizes the smallest positive intercept made on any axis. Hence, the intuitive
appeal of this criterion.

3. DERIVING DEEP CUTS FOR DCI

It is very encouraging to note that for the disjunction DCI we are able to derive a cut
which not only simultaneously satisfies both the criterion of Section 2, but which is also a facet
of the set S of Equation (1.3). This is a powerful statement since all valid inequalities are given
through (1.2) and none of these can strictly dominate a facet of S.

.. 4. . - ,m - :-- ~ .._ :: i - y r : : - ' :: • :
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We will find it more convenient to state our results if we normalize the linear inequalities
(1.4) by dividing through by their respective, positive, right-hand-sides. Hence, let us assume
without loss of generality that

(3.1) Si,= x: a xj 1 X 1, x '> 0 for hEH -. .
j-!

Then the application of Theorem I to the disjunction DCl yields valid cuts of the form:

(3.2) T fmax Ala'ij xj >. mi (ki

where X I', h E H are nonnegative scalars. Again, there is no loss of generality in assuming that

(3.3) X A;= 1, X,,) 0, hEH= (1,. I
hE H

since we will not allow all X I', hE H to be zero. This is equivalent to normalizing (3.2) by
dividing through by X , '.

'E H

Theorem 2 below derives two cuts of the type (3.2), both of which simultaneously
achieve the two criteria of the foregoing section. However, the second cut unitormly dominates
the first cut. In fact, no cut can strictly dominate the second cut since it is shown to be a facet
of S defined by (1.3).

THEOREM 2: Consider the disjunctive statement DCI where S, is defined by (3.1) and is
assumed to be consistent for each h E H. Then the following results hold:

(a) Both the criteria of Section 2 are satisfied by letting A. f' = A (' where

(3.4) X(= = 1//l for hE/H

in inequality (3.2) to obtain the cut

(3.5) a Ix > 1, where a~, = max a' for . n.
i j-1 hE H "

(b) Further, defining

(3.6) v ~/= minimum {a,*/a11') > 0, hiEH(3.6) 
,Jva>0

A and letting X (' ', where

(3.7) kA'y(- y/V y" for i, EH
pE H

in inequality (3.2), we obtain a cut of the form

(3.8) a*;x, > 1. where a,- max a 1'forJ - I ... n

which again satisfies both the criteria of Section 2.

(c) The cut (3.8) uniformly dominates the cut (3.5); in fact,

(3.9) " , a 7, if a4, > 0
ajiif a, <0 " .
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(d) The cut (3.8) is a facet of the set Sof Equation (1.3).

PROOF:

(a) Clearly, X h - I//, hE H leads to the cut (3.5) from (3.2). Now consider the
euclidean distance criterion of maximizing 0e(or 92) of Equation (2.3). For cut (3.5), the
value of 03 is given by

(3.10) (0e-)2, .y (;) 2 > 0 whereyj-- maxi0,a~j}, j - I. n.

Now, for any choice X 1', h E H,

(3.11) 0 - tmin(X, )J/ yj2  yj2 say,
where yj - max{0,max X hj}. If X P- 0, then 0, - 0 and noting (3.10), such a choice of

parameters X ', hEH is suboptimal. Hence, XP > 0, whence (3.11) becomes 02 -2/±
j-1

j_1]2. But since (Xh P/A') > I for each h E H, we get

al I maxax 0,xmax yh.
yj/,I - max 0, maxl aj a 0.

' I hEll XJ h E mxa

Thus 03 < (0e')2 so that the first criterion is satisfied.

Now consider the maximization of 9, of Equation (2.5), or equivalently Equation (2.6).
For the choice (3.4), the value of 0, is given by

(3.12) ,-* 1 > 0.
max a11J

Now, for any choice X ', h E H, from Equations (2.6), (3.2) we get
0, - (min XI,l mx max ,,h ,,hj l ,x/ra /,, max max X1,h say.

I
h
EH

n  j hEH I jhEH I

As before, X 0 implies a value of 0, inferior to 0,. Thus, assume Xf > 0. Then, 0, -

i I/max max I-- jl. But (L ' /X ) > I for each h EH and in evaluating 0,, we are interested

only in those jEll . n) for which aij > 0 for some hEH. Thus, 0, < I/max max
j hEll

0,, so that the second criterion is also satisfied. This proves part (a).

(b) and (c). First of all, let us consider the values taken by yt', hEH. Note from the
assumption of consistency that y, h/EH are well defined. From (3.5), (3.6), we must have
, I' > I for each hE H. Moreover, if we define from (3.5)

(3.13) H* -(hEH: allk - aik > 0 for some kE(l ..., n)]

then clearly H {4] and for hE H, Equation (3.6) implies yt' < 1. Thus,

'Ig
71
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I- for hE*
(3.14) I> 1 for h VHt

Hence,
(3.15) min, - 1

hEH

or that, using (3.7) in (3.2) yields a cut of the type (3.8), where,

(3.16) a** - max a'j'h , I - 1. n.
hEHf

Now, let us establish relationship (3.9). Note from (3.5) that if at1 K< 0, then a'I 4, 0
for each hE Hand hence, using (3.14), (3.16), we get that (3.9) holds. Next, consider an, > 0
for some jE1 . n). From (3.13), (3.14), (3.16), we get

(3.17) a,- max{maxa h, max ahjve}
hEff EH*

> 0

where we have not considered h eH* with a < 0 since a U> 0. But for h H*with a / > 0,
we get from (3.5), (3.6)

max a, k max a I
(3.18) aimhi- h <m E H -nmaxa a' . <

hka a hi, rE

Using (3.18) in (3.17) yields a*- a,*,, which establishes (3.9).

Finally, we show that (3.8) satisfies both the criteria of Section 2. This part follows
immediately from (3.9) by noting that the cut (3.5) yields 0e - 0: of (3.10) and 0, - 0, of
(3.12). This completes the proofs of parts (b) and (c).

(d) Note that since (3.8) is valid, any xES satisfies (3.8). Hence, in order to show that
(3.8) defines a facet of S, it is sufficient to identify n affinely independent points of S which
satisfy (3.8) as an equality, since clearly, dim S - n. Define

(3.19) Ji - (jEI . n): a,'* > 0) and let J2 - (I , n) - J.

Consider any pEJI, and let

(3.20) e - (0,. ... , 0), pEJt
alp

have the non-zero term in the p'h position. Now, since pEJ, (3.9) yields

I' a**- al', - max a,- al". say,17hEH l

o Hence, epESh and so, e.ES and moreover, ep satisfies (3.8) as an equality. Thus, e,, pEJ,
qualify as JJI I of the n affinely independent points we are seeking.

Now consider a q E J2. Let us show that there exists an Sh satisfying
h h

ylhap9 alp for some pEJ I

g',d " - - , = " U..
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and

(3.21) y'q a,. - a,'.

From Equation (3.16), we get a*' - max a~q YI- a1 q1 i, say. Then for this hEH, Equation
Iqh E

H lq • l a Ihe YI" a. hnfrti ,Euto

(3.6) yields y- minimum (a,ia ,i - o I/op, say. Or, using (3.9), y" aI, - a 1 -a >

0. Thus (3.21) holds. For convenience, let us rewrite the set S.t below as
(3.22) - (x: a h I h

)- xp + alqqx + I aqx i > 1, x > 01.
id p.q

Now, consider the direction

I (0I 0) ifuaq*< 0(0 . .... .. ... ....
1.alp, a,,

(3.23) dq (0 .... 0 .... .... 0) if a** - 0

where A > 0. Let us show that dq is a direction for Sh . Clearly, if a** - 0, then from (3.21)

-al 0 and thus (3.22) establishes (3.23), Further, if a q < 0 then one may easily verify
from (3.21), (3.22), (3.23) that

- (0, Vyi /a1 .  0 0) E Shq and , + 8[yq dr E Shq for each 8 > 0

where , has the non-zero term at position p. Thus, d, is a direction for Si. It can be easily

shown that this implies d, is a direction for S. Since ep = (0 ... . ...... 0) of Equation
alp

(3.20) belongs to S, then so does (ep + d). But (ep + dq) clearly satisfies (3.8) as an equality.
Hence, we have identified n points of S, which satisfy the cut (3.8) as an equality, of the typeI

el - (0 .. 0) for pEJI

(3.24) e d + ep for some pEJI, for each qEJ2I

where d, is given by (3.23). Since these n points are clearly affinely independent, this com-
pletes the proof.

It is interesting to note that the cut (3.5) has been derived by Balas [21 and by Glover [9,
Theorem 11. Further, the cut (3.8) is precisely the strengthened negative edge extension cut of• Glover [9, Theorem 21. The effect of replacing A " defined in (3.4) by X h' defined in (3.7) is

' equivalent to the translation of certain hyperplanes in Glover's theorem. We have hence
shown through Theorem 2 how the latter cut may be derived in the context of disjunctive pro-
gramming, and be shown to be a facet of the convex hull of feasible points. Further, both

' "(3.5) and (3.8) have been shown to be alternative optima to the two criteria of Section 2.

In generalizing this to disjunction DC2, we find that such an ideal situation no longer
exists. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain some useful results. But before proceeding to DC2,
let us illustrate the above concepts through an example.

.I
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EXAMPLE: Let H - (1,2), n - 3 and let DCl be formulated through the sets
X1 x2

S, - tx: x, + 2x 2 - 4x 3 > 1, x > 0,S 2 - (x: - + - 2x 3 > 1. x > 01.
2 3

The cut (3.5), i.e., Zalsx > 1, is x, + 2x 2 - 2x3 > 1. From (3.6),

y1-min L, .1- 1and,/ 2 - m in  4 .2 1/ 2.

Thus, through (3.7), or more directly, from (3.16), the cut (3.8), i.e., Z aTxj > I is
x, + 2x 2 - 4x 3 > 1. This cut strictly dominates the cut (3.5) in this example, though both
have the same values I/.g and 1/2 respectively for 0e and 0, of Equations (2.2) and (2.5).

4. DERIVING DEEP CUTS FOR DC2

To begin with, let us make the following interesting observation. Suppose that for con-
venience, we assume without loss of generality as before, that b10 - 1, i E Qh, h E H in Equation
(1.4). Thus, for each hEH, we have the constraint set

(4.1) Sj - fx: a/,xj > 1, iE Q, x '> 0.

Now for each hEH, let us multiply the constraints of Sh by corresponding scalars 8,1 > 0, iE Qh

and add them up to obtain the surrogate constraint

(4.2) Y. I U x i I,,hEH.
. IEQh J iEQh

Further, assuming that not all 8fh are zero for iE Qh, (4.2) may be re-written as

j1iEQh p

Finally, denoting 8,/_Y"8 1 by K.' for iEQh, hEH, we may write (4.3) as
p E Q

(4.4) A A'a/, j 1 for each hE H

where,

(4.5) A ,'- Iforeach hEH, Ai>0foriEQh, hEH.

Observe that by surrogating the constraints of (4.1) using parameters A 0, i E Qh, h E H satisfying
(4.5), we have essentially represented DC2 as DCI through (4.4). In other words, since xESh
implies x satisfies (4.4) for each hEH, then given hp, iEQb, hEH, DC2 implies that at least
one of (4.4) must be satisfied. Now, whereas Theorem 1 would directly employ (4.2) to derive
a cut, since we have normalized (4.2) to obtain (4.4), we know from the previous section that
the optimal strategy is to derive a cut (3.8) using inequalities (4.4).

Now let us consider in turn the two criteria of Section 2.

$ II
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4.1. Euclidean Distance-Based Criterion

Consider any selection of values for the parameters X, i E Qh, h E H satisfying (4.5) and
let the corresponding disjunction DC1 derived from DC2 be that at least one of (4.4) must
hold. Then, Theorem 2 tells us through Equations (3.5), (3.10) that the euclidean distance cri-
terion value for the resulting cut (3.8) is

(4.6) e(y) 2

where,

(4.7) yj= maxO, zj,- 1. n

and

(4.8) z.- max I " j, " 1 .....n.
hEH i

Thus, the criterion of Section 2 seeks to

(4.9) maximize Oe(X): - (X,/') satisfies (4.5))

or equivalently, to
7,

(4.10) minimize { yj: (4.5), (4.7), (4.8) are satisfied).
I-1I

It may be easily verified that the problem of (4.10) may be written as
(4.11) PD 2: minimize yj2

j-I

(4.12) subject toy, > ?.haO for each hEH for each -,j . n
i E Q,

(4.13) X Xfi- 1 for each hEH
i EQh

(4.14) All' > 0 iEQI,, hEH

Note that we have deleted the constraints yj > 0, j- 1. n since for any feasible 0/',
iE Q1, h E H, there exists a dominant solution with nonnegative yj - 1, - I. n. This relax-
ation is simply a matter of convenience in our solution strategy.

Before proposing a solution procedure for Problem PD2 , let us make some pertinent
remarks. Note that Problem PD2 has the purpose of generating parameters ?L f, iEQh, hEH
which are to be used to obtain the surrogate constraints (4.4). Thereafter, the cut that we
derive for the disjunction DC2 is the cut (3.8) obtained from the statement that at least one of

4 (4.4) must hold. Hence, Problem PD2 attempts to find values for J/', iE Qh, hE H, such that
Ithis resulting cut achieves the euclidean distance criterion.

, Problem PD2 is a convex quadratic program for which the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are
both necessary and sufficient. Several efficient simplex-based quadratic programming pro-
cedures are available to solve such a problem. However, these procedures require explicit han-
dling of the potentially large number of constraints in Problem PD 2. On the other hand, the

.N
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subgradient optimization procedure discussed below takes full advantage of the problem struc-
ture. We are first able to write out an almost complete solution to the Kuhn-Tucker system.
We will refer to this as a partial solution. In case we are unable to either actually construct a
complete solution or to assert that a feasible completion exists, then through the construction
procedure itself, we have a subgradient direction available. Moreover, this latter direction is
very likely to be a direction of ascent. We therefore propose to move in the negative of this
direction and if necessary, project back onto the feasible region. These iterative steps are now
repeated at this new point.

4.1.1 Kuhn- Tucker Systems for PD2 and Its Implications

Letting uJ', hEH, j = 1 . n denote the lagrangian multipliers for constraints (4.12),
ti,, h E H those for constraints (4.13), and wh, i E Qh, h E H those for constraints (4.14), we may
write the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions as

(4.15) u ,-_2y_ n
hEH

(4.16) u. a" + t, - wi' - 0 for each i E Q,, and for each h E H
j-I

(4.17) u-hlfQ a0J =Oforeachj -. nandeach/hEH

(4.18) X/'wl- 0 for iQ hEH

(4.19) wi' > 0 iEQh,, hEH

(4.20) uj' 0 j = I . n, hEH.

Finally, Equations (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) must also hold. We will now consider the implications
of the above conditions. This will enable us to construct at least a partial solution to these con-
ditions, given particular values of X/', iEQI,, hEH. First of all, note that Equations (4.7),
(4.10) and (4.20) imply that

(4.21) yj > 0 for each j 1,. n

(4.22) y, i max 0,O , X f!!, h/E for j - 1, n.

Now, having determined values for y,, j - 1. n, let us define the sets

' [(0) if y,- 0

(4.23) H- for j- 1 n., (.2) H [ ihH: y,- X 'a > 0)

Now, consider the determination of u?, hE H, j - 1. n. Clearly, Equations (4.15), (4.17)
* and (4.20) along with the definition (4.23) imply that for each j - 1. n

(4.24) u -0 for hEH/IHj and that T. uj'- 2yj, uj' > OforeachhEH.

Thus, for any j E .I. n), if Hj is either empty or a singleton, the corresponding values for

. iuj", h E H are uniquely determined. Hence, we have a choice in selecting values for uh, h E Hj

N;i
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only when jHJ > 2 for any jEll...., n). Next, multiplying (4.16) by XP and using (4.18),
we obtain

(4.25) uh 1: (A +,, I+ 0 foreachhEH.
j-I aiEQ,, iEQh

Using Equations (4.13), (4.17), this gives us

(4.26) t,, - - ± ujhy for each h E H.
j-I

Finally, Equations (4.16), (4.26) yield

(4.27) wi =h uj" [a, -yj] for each iEQh, hEH.
j-I

Notice that once the variables uf, h E H, j - 1. n are fixed to satisfy (4.24), all the vari-
ables are uniquely determined. We now show that if the variables w', i E Qh, hE H so deter-
mined are nonnegative, we then have a Kuhn-Tucker solution. Since the objective function of
PD 2 is convex and the constraints are linear, this solution is also optimal.

LEMMA 2: Let a primal feasible set of Xf', iE Q,, hE H be given. Determine values for
all variables yj, uj', ti,, wil using Equations (4.22) through (4.27), selecting an arbitrary solution
in the case described in Equation (4.24) if >HjI > 2. If w/' > 0, iEQ,,, hEH, then X, iEQ,,
h E H solves Problem PD2.

PROOF: By construction Equations (4.12), through (4.17), and (4.20) clearly hold.
Thus, noting that in our problem the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are sufficient for optimality, all
we need to show is that if w = (wi') > 0 then (4.18) holds. But from (4.17) and (4.27) for
any h E H, we have,

X .. ..X! t uf a!- yjl- ± Ju"IT ", -j- yjJ -- 0

for each hEH. Thus, X/' > 0, wi' > 0 i EQ1, hEH imply that (4.18) holds and the proof is
complete.

The reader may note that in Section 4.1.4 we will propose another stronger sufficient con-
dition for a set of variables X P, i E Q1,, h E H to be optimal. The development of this condition
is based on a subgradient optimization procedure discussed below.

4.1.2 Subgradien, Optimization Scheme for Problem PD

For the purpose of this development, let us use (4.22) to rewrite Problem PD2 as follows.
First of all define
(4.28) A -1k - (A/'): constraints (4.13) and (4.14) are satisfied }

and let f: A - R be defined by
i2

(4.29) f(A 00 ± f maximum (0, 1 X "a"~, h E~

.1 J-/ iE)

d-. -P-
St. " " 

-ll -
,
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Then, Problem PD2 may be written as

minimize f(Ak): A E A).
Note that for each j - 1, ... , n, gi( ) - max (0, 7 X jha, hE-l is convex and nonnegative,

Thus, [gj(A)] 2 is convex and so f(i) - j[XgO)J 2 is also convex.
.o- I

The main thrust of the proposed algorithm is as follows. Having a solution X at any stage,
we will attempt to construct a solution to the Kuhn-Tucker system using Equations (4.15)
through (4.20). If we obtain nonnegative values /" for the corresponding variables w , iE Q1,,
hE H, then by Lemma 2 above, we terminate. Later in Section 4.1.7, we will also use another
sufficient condition to check for termination. If we obtain no indication of optimality, we con-
tinue. Theorem 3 below established that in any case, the vector w - ; constitutes a subgra-
dient of f() at the current point i. Following Poljak [18,191, we hence take a suitable step in
the negative subgradient direction and project back onto the feasible region A of Equation
(4.28). This completes one iteration. Before presenting Theorem 3, consider the following
definition.

DEFINITION 1: Let f: A - R be a convex function and let A E AC R'". Then f E Rm

is a subgradient of f(.) at A if

f() > f() + f' (X- ) for each X E A.

THEOREM 3: Let X be a given point in A defined by (4.28) and let ii be obtained from

Equations (4.22) through (4.27), with an arbitrary selection of a solution to (4.24).

Then, ii is a subgradient of f() at A, where f:A - R is defined in Equation (4.29).

PROOF. Let y and Y be obtained through Equation (4.22) from A E A and A E A respec-
tively. Hence,

f() yj2 andf() = I .
j-I j-I

Thus, from Definition 1, we need to show that

(4.30) - ih)<±y2 y2

hEN iEQ, j-I j-I

Noting from Equations (4.17), (4.27) that v " ,'A/' - 0, we have,
hEH iEQ,

iiii
hEHiEQhEH iEQ, hEH EH -Ii

Using (4.13) and (4.15), this yields

hEH iEQh hEH ,-1 i EQ, i
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Combining this with (4.30), we need to show that

(4.31) 5j' X h # ,2 + ,2.
jEH i-I 4EQh J -I J-1

But Equations (4.15), (4.20), (4.22) imply that

hEHj-I E ,, hEHj-I j-I

so that Equation (4.31) holds. This completes the proof.

Although, given X E A, any solution to Equations (4.22) through (4.27) will yield a
subgradient of f() at the current point X, we would like to generate, without expending much
effort, a subgradient which is hopefully a direction of ascent. Hence, this would accelerate the
cut generation process. Later in Section 4.1.6 we describe one such scheme to determine a
suitable subgradient direction. For the present moment, let us assume that we have generated
a subgradient ;i and have taken a suitable step size 0 in the direction -;i as prescribed by the
subgradient optimization scheme of Held, Wolfe, and Crowder [121. Let

(4.32) X=X-0

be the new point thus obtained. To complete the iteration, we must now project X into A, that
is, we must determine a new X according to

(4.33) knew P - P () = minimum Zi - lI: X E A).
The method of accomplishing this efficiently is presented in the next subsection.

4.1.3 Projection Scheme

For convenience, let us define the following linear manifold

(4.34) M, = 1Ar . iEQI,: 1: Xi"- I1 iE H
j iEQ, J

and let Al, be the intersection of Mh with the nonnegative orthant, that is,

(4.35) Mf,,= {/'. iEQ: , x/'= X 1. Xk' 0, iEQh).
i E Q

Note from Equation (4.28) that

(4.36) A -M x ... x M i I I.

Now, given X, we want to project it onto A, that is, determine X,, from Equation (4.33).
Towards this end, for any vector a - (aj, iEl), where I is a suitable index set for the IiI com-
ponents of a, let P(a,l) denote the following problem:
(4.37) P(a,1): minimize 4 (Xi - ao)2 : hi - 1, ki > 0, iE.

i:2 iEiEI

Then to determine A,w, we need to find the solutions (h,,),, iEQ, as projections onto Mh of

- (7,, iE Qh) through each of the 1HI separable Problems P(X, Oh). Thus, henceforth in
this section, we will consider only one such h E H. Theorem 4 below is the basis of a finitely
convergent iterative scheme to solve Problem P(Ah Qh)
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THEOREM 4: Consider the solution of Problem P(Ok, 1k), where 3k- (8, iElk), with
Ilk > I. Define

and let
(4.39) k _ k + (Pk) 'k

where 1k denotes a vector of Ilk I elements, each equal to unity. Further, define
(4.40) 1k+1 = JiE 1k: ' > 0).

Finally, let 1 3k+I defined below be a subvector of k,

(4.41) 1 k+I (qk+, iEIk+)

where, (3$' = /~', iElk+,. Now suppose that/4k+) solves P(3k+I, lk+I).

(a) If1
k > 0, then jk solves p(3 k, lk).

(b) If #k _ 0, then 3 solves p(ak, k), where f has components given by

JI!l, if iEIk+l for each iE4k.
(4.42) = 10 otherwise

PROOF: For the sake of convenience, let RP(a,I) denote the problem obtained by
relaxing the nonnegativity restrictions in P(a,l). That is, let

RP(a,I): minimize _ (k, - ai)2: : = 1 .
iEI iEl

First of all, note from Equations (4.38), (4.39) that 13k solves RP(3&. lk) since ,k is the projec-
tion of 3 k onto the linear manifold

(4.43) X = (X, iElk): I A, 11
which is the feasible region of RP3A, 4k). Thus, (k > 0 implies that k also solves P(83k, k).

This proves part (a).

Next, suppose that f ) 0. Observe that 3 is feasible to P(Sk. 4A.) since from (4.42), we
get3 >, Oand I - I as #'I solves p(8k+l . k-,).

tEI/A iEI.

Now, consider any X - (A,, JE 4) feasible to P j3k, 4&). Then, by the Pythagorem
Theorem, since (k is the projection of pk onto (4.43), we get

', I , /3'1 - I.\ _ 11 1 + 15~k -_/#kl 1.

Hence, the optimal solution to p(0k, 4k) is also optimal to p(k, 4k). Now, suppose that we
can show that the optimal solution to Problem P(1k 4) must satisfy
(4.44) , - 0 for ¢l4~1.

Then, noting (4.41), (4.42), and using the hypothesis that Ak+1 solves p(8k+ lk+,), we will
have established part (b). Hence, let us prove that (4.44) must hold. Towards this end, con-
sider the following Kuhn-Tucker equations for Problem p( k, 4) with t and w,, iE 4 as the

appropriate lagrangian multipliers:

* . ,t. ...g- . .

. .. I1"'''= l " '"....."'- "
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(4.46) 1 =, , >0 for each iE4 ,
iE /A

(4.47) (A, - /3, ) + t- w, = 0 and w, > 0 for each iElk

(4.48) A w, - 0 for each i ElI.

Now, since 1 3, - l, we get from (4.45), (4.46) that
i E A IY

i E ' ,A l

But from (4.46), (4.47), and (4.48) we get for each i E/A,

0 w w =. A,(x. + -)

which implies that for each iE /, we must have,

either X, = 0, whence from (4.46), w = t - I3f must be nonnegative

or Xi - - t, whence from (4.46), w = 0.

In either case above, noting (4.45), if j3 < 0, that is, if iQ4+I ,, we must have A, - 0. This
completes the proof.

-,

Using Theorem 4, one may easily validate the following procedure for finding An. of
=h,Equation (4.33), given A . This procedure has to be repeated separately for each h E H.

Initialization
=et 0, fl° -= -- h'

Set k x ,1o = Q. Go to Step I.

Step I

Given #I', /k, determine pA and k from (4.38), (4.39). Ifj k 0, then terminate with
, having components given by

113,if iE. /
(,new)i t 1O otherwise.

Otherwise, pro,:eed to Step 2.

Step 2

. , Define Ik+, #k +I as in Equations (4.40), (4.41), increment k by one and return to Step 1.Note that this procedure is finitely convergent as it results in a strictly decreasing, finite

t sequence I1I satisfying Ilk1 > I for each k, since I - I for each k.

-h
EXAMPLE: Suppose we want to project A (-2,3,1,2) on to A C R . Then the above

procedure yields the following results.

Initialization

k-0, PO- (-2.3,1,2), 10o- 1,2,3.4).
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Step 1

po - -3/4, 0 =(1

Step 2

Step 1

P' - 1--2-' = . K -- '

Step 2

k=-2, /2 1~ 2,4), 432 1
3 3

Step I
p2 -, (1,0) >0

P2 3,
Thus, j~,. = (0, 1,0,0).

4. 1.4 A Second Sufficient Condition.for Termination

As indicated earlier in Section 4.1.2, we will now derive a second sufficient condition on i
for A to solve PD2. For this purpose, consider the following lemma:

LEMMA 3: Let A E A be given and suppose we obtain Vv using Equations (4.22) through
(4.27). Let i' solve the problem.

PR",: minimize { 1 , i-', - w/) 2: 1 - /'= 0, w/' 4 0 for iEJI, for each hEH

whre 2 ,EQ, iEQ,,] i} where,

(4,49) JI, - iE Q:/'= 0), hElH.

V Then, if 4, - 0, i solves Problem PD2.

PROOF. Since , - 0 solves PR,, h E H, we have for each h E H,

(4.50) < ()"< ') (/'-

for all w,", iEQ, satisfying 1 w,"'- 0, w," < 0 for iEJ,. Given any X E A and given any
E"

g > 0 define,

(4.51) wi,-(l'-X1/11, iEQ,,, hEH.

K .. :,i
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Then, wil'- 0 for each hEH and since X/'- 0 for iEJh, hElH, we get will < 0 for iEJ,,
iE Q,,

/tEH. Thus, for any X E A, by substituting (4.51) into (4.50), we have,

(4.52) A2 : (jiph) I < (A /' - j/,+ A i/h)2 for each h E H.
iEQ , iE r,

But Equation (4.52) implies that for each hE H, kh = h solves the problem

minimize -" I/'- (X'- 1/')12: 1 /' 1, !'0 iEQ, for each hEH.
iEQ h iEQ,,

In other words, the projection P%(#\ - ;A) of (A - i/j) onto A is equal to " for any A - 0.

In view of Poljak's result [18,191, since P is a subgradient of /'(.) at X, then X solves PD2.
This completes the proof.

*Note that Lemma 3 above states thai if the "closest" feasible direction - w to - i3 is a zero
vector, then A solves PD2. Based on this result, we derive through Lemma 4 below a second
sufficient condition for X to solve PD2.

LEMMA 4: Suppose w = 0 solves Problems PRh, hE H as in Lemma 3. Then for each

h E H, we must have

(4.53) (a) ivi" = t,, a constant, for each iQJ,

(b) i/' < t, for each iEJi,
where Ji, is given by Equation (4.49).

PROOF: Let us write the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for Problem PR,,, for any hE H. We
obtain

(w/' - i,/) + t, = 0 for i J,,

(w/' - i/') + t, - u,'= 0 for i E J,

ut, >, 0, i E Ji,. ul' w/' = 0 i E J11, t/, unrestricted

I w/' = 0, wl' > 0 for iEJ,,.
,EQl

If w = 0 solves PR,,, hE H, then since PRh has a convex objective function and linear con-
straints, then there must exist a solution to

i"= t, for each i qJ
and

u/' - (,- ") > 0 for each iEJ,,.

This completes the proof.

l " Thus Equation (4.53) gives us another sufficient condition for X to solve PD2. We illus-
irate the use of this condition through an example in Section 4.1.7.

4.1.5 Schema of an Algorithm to Solve Problem PD2

The procedure is depicted schematically below. In block 1, an arbitrar" or preferably, a
good heuristic solution A E A is sought. For example, one may use X,' - I/ IQhI for each
iE Qh, for hE H. For blocks 4 and 6, we recommend the procedural steps proposed by Held,
Wolfe and Crowder [12J for the subgradient optimization scheme.

I,
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26

For jy- 1 .. 4
determine . , 3 Is a suitable

1 5,". h, E H, using Is 0 or No Select 0 R laesubgradient
E io4 (4. 22) , does bsatisfy and let optimization No

e d4.24). Hence, Equation (4.53)? A " A - # of Equations termination

able determine w fn ua (4.2). criterion
E quation (4.27) i e K satisfied .)

Yees

(4.27) Morever, te onlchoierinadterinin ,j-1 n Eaos ncs 1,

as an opi al solution Terminate with Ato PD. as an estimate of an

voEoptimal solution to
PD,

4.1.6 Derivation of a Good Subgradient Direction

in our discussion in Section 4.1.1, we saw that given a E A of Equation (4.28), we were
able to uniquely determine a, j- 1 ..... n through Equation (4.22). Thereafter, once we
fixed values i for uh, j - u n, h E H satisfying Equation (4.24), we were able to uniquelydetermine values for the other variables in the Kuhn-Tucker System using Equations (4.26),
(4.27). Moreover, the only choice in determining ,h j - 1, n, hE Harose in case sH:t >
2 for some j E I1, n, in Equation (4.25). We also established that no matter what feasible
values we selected for uh, jE 11... n), hEnH, the corresponding vector w obtained was asubgradient direction. In order to select the best such subgradient direction, we are interested
in finding a vector ii which has the smallest euclidean norm among all possible vectors
corresponding to the given solution i E A. However, this problem is not easy to solve. More-

over, since this step will merely be a subroutine at each iteration of the proposed scheme to
solve PD 2, we will present a heuristic approach to this problem.

Towards this end, let us define for convenience, mutually exclusive but not uniquely

determined sets N,,,h E Has follows:

(4.54) N1, C (jE w s 1: hEHj of Equation (4.23)

(4.55) N, n Ne- (ds vae i{ for UEHand U Ni, - E( I hich. n : ab > 0 t.
(4 H a dE H

In other words we take eachh (. has j > , and assign it to some hEHj,
that is, assign it to a set N, where i E H c. Having done this, we let

,' 2.T, if j E N,,~(4.56) -hl, |O oews for eachjE{I ... n), hEH.

t, Note that Equation (4.56) yields values for 0 ' jE{(I ... n), h EH which are feasible to
(4.24). Hence, having defined sets N, h E H as in Equations (4.54), (4.55), we determine y
j (EI 1. n), h E H through (4.56) and hence P through (4.27). U

Thus, the proposed heuristic scheme commences with a vector w obtained through an
arbitrary selection of sets N, h E H satisfying Equations (4.54), (4.55). Thereafter, we attempt

• j to improve (decrease) the value of w'w in the following manner. We consider in turn each
jE(1,. n) which satisfies IH1,1 > 2 and move it from its current set N,,, say, to another set

*i •s-
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N, with hEH., h* hj, if this results in a decrease w'w. If no such single movements result in
a decrease in w*w we terminate with the incumbent solution w as the sought subgradient direc-
tion. This procedure is illustrated in the example given below.

4.1.7 Illustrafive Example

The intention of this subsection is to illustrate the scheme of the foregoing section for
determining a good subgradient direction as well as the termination criterion of Section 4.1.4.

Thus, let H - (1,21, n - 3, IQI - 1Q21 - 3 and consider the constraint sets

x: 2xI -3X2+X 3 >1 Ix: 3x -X2 -X3 >1I

I -x, + 2X2 + 3X3 1 I2x +X 2 -2X3 1I
3x-X-X31 and S2= -x + 3X2 +3X3 Z'

XI, X2, X3 O 0X 1,X2, X3 >0

Further, suppose we are currently located at a point X with

Then the associated surrogate constraints are
4 1 + 2 _3> I for h-I1

(4.57)

4 Xi+ 2X2 + -X3 >1 I for h- 2.

Using Equations (4.22), (4.25), we find

YI~i with H, = (1. 2), .5= with H2 - 12) andj 3 h . with H3- (1. 21.

Note that the possible combinations of NI and N2 are as follows:

(i) N, = 11), N2 - (2,.3),
60i NI - (1.1 N2 - (1, 2,3),

(iii) NI - (1, 31, N2 - (2). and

(iv) NI = (3), N2 - 11, 2).

A total enumeration of the values of u obtained for these sets through (4.56) and the
corresponding values for w are shown below.

uh jEll,..., n) ___ w/, i E Q, h EH
aNI N2  I ~V U? 1l W 1 1 1 W? W W1~f ~ w'w

(1) (2,) 8310 0 04/31/3 16/91-56/9140/9 1-40/9 -28/9 56/9 129.78
(,0) (1,2,3) 010 0 8/3 413 4/3 0 I0 0 j0 -4/3 0 1.78
(1,311(21 8/310 4/3 0 430 20/91-28/91 20/9 I-20/9 4/9 28/9 34.37
13) 11,2) 0 0 4/3 8/3 4/310 -4/9 28/9 1-20/91 20/9 20/9 -28/9 343

Thus, according to the proposed scheme, if we commence with NI - (1), N2 - (2,31, then
picking j - 1 which has I HjI - 2, we can move j - I into N2 since 2EHI. This leads to an
improvement. As one can see from above, no further improvement is possible. In fact, the

.. ....
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best solution shown above is accessible by the proposed scheme by all except the third case
which is a "local optimar.

We now illustrate the sufficient termination condition of Section 4.1.4. The vector Z
h-I h-i h-2

obtained above is (0,0.010. -4/3, 0). Further the vector " is ( 0, 5/12, 7/1217/12, 0, 5/12).
Thus, even though P > 0, we see that the conditions (4.53) of Lemma 6 are satisfied for each
hEH - (1,2) and thus the given X solves PD2.

The disjunctive cut (3.8) derived with this optimal solution i is obtained through (4.57)
as

4 2 2(4.58) 3x + 2 + j x + I.

It is interesting to compare this cut with that obtained through the parameter values '/'
I/Q,l for each iE Q as recommended by Balas [1,21. This latter cut is

(4.59) 1X + X2 + X3 >,I

Observe that (4.58) uniformly dominates (4.59).

4.2 Maximizing the Rectilinear Distance Between the Origin and the Disjunctive Cut

In this section, we will briefly consider the case where one desires to use rectilinear
instead of euclidean distances. Extending the developments of Sections 2, 3 and 4.1, one may
easily see that the relevant problem is

minimize Imaximum yj: constraints (4.12), (4.13), (4.14) are satisfied).
JE It,...,n)

The reason why we consider this formulation is its intuitive appeal. To see this, note that the
above problem is separable in h, E Hand may be rewritten as

PD1'minimizel. >. ' , !'a!? for each j= 1. n. 1 A, /'0 0Si E Q, i EQ,,

for i E Q1, f h 01 for each h E H.

Thus, for each hEH, PD, seeks X/', iE Q1, such that the largest of the surrogate constraint
coefficients is minimized. Once such surrogate constraints are obtained, the disjunctive cut
(3.8) is derived using the principles of Section 3.

As far as the solution of Problem PD, is concerned, we merely remark that one may
Ieither solve it as a linear program or rewrite it as the minimization of a piecewise linear convex

'function subject to linear constraints and use a subgradient optimization technique.
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ABSTRACT

The reliability of a serial production line is optimized with respect to the lo-
cation of a single buffer. The problem was earlier defined and solved by Soy-
ster and Toof for the special case of an even number of machines all having
equal probability of failure. In this paper we generalize the results for any
number of machines and remove the restriction of identical machine reliabili-
ties. In addition, an analysis of multibuffer systems is presented with a closed
form solution for the reliability when both the number of buffers and their

capacity is limited. For the general multibuffer system we present an approach
for determining system reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION

Several types of production line models appear in the literature. Each one is a realization
of a different real life situation. A summary of the various types and the differences in the
mechanism of product flow among them appears in Buzacott [5), Koenigsberg [91, Toof [141 or
Buxey et al (1). Recently Soyster and Toof 1131 defined a serial production line, which is the
model analyzed in this paper.

The mechanism of product flow in a serial production line is described via Figure 1. An
unlimited source of raw material exists before machine 1. If machine 1 is capable of working
(i.e., not failed), an operator takes a unit of raw material and processes it on machine 1, after
which he moves to machine 2 and processes it on machine 2, if machine 2 is capable of work-
ing. He proceeds analagously until machine N where a finish product is completed. Let T, be

the process time on machine i. Then the cycle time of the system T - T',. Let q be the
i-I

probability that at any cycle T machine i is capable of working and pi - I - q, the probability of
failing. The serial production line with no buffer must stop working if any of the individual
machines on the line fails. The placement of a single buffer of capacity M after machine i
alleviates this situation. If any of the first i machines fail and the buffer is not empty, machines

*This study was done when the author was at the Department of Energy, Washington, D.C. under the provisions of the
* Intergovernmental Personnel Act.
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Product Flow

FIGURE I. Serial production line with N machines and a single buffer

i + 1, i + 2,..., N can still function. Conversely, if any of the machines i + 1. N fail
and the buffer is not full, the first i machines may still work and produce a semifinished good to
be stored in the buffer. One obviously would like to identify the optimal placement of this
buffer. Soyster and Toof [131 proved that if there are an even number of machines, all identi-
cally reliable (qj - q V i) then the optimal placement of the buffer is exactly in the middle of
the line. In section 2 we generalize these results for any number of machines not necessarily
identically reliable. Specifically, we prove that the optimal placement of a single buffer is at a
place which minimizes the absolute value of the difference between the reliability of the two
parts of the line separated by the buffer.

The optimal location i is determined from (1)

(I) NIi NIq-Mn qi-[ i
fq1- -l I q- Mm N- flq

A more difficult question is the optimal locations of several buffers. In section 3 we analyze a

special case of a two buffer system, each buffer having a capacity of one unit. In section 4 we
present an approach that can be used for any number of buffers with any capacity. The
approach we suggest is efficient as long as the number of buffers and their capacity remains
relatively small.

2. OPTIMAL LOCATION OF A SINGLE BUFFER

Let a single buffer with capacity M be placed after machine I. Let a -I' q,.
N i- I

p - HT qi, pi =(o, - atI3f)/,(8 - aipi), and let X, be the number of units in the buffer at

the beginning of cycle n. Soyster and Toof 1131 have shown that X, defines a finite Markov
Chain, presented its transition matrix and found that the reliability R (i) of the line is given by
(2) and (3):

P,- P1 Y+1

(2) R(i)- i + #, (I - a) - ifi a edpI if- -1 Yi.

(3) R (i) - p, +'0, (I - aj) M 1
M + 1If, ,~

One has to maximize R (i) with respect to i, that is, to identify the optimal location of the
I i N N

buffer within the line. Since ai, - H q" H qj - lq is a constant and does not affect the

location of the buffer, one can simply ignore this term from (2) and (3) in the optimization
phase. Thus, we want to find i" that maximizes R (i) or:

PY+1#i1- i)' -- p$.+t ifa

* (4) R (i) - Max R (i) - Max M
ifa " ,.

. ( -
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The approach we take to solve (4) for i* is to show that R (i) is strictly increasing with a, for
a, < Pi and strictly decreasing with a, for a, > P,; that a, - )9, occurs when R (i) reaches its
maximum value; and that R (i) is symmetric about the point i° where a,. - P..

Let
PM+l 1 Pi

(5) R G) - (8 - a, o) pt+

when a, = P, p, - 1 and (5) becomes (6)
M

(6) R(i) (13- a,/3) M+a, p.

Note in (6) as M becomes large the total reliability of the line, which is equal to a,/3, + R (i),
approaches Pi. That is, the two segments of the line become independent of each other.

In this section the general strategy is to show that if a, > p, or a, < Pi then the reliabil-
ity of (5) is smaller than the reliability of (6). Hence, we treat a1 as a continuous variable and
show that the derivative of (5) with respect to a, is positive for a, < 0i and negative for
a i > Pi.

The derivative of R (i) with respect to a, is:

____ W ____ I~ ,3 I + [ (MpMI (M + 1 )p + 1) 1 1+ ~.~
da, pf+I 1  ?_ ( Pi +  (pM+1)2 • 1- jj.

LEMMA 1: TJie additional reliability function R (), is strictly increasing with respect to

a, over the range 0. jf q, I, and strictly decreasing with respect to a1 over the range
1 J I

ifdR< > 0. Conversely, if /3i < a, I< 1, then,j 1 1. That is, 0 a, < P, then d

aR (" < 0. The proof can be found in [141. (The first range is closed from the left and open
da,

from the right; ihe second range is open from the left and closed from the right).

)THEOREM 1: The optimal placement, i*, of a single buffer of integer capacity M in an N

machine line is where a -/3 ;.

PROOF: The proof of this theorem is essentially complete. We must only show that (5)
is continuous at the point where a - / 1. By definition the additional reliability attributable to

the introduction of the buffer when a -13 is:

M
M+I"

As aj /3i pi - 1 so that in (5) the limit of the steady state probability as a, - /3, is of the

indeterminate form 0/0. However, an application of L'Hospital's rule shows that:

P1+1 _Pi M
" ,, -ep ,U+' - M + I

and thus the continuity is proven.

, . . . . . .. .
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Theorem 1 defines an optimal though not necessarily feasible solution to the problem of
buffer placement. The condition a, -pi may be impossible to satisfy. In the remainder of this
section we examine the symmetry of the reliability function defined by Equation (5), develop a
simple criterion that provides the best feasible solution and, lastly, we examine the special case
of identical machine reliability, i.e., q, - q V i.

LEMMA 2: Given K, and K 2 continuous variables such that a 1K, - OKI - OK 2 -aK,.Then PK, PK 2  1.

N
PROOF: Recall that a f, - l qi - Q a constant for all i. Thus the condition

UK 1-IiK - 3A2 - aK2 may be rewritten aK - a This implies that:I P 2 1 Of K t I K 2

Q(aK, +a K 2)
aKt + aK2 - or that aK, aK 2 - Q'

alK I aK
2

Similarly, one obtains the result that '3 K1
1 K2 =_ Q. We want to show that PK, •PK 2 - I. Sub-

stituting for pAI and pK 2 in the definition of p yields:

(aK, - Q) (a, - Q)
PKPK 2 (8K,- Q) (0K 2- Q)"

We then must show that:

(aK, - Q) (aK2 - Q) = (OK, - Q) (SK, - Q)

or that:

GaG a, - Q(aK, + aK2) = OKI PK, - Q(OK, + 02).
The :ondition a Kt -/P 1 = /,- GA2 infers both that GK, + GK, /IK, + K and that

aKIaK 2 - KIPK2 = Q, and thus the proof is complete.

This leads directly to the following theorem:

THEOREM 2: For a continuous argument (i), R(i) is symmetric about the point i*
where a,. =/3,..

The proof is in 1141.

The placement of the buffer has been treated as a continuous variable. While this has led
to satisfying mathematical results, in reality one must develop an optimizing criterion which is
physically feasible. Unfortunately, the condition a. - /,. does not satisfy the feasibility
requirements. Rarely will i* be integer and what, for example, is the physical interpretation of
i* - 7.63. To this end, it will be shown in this section that the steady state reliability of the
line is maximized by placing the buffer after machine i* (i" integer) where i* satisfies the fol-
lowing condition:

.- ,.I min la,-PI.

Note that if an integer i* exists such that a,. - f' q, - i q, - /3,., it would satisfy the

above criterion and be consistent with Theorem I.

- |
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To this end observe that la, - Oil is a convex function of a, that obtains its minimum
point at a, = 3 - % - NrV-'. Thus, for

a, < a, < -/fQ, Jai - Oij < Jai - fil, and for - < ai < ai, Iai - Oil < Jai - Oil.

THEOREM 3 (Fundamental): The optimal integer placement of a single buffer of capa-
city M in an N machine line is where iai - 3,1 is minimized.

PROOF: From Theorem 1 we know that by treating i as a continuous variable the optimal
placement i° satisfies a,. - 13.. If i* is integer the theorem is evident. Assume that i* is not
integer. Examine the points [ij] and [i° + 11. From lemma 1 and the convexity of ia, - Oil
we know that R([iUM) > R(K) where a(,. ] > aK1 and R([i ° + I]) > R(K 2 ) where

afi.+ I > aK 2. Thus, the only two candidate placements are [i*1 and [i' + I].

If la[i.] - 13lP.i - Ial,.+Il -3 P,-+1li then the theorem holds and either placement is
optimal. Therefore, assume that ia lil - 13i.1I < Ial,.+Il - ,l.+Ill. We want to show that
R ([i*]) > R (i + 1]). Assume the contrary, i.e., that R (i* +11) > R (i*]). From
Theorem 2 we know that there exists a point K* such that R (K*) - R ([i* + 11) and that
laK. - 1x.I -Ia[i.+-l,[+lI. This implies that R (K*) > R (i*]). We know that
iaK. - 13x.I > lali. - 9.11li and since both aK. and a 1.j must be greater than V/7t this
implies that aK. > ali.l. By Theorem 2 this would infer that R ([i*]) > R (K*) which is a
contradiction. Similar results may be obtained by assuming that lati.l - P'itli > Ia11.+if
- 13,-+,I.

Theorem 3 details a simple, yet elegant criterion for the optimal placement of a single
buffer regardless of capacity so as to maximize the reliability of the system.

A Special Case: q = q V i.

Consider the case where q, = V i. In this case:

ai q't 3 , =qN '

It follows from Theorems 1 and 3 that if N is even, the optimal placement would be where
a, -13, which in this case is where q'- qN-i which is satisfied at i - N/2. This is consistent
with the results developed by Soyster and Toof 1131.

Assume that N is odd. Then N is of the form 2K + 1 where K is integer and by
Theorem 3 the optimal placement is either after machine K or machine K + I since:

Ia - OKI - qK - qK+1-Kl" q K - qK+I[

I aI+ -1K+II - qK+ ' - q2K+I-K-, I - IqK - qK+I.

We have just completed the proof for the optimal location of a single buffer on an N machine
serial line. The optimal location is for any N (even or odd) and for any q, (both when machine
reliability are identical or not identical for all machines). In the next section we generalize the
model to include more than one buffer.

3. TWO BUFFERS OF CAPACITY ONE UNIT

Consider a simpler case of the general model where N - 3k and q, - q for all i. The
placement of two buffers separates the line into three segments. Since N - 3k, one may arbi-
trarily place the first buffer immediately after machine k and the second immediately after
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machine 2k. The placement of these two buffers has just defined the three stages of the sys-
tem. Each stage may be comprised of more than one machine; for a line of N - 3k, each stage
is comprised of k machines. The reliability of each stage is QI Q2 - Q3- q,'- Q and
P -1- Q.

The two buffer system operates analogously to the one buffer system described in section
2. If all machines are up, then a unit of raw material is processed by stages one, two and three
and a finished good is produced. If, for example, stage three is down, stages one and two are up
and buffer two is not full, then both stages one and two operate and a semicompleted good
would be stored in buffer two. If buffer two had been full and buffer one had not, then
machine two would not operate; it would be blocked by the second buffer which is full. In this
case only machine one would operate and a semiprocessed good would be stored in buffer one.

Define an ordered pair (X, Y) where X represents the quantity of semifinished goods in
buffer one at the start of cycle t, and Y the quantity in buffer two at the start of cycle t. If we
assume that the maximum capacity of both buffers one and two is one, then the pair (. Y)
may take on the following four values: (0,0), (1,0), (0,1), and (1,1). The one cycle transition
probability from state (X. Y) - (0, 0) to all states is:

9 Both are empty at the start of cycle t + 1 if either all stages are up, or if stage one is

down. Thus: P[(X,+,, Y,+i) - (0,0) 1 (X,, Y,) - (0,0)) - Q3 + P.

• If stage one is up during cycle t but stage two is down, then a unit of raw material is
processed on stage one and the semicompleted good stored in buffer one. Thus:
P[(X,+,, Y,+1) - (1,0) I(X,, r,) - (0,0)] - QP.

• If both stages one and two are up but stage three is down, then a unit of raw material is
processed on both stages one and two and the semicompleted good stored in buffer two.
Thus: P[(X,+1 , Y,,,) - (0, 1) 1 (X,, Y,) - (0,0)] - Q2p.

* Lastly, note that it is impossible for (X,,,, Y,+,) to equal (lI) given that
(X,, Y,) - (0, 0), as at most, one unit may be added to storage during any cycle. Thus:
P[(X,+I, Y,+1) - (1 -1) 1 (x, Y,) - (0,0)1 - 0.

One may compute the transition probabilities for all of the four possible states in an analogous
manner. The complete transition matrix is presented in Figure 2.

State
in
t+l

State in t (0,0) (1,0) (0,1) (1,1)

(0,0) Q3+P QP Q 2P 0
(1,0) Q2 p Q3+p QP2  Q2 p

(0,1) QP Q2P Q3+P 2  QP
(1,1) 0 QP Q2p Q3+P A

FIGURE 2. Transition matrix - two buffer system

Let ir 1, Ir2 1r3, I 4 be the steady state probabilities of buffer states (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) and
(1,I) respectively. The system is in state (0,0) with probability irI, then a good is produced if
and only if all three stages are up. This event has a probability of Q3 r,1. Similarly, with proba-
bility r2 the system is in state (1,0), then only stages two and three must be up for a finished
good to be produced. This event has probability Q2 W2 . Lastly in both state (0,1) and

*4A
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(1,1), buffer two is not empty and thus the only condition for a successful cycle is that stage
three must be up. These events have probability Qir 3 and Qir 4, respectively. The steady state
reliability, R, of the two buffer system where the capacity of both buffer one and buffer two is
one unit is equal to:

(7) R = Q3irI + Q2 7 2 + Q(?3 + Qir4.

Thus, upon determining the steady state probabilities, 7ri , lr2, V3 and 174 , one has an
exact formulation of the reliability of the three stage, two buffer system, where each buffer has
a capacity of one unit.

From the transition matrix presented as Figure 2 and basic finite Markov Chain theory,
one can calculate V I, 7r2, VT, and 7r4 in the following manner.

First, we know that in the steady state 7rB = 7r where B is the one step transition matrix
of the system (Figure 2) and

S= (r, 72, V 3, 7T4).

This identity yields a system of four simultaneous equations of the form

(8) (B - I) = 0

where B is the form:

Q 3 + P QP Q2P 0
Q 2P Q3 + p Qp 2  Q 2P

QP Q2p Q3 + P2 QP
G QP Q2P Q, +P

However, (B-I) has no inverse as the rows are linearly dependent. The classical method of
solution to this problem is to drop one of the identity equations of 7r and substitute the fact
that the sum of the steady state probabilities must equal one. That is, 7r + 2 + 173 + V74 = 1.
Making this substitution for column 3 of B-I yields the following system of simultaneous equa-
tions: rA = (0.0. 1.0), where:

Q+P- I QP 1 0
Q 2P Q1 + P-I I Q2p

A= QP Q2P 1 QP
, 0 QP I Q3 + P -1.

!Thus, 7r - (0. 0, 1,0) A - 1 which reduces to vr- A 3- where A 3-
1 is the third column of the /

inverse matrix A- '. The solution to the last system of four equations and four variables is:
Ths .= (Q2 + Q-+ ()(4Q + 3 Q + 5)

, '7'2 - (Q2 + Q + 2)1(4Q2 + 3Q + 5)

(9)5

(9)7r -r (Q1 + 1)1(4Q' + 3Q + 5) "

7r4 -(Q2 + Q + 1)1(4Q' + 3Q + 5)

We are now able to directly compute the steady state reliability of a two buffer series sys-
tem where each stage has identical reliability, Q, distributed Bernoulli and each buffer a capacity
of one unint. We have just proved Theorem 4 which results from (7) and (9).

" '1
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THEOREM 4: For the series production system described above the steady state reliabil-
ity of the system R, is equal to:

R=Q+ 2Q 4 + 4Q'+ 3Q 2 + 2Q
4Q2 + 3Q + 5

4. EXTENSION OF THE GENERAL MUTLIBUFFER CASE

The previous sections have laid the groundwork for our analysis of a general multistage,
multibuffer system such as the one depicted in Figure 3. For ease of analysis let us assume
that the reliability of each stage has the Bernoulli distribution with parameter Q and further that

buffer i has capacity M,. For a general N stage system with m buffers, there are f (M, + 1)
i-I

possible buffer states; i.e., each buffer may take on Mi + I values and there are m such buffers.
For example, if Mi = 4 for all i, and m = 5 there would be 3,125 possible buffer states ranging
in value from (0,0,0,0,0) to (4,4,4,4,4). The question arises as to the viability of this form of
analysis for systems with large buffer capacity (M), multiple buffers (W) or a combination of
the two. Clearly, the transition matrix for a large system would be relatively sparse (i.e., many
zero entries). For example, in a four stage (three buffer) system, where each buffer has a capa-
city of three units, there would be 43 = (3 + 1)3 or 64 possible transition states. For the start-
ing state (1,1,1) there are 13 possible transitions (i.e., nonzero transition probabilities). The
feasible transitions from the state (1,1,1) are:

(0,1,1), (0,1,2), (0,2,1), (1,0,1), (1.0,2). (1,1,0), (1 1,1)

(1, 1,2), (1,2,0), (1, 2, 1), (2,0,1), (2, 1, 0), and (2, 1, 1).

Raw F F ( . . . (> Finished
MateriaGoods

Product Flow

Fi[RE 3 (3 encral multistage. multibufTer ,,ycm

While it is obvious that the method of analysis employed to this point is feasible, that is,
(1) definition of a one step transition matrix; (2) development of a reliability equation as a
function of stage reliability and the steady state transition probabilities, and (3) solving a system
of linear equations for the steady state transition probabilities; its application is, for the most
part, not practical.

Let us present the transition matrices for two or three buffer systems with capacity one or
two. For the system of two buffers of capacity two the transition matrix is given in Figure 4
and the steady state probabilities for various values of Q are given in Figure 5 where the relia-
bility R is:

R = Q3ir1 + QW2 + Qi.r + Q2ar4 + Qirs + Qir 6 + Q 27r7 + Qlrg + Qlrq.

Figure 5 was calculated by a small computer program. For various values of Q, we solved for
the unique ir, and calculated R, which appears in Figure 5. For the system of four stages, and
three buffers with capacity one, the transition matrix is given in Figure 6.

Again, using a small computer program we solved for iw, and calculated R. The steady
state probabilities and the system reliability R is given in Figure 7 where

R Q47 I + Qwr2 + Q3 r. + Qr 4 + Q*'7 + Qir6 + Q27r, + Qirs.

.11q011
, .f_ '
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Transition Matrix

.+1 (0,0) (0,1) (0,2) (1,0) (1,1) (1,2) (2,0) (2,1) (2,2)

(0,0) Q3+P Q2P 0 QP 0 0 0 0 0
(0,1) Qp Q3+p 2  Qlp Q2p Qp 2  0 0 0 0

(0,2) 0 QP Q3+P2  0 Q pp Qp 0 0 0
(1,0) Q2P Qp 2  0 Q'+p 2  Q2p 0 QP 0 0
(1,1) 0 Q2p Qp 2  Qp 2 Ql+p 3  Q2p Q2p Qp 2  0

(1,2) 0 0 Q2P 0 Qp 2 Q3+p 2  0 Q2p Qp
(2,0) 0 0 0 Q2p Qp 2  0 Q3+p Q2 p 0
(2,1) 0 0 0 0 Q2p Qp 2  QP Q3+p 2 Q2P
(2,2) 0 0 0 0 0 Q2p 0 Qp Q3+p

I:I(uRI 4. Two buffers of maximum capacity two

Buffer Capacity Equals 2

Q=.9 Q=.7 Q=.3 Q=.
7 1  .108 .105 .097 .092
7r, .092 .091 .090 .089
I1 3  .060 .059 .060 .064
Tr4  .126 .124 .118 .114
7r* .106 .109 .121 .129
7r6  .092 .091 .090 .089
VT7  .183 .191 .209 .218
r 8 .126 .124 .118 .114

I1" .108 .105 .097 .092
R .855 .596 .205 .061

"IGURI *. I:Xt.I S;oltiHOln, i three stage
1w huffer systefm

* Maximum Buffer Capacity Equals One

(0,0,0) (0,0,1) (0,1,0) (0,1,1) (1,0,0) (1,0,1) (1,1,0) (1,1,1)

(0,0,0) Q4+p Q3P Q2p 0 QP 0 0 0
(0,0,1) QP Q4+p 2 Q3p Q2p Q2p Qp 2  0 0
(0,1,0) Q2 p Qp 2  Q4+p 2 Q3p Q3 P Q2P2  QP 0
(0,1,1) 0 Q2p 0e2  Q4+p 2  0 Q 3  02Fp QP
(1,0,0) Q3p p 0 Q4+p Q3p Odp 0

(1,0,1) 0 Q'p Q2p2  p Qp Q4+p2 Qip Q P
(1,1,0) 0 0 Q3p Q2p2  Q2 p Qp 2  Q -+P Q3P
(1, 1, 1) 0 0 0 Q3p 0 Q2p Qp Q4+p

Fi(,turm 6. Four stage, three buffer transition matrix

ILAN
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Buffer Capacity of One Unit

Q =.9 Q =.7 Q =.3 Q- .
7' .109 .100 .091 .080

7r2  .079 .075 .071 .073
V ". .098 .098 .118 .138

ir4  .079 .080 .071 .021
ir .157 .156 .221 .270

n .137 .147 .118 .193
r7 .206 .213 .221 .187
7T8  .136 .131 .091 .038
R .819 .533 .143 .036

1-IGiURI 7 Reliihilitm o1a four stage.

" ihree hul'1\r %'stmcn

The approach we present here can be summarized as follows, for a given configuration of
a serial production line with multiple buffers and no restriction on their capacity, one can write
the one step transition probability matrix and solve for its steady state probabilities which yields
the reliability of the line. The method is efficient for a small number of buffers and small capa-
cities. In general, the number of state variables and the number of linear equations are

fl (M, + I) for m buffers with capacity M,.
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SCHEDULING COUPLED TASKS

Roy D. Shapiro
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Graduate School of Business Administration
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ABSTRACT

Consider a set of task pairs coupled in time: a first (initiali and second
(completion) tasks of known durations with a specified time between them. If
the operator or machine performing these tasks is able to process only one at a
time, scheduling is necessary to insure that no overlap occurs. This problem
has a particular application to production scheduling, transportation. and radar
operations (send-receive pulses are ideal examples of time-linked tasks requir-
ing scheduling). This article discusses several candidate techniques for schedule
determination, and these are evaluated in a specific radar scheduling applica-
tion.

This article considers the problem of scheduling task pairs, i.e., tasks which consist of two
coupled tasks, an initial task and a completion, separated by a known, fixed time interval. If
the operator or machine performing these tasks is only able to process one at a time, scheduling
is necessary to insure that a completion task of one pair does not arrive for processing while
one part of another task is being processed.

Consider, for example, a radar tracking aircraft approaching a large airport [1]. In order
to track adequately, it is necessary to transmit pulses and receive the reflection once every
specified update period. The radar cannot transmit a pulse at the same time that a reflected
pulse is arriving nor can two reflected pulses overlap. A possible strategy is to transmit to one
tracked object and wait for that pulse to return before another pulse is transmitted as shown in
Figure 1(a), but unless the number of objects being tracked is small, this may not allow all
objects to be tracked in each update period. A more efficient strategy is some form of inter-
laced scheduling like that shown in Figure 1(b). Observe that the time between each pair of
transmit and receive pulses is the same in Figure 1(b) as in Figure 1(a), yet the total transmis-
sion time is far less in 1 (b).

(a)H FFFF PH
1 1 FF1 t 1

S(b iII 314123

FIGuRE I. Sample 4-pair schedules
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1. NOTATION, CLASSIFICATION, AND COMPLEXITY

Our object is to generate a schedule for a given set of task pairs which allows that set to
be completed in the least possible time with no overlap between tasks (Figure 2). Formally, let

tj - the time of initiation of the ith task pair;

Si  - the duration of the initial task of the ith pair, i - 1, 2. N;

T = the duration of the completion task of the ith pair, i - 1, 2 .. N;

d - the "inter-task" duration, i.e., the time between the initiation of
the initial task of the ith pair and the initiation of that pair's completion.

', ,+S, t, +d, t, +d, + ,

FIGURE 2. The ith task pair

The time between the initiation of the first task pair and the completion of the final pair we
refer to as the frame time (or makespan, cf. [3,4] denoted z). For convenience, we will set the
initiation time of the first pair to 0.

The scheduling problem may be stated as

find t, 0, i = . N to minimize

= max, (t, + d, + 7,)

subject to the constraint that no member of the set of intervals

((t,, t, + S,). (, + d,. t, + d, + T,)) i- .. N

overlap with any other member.

To put this problem into context with much of the recent literature classifying scheduling

problems with regard to their computational complexity, we observe that the problem as stated4 is equivalent to a job shop problem where N jobs are to be scheduled on two machines with the
following characteristics*:

1. Each job requires three operations: the first (of duration S,) to be processed on
Machine 1; the second (of duration d, - S,) on Machine 2; the third (of duration T)
again on Machine 1.

2. Machine I may only process one operation at a time; Machine 2, however, has
infinite processing capacity.

*Under the classification scheme of Rinooy Kan [9), this problem is VI21 ;. t , lwa,, If ,,,,.2. See also 181.
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3. No waiting between operations is permitted. That is, once a job is begun, it must
proceed from Machine I to Machine 2 and back again to Machine I with no delay.

The problem can then be shown to be NP-complete by Theorem 5.7, pg. 93 in [91 or by a
reduction from KNAPSACK in [6]. NP-complete problems form an equivalence class of com-
binatorial problems for which no nonenumerative algorithms are known. If an "efficient" algo-
rithm were constructed which could solve any problem in this class, any other would also be
solvable in polynomial time (cf. [2,4,6,7]). Members of this class include the chromatic
number problem, the knapsack problem, and the traveling salesman problem.

The fact that a polynomial-bounded algorithm is not likely to exist motivates the construc-
tion of several polynomial-bounded algorithms which are presented and evaluated in Sections 2
and 3. An integer programming formulation leads to a straightforward branch and bound pro-
cedure which makes use of the problem's special structure. (See [11].) In view of the fact that
this optimal procedure is likely to be tractable only for very small problems, and not even then
for radar-like applications requiring real time solution, we proceed directly to consideration of
three suboptimal algorithms.

2. SUB-OPTIMAL ALGORITHMS

This section considers scheduling procedures which can be shown to be polynomially
bounded: Sequencing, Nesting and Fitting. After some discussion of their characteristics, they

will be evaluated on realistic examples in Section 3.

Sequencing

An ordered set of p task pairs are said to be sequenced when the completion tasks arrive
for processing in the same order as the initial tasks were scheduled. p pairs can be sequenced
whenever

(i) d, > S, and

(2) d > d,-I + T,_1 - S,-,, i 2, 3. p.

If, as is the case for many applications, S, =, for each task pair, (2) becomes simply

(3) d, > d, -.

and implementation of this procedure becomes quite easy.

Ai We may think of this procedure as "jamming" initial tasks together until they run into the
completion task corresponding to the first initial task. The completion tasks are guaranteed not
to overlap since each succeeding d, is at least as large as the one before. Also, since this is a
"single-pass" procedure (cf. [3]), computation time is linear in N.*

In any sequenced p-set, dead time can occur in two ways, as is shown in Figure 3. It
occurs between the last initial task and the first completion, and it occurs between successive
completions. The former can be written as

dl- Si.
l ci-I

"Actually, computalion time is O(N log N) since the d, have to be ordered.
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t . .' S' S %S7 T, F, T, 14 T, r, 1.I I II II I If I I l l- FII IF -

FIGURE 3. Sequencing

and the latter as

d,+, - d, =, - di.

Hence,

ZSQ= (S' + T,) + d ~S] + p- d

= j.T,+ d.

Hence, if N task pairs are sequenced in P p-sets, the kth set having pk pairs, k - 1, 2. P,
the total frame time may be represented as

ZSEQ 1 .P j+d]-I j+Id4
i-1 k-1

As an example, consider the following 7 task pairs with common durations for initial and
completion tasks, ordered by increasing d,.

i= l:S = T= 2, d- 9

= 2: S 2 = T 2 = 1. d 2 = 13

=3: S 3 = T3 = 2., 3= 15

/ - 4: 54 = T4 = 3. d4 = 15

=5: S, = 7= 2. d5= 19

i=6:S,= Th, 4. d6 = 24

=7:S 7 = T7 =3. d7= 25.

Figure 4(a) shows their sequenced schedule.

For comparison, Figure 4(b) shows the optimal schedule for this set of task pairs as gen-
erated by the branching algorithm alluded to above. At the other extreme, if these pairs were
scheduled by waiting until each pair was completely processed before initiating the next, the
frame time would be 138.

' = (d, + T) = 138.)

Nesting

An ordered set of p task pairs are said to be nested whenever the completion tasks arrive
for processing in the reverse of the order in which the initial tasks were scheduled. p pairs may
be nested if

!jCA
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s;, s.$4 r, T, r T4 Ss .S 7 T T T,

(a) E 1 11 1 I I M F -1 58
0 23 5 89 II 15 161 20 23 25 29 32 4244 49 5354 58

., ,, S 4 S, T2 S, S T, TI  r. T T, T

(b) I F I I I I I 1 -7

A) 1 4 A 11 131 4 16 18 202223 26 29 33 35 37
!estmjt

i , S S . T' 1 i I , T7 N6, S4  14 T, S, T,

(c) 1 T M r-m M i7 -I I r-i n: 7o
Si . 7 9 1 I18 20 222425 28 32 3 47 50 52 5657 6970

FIGURE 4. Sequencing and nesting

(4) d, >d,+ + T+, + S,. i=1 ... , p-1.

Applying this procedure to the 7-pair example discussed above gives the schedule shown
in Figure 4(c) with z - 70.

Fitting

This procedure, unlike the two discussed above, allows the user to specify a priority order-
ing, and corresponds intuitively to the simple process which one might use when scheduling
task pairs by hand. After setting the desired order and scheduling the first task pair at time 0,
each successive pair is scheduled at the earliest possible time not involving any overlap with
pairs already scheduled.

Let us consider this procedure for the above example, taking an arbitrary ordering:
2,6,7,4,3,1,5. As shown in Figure 5(a), the task pair is scheduled at time 0, and pairs 6 and 7
can successively be scheduled with no overlap. If we, however, try to schedule pair 4 at the
first available time, its completion would overlap with pair 6's completion (Figure 5(b)), so this
is not possible. The first available time for scheduling task pair 4 without overlap is time 18
(Figure 5 (c)). Pair 3, however, having task duration only 2, can be scheduled at time 8 (Fig-

ure 5(d)). Observe now that pair 1 can be scheduled nowhere in the existing schedule without
overlap, so it must be "tacked" onto the end, at time 36 (Figure 5(e)). Pair 5 is scheduled at

.1 time 21, completing the schedule with z - 47 (Figure 5(f)).

3. TASK PAIR SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In keeping with the radar application mentioned above, a simulation has been developed
to generate aircraft configurations suitable to radar operation. For each object, range, cross-
section, and velocity can be used to determine the necessary length of transmit and receive
pulses (of the order of 10-100 Asecs.) as well as the inter-pulse distance (of the order of 300-
1300 Isecs.). Thus, a list of task pairs can be generated for evaluation of the procedures out-
lined in the previous section. As an example, such a list is given in Table I for N - 20.

For values of N shown in Table 11, the simulation generated 50 such task pair lists, and
the average frame time and computation time were computed. Figure 6 presents this data
graphically. Note that, as one would expect, frame time is linear in N. This is not surprising
since in the best conceivable situation, that of no idle time between subtasks,

.9
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(a) nfT01 5 8 1314 25 2910 33

S, S, ., S, 4  It,

(b) I . I l Fm n-rl=
M1 8 II 13 23 2526 2930 33

.S , S .%, 12  S, Tt F, F4

(c) F r-- F- -F-
IIl 8 13 14 18 21 2; 21311 33 36

S, S, S- SS T, $4  Tj 1, T, T4

(d) F1 T I1 fn - F-T --1
III 5 8 III 1314 18 21 23 25 2430 33 36

S-. S, S , ./ T, S, T, T" T, T, S, T,

(e) 11 1 I1 ri 0 FF i I 1
IlI K I1 13 14 19 2: 23 25 2430 33 36 38 45 4

5, S, S- S, T, SS, ST T, T- T 4 S, Tj T,
f) fll Fl 1l Fl l - fM 1-47

(I) 5 H Il) 13 14 18 21 23 25 29.10 33 36 3h 40 42 4i 47

FIGURE 5. Fitting

TABLE I - Sample Task Pair List (N = 20)

I~~~~ f 1T> 8I ~ 1  4 I 16 1 7 I S 1 1 9 2 0

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' = itic)I 0 7' 8 51 7 0 7 7 70 40 so 70 60__6 60 70 50 40 50 40

,- -.. . . ._- ___ -- ___-4 __--__-7__-_T--< -o________._______-_-____-T___T

1254 11 --1107 I - o.. 5- .5.. 4- -6d, (Osec) ~ ~ 92 13125124 954M 7170064631 f623]621 -5-134846-8

TABLE 11 (a) - Average Simulated
Frame Times

SEQUENCE NEST FIT
N 4.4 7.3 4.04 20 (414) (1.387) (.381)
50 8.6 15.0 7.6

(.559) (1.830) (.452)
100 15.5 27.2 13.8

(.759) (2.747) (.679)200 29.2 52.2 27.4(1.197) (4.683) (.990)

500 70.8 119.2 66.1
(2.188) (8.391) (1.590)

Frame times in msec.
Quantities in parentheses are standard deviations

a l ..........
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TABLE 1I (b) - Average Computation
Times (msec)

N SEQUENCE NEST FIT
20 1.9 4.0 67.2
so 4.4 16.3 440.1

100 8.6 51.9 1742
200 16.9 195.3 17091 1
1500 1 42.0 11064 144160 1

Z(MS)1

120- Z=- Mean Frame Time

Nest
Z-.232 N

90-

_Seq

60--~Z .138 N Fi

60:' too 00 00 40 tmes -.-. 129 N

5000

N
z (,+T I

and in the worst situation, that in which no task is performed until the previous task has been
completed,

z - d+T,- k2N.

IZ0
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An assumption made in the treatment of this example is that the radar operator knows the
values of S,, T, and d, precisely. If there is any uncertainty, signals can overlap. A straightfor-
ward way of avoiding this problem in a real situation where uncertainty would obviously be
present would be to "open a window" around the pulse. That is, if the object is such that
transmit and receive pulses are estimated to be of 60 sisec. duration, an interval longer than 60
Asec. can be allotted to these pulses to accommodate (1) the possibility that a pulse length
longer than 60 Atsec. might be necessary or, more important, (2) the possibility that the receive
signal might arrive sooner or later than expected. This procedure offers no conceptual difficulty
since the window around the pulses may be made large enough to guarantee that the probability
of overlap is as small as required. In order to retain frame times small enough to allow updat-
ing every, say, 200 milliseconds, we must limit the size of the window somewhat. This does
not seem to be a severe restriction, however. For example, since frame time is linear in T,,
opening a window around each pulse of twice that pulse's estimated duration would cause the
frame time to be no more than doubled. The frame times of sequenced pulses in Table 11(a)
indicate that even for large N, this is no problem.

A second possibly problematic characteristic of the example is that it is static, i.e., no
explicit consideration is given to new "jobs" added to the system during the scheduling process.
In job shop scheduling, this may present no problem if jobs are released to the shop at
predetermined times. In radar tracking, however, one cannot hold enemy missiles, and the
scheduler must be dynamic. This can be accomplished; the new targets may be inserted into
the queue of jobs to be processed, or, since this is likely to be time-consuming when jobs are
ordered (as in Sequencing and Nesting), all current jobs can be processed, followed by the
newly-arrived entries. This procedure will be especially efficient for sequencing since the d,'s
are proportional to the distance between radar and target, and new targets will tend to appear at
approximately the same range.

The necessity to allow for search and discrimination as well as the tracking activity and
real-time schedule determination within a 200 milli-second period makes sequencing the only
viable alternative. Even when real-time processing is not required, one wonders whether the
slight improvement in frame time allowed by fitting warrants the extra computational burden.

A caveat is in order here: these results are somewhat application-dependent. It is quite
possible that other applications which produce task pairs with different structures will lead to
different conclusions.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the above discussion it has been assumed that the operator or machine can process
only one task segment at a time. This is appropriate for the application being considered, but
one might easily imagine instances in which there is some nonunit capacity constraint on the

I Ioperator. For example, if trucks are being loaded and unloaded at some central depot, labor or
space restrictions might limit the number of trucks being simultaneously processed.

Fortunately, the suboptimal procedures described above may be extended without any
problem.* Figure 7 shows how the example given in Section 2 may be sequenced if the operator
is limited to two tasks at a time. Note that due to the ordering of the inter-task durations,
sequencing guaranteed that since no more than two initial tasks can overlap, no more than two
final tasks will overlap.

*The optimal enumerative procedure described in I111 is also easily extended.

.0 -.- t--. -- -
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' I 1 9 9I I I ' I I" 211 22 24 29 311 33

,, = I) - 1

FIGURE 7. Sequencing with operator capacity - 2

Another extension is to consider tasks which consist of more than two coupled segments.
The notation changes slightly: the ith task pair becomes a task set, the initial task of duration
S followed by n subtasks; the jth subtask is of duration Tj and the time at which it is initiated
is di after the initiation of the initial task (Figure 8).

dd,,

F F--I ... F -3
FIGURE 8. Multiple coupled sublasks

Fitting, as proposed above, works well in this case, but sequencing and nesting are waste-
ful since they treat the subtasks as one long task of duration d,,, + T,, -d,
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines problems of sequencing fljobs for processing by a sin-
gle resource to minimize a function of job completion times, when the availa-
bility of the resource varies over time. A number of well-known results for
single-machine problems which can be applied-with little or no modification to
the corresponding variable-resource problems are given. However, it is shown
that the problem of minimizing the weighted sum of completion times provides
an exception.

1. INTRODUCTION

We consider the problem of sequencing a set N = (1,2 .... nI of jobs to be processed
using a single homogeneous resource, where the availability of the resource varies over time.
If t represents time (measured from some origin t = 0) then we denote by r(t) the resource
available at time t and by R (t),

RW) = fi r(u)du

the cumulative availability as of time t, i.e., the area under the curve r(u) over the interval
[O,t]. See Figure 1.

Let pj, j = 1. n, denote the resource requirement of job j. Once p units of
resource have been applied to job j, the job is considered complete. We denote the completion
time of job j by C. In all problems treated the objective is is to minimize G, a function of the

completion times of the jobs, where G is assumed to be a regular measure (see 111, Chapter 2).

This model is a generalization of the single-machine sequencing model. The generaliza-
tion to a resource capacity that varies over time allows for situations in which machine availabil-
ity is interrupted for scheduled maintenance or temporarily reduced to conserve energy. It also
allows for a situation in which processing requirements are stated in terms of man-hours and
labor availability varies over time.

499
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R (t)a
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6-~ p (B) +p,

FIGURE 1.
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In the single-machine case the resource profile r(,) is constant (typically r(I) - 1), and
the cumulative profile R W) is a straight line with slope r W). Time is measured in some basic
unit such as hours; and completion times, ready times, due dates and tardiness are expressed in
the same units. Resource requirements (processing times) are simply requirements for inter-
vals on the time-axis.

In the variable- resource problem, the exact correspondence between the requirement for a

unit of resource and the requirement for a unit interval on the time axis is lost. This lack of
correspondence arises from the fact that there may be a number of units of resource available
during a particular unit of time and a different number during the next. In the single-machine
be complete at time C,

C,= p (B) + p,

where p(B) = Yp,. and p, denotes the processing time for job i. In the variable-resource

problem it is appealing to analogously specify the completion time of job j by C,

(I) C, = (p(B) +p,)

where p, is the resource requirement of job l and i (Q) is the (smallest) point on the time axis
corresponding to R Wi = Q. See Figure 1. In effect, jobs are sequenced on the resource axis,
while their completion times are measured on the time axis. For the single-machine problem
the completion point of job J1 is the same on both axes, but such is not the case for the
variable-resource problem.

Notice that this specification implicity assumes that the resource available at any point in
time is devoted entirely to the processing of a single job. Thus, for example, if ten men were
available in a particular hour. all ten would be assigned to work simultaneously on the same
job. Also, if the available resource represents several machines, then this formulation permits
each job to be processed simultaneously on more than one machine. Equivalently, this means
that jobs must be divisible into portions that can be allocated equally to the number of
machines available. Such a formulation will be called a continuous-time model.

In order to allow for a wider range of applicability, we can re-formulate the model in
discrete time as follows.

(a) Unit intervals on the time axis (of Figure 1) are called periods, and job comple-
tion times are measured in periods.

(b In a given period the resource availability is an integer number of units.

(c Each job requires an integer number of resource -periods.

(d) Processing work is divisible only to the level of one resource-unit for one period.

Under this formulation, for example, the time unit might be days, the resource availability
might be crew size, and the processing requirement might be man-days. Property (d) then res-
tricts the refinement of a schedule to the assignment of each crew member's task on a day-by-
day basis. Furthermore, a task requiring two man-days could be accomplished either by one
crew member working two days or by two members working one day each.

In the discrete-time context, we may regard sequencing as ordering jobs on the resource
scale in Figure 1, but taking the completion time of job i to be [C]1 vs IC,], the smallest

* 57
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integer greater than or equal to Cj, where C itself is given by (1). In other words, we obtain a
sequence using the continuous-time framework, which assumes arbitrarily divisible jobs, but we
round up the resulting completion times when they are noninteger. Under this interpretation
of the model, due-dates are specific days and a job is "on time" as long as it is completed on or
before the specific day. Clearly, in the discrete time model several jobs can have the same
completion time.

To verify that a job sequence can be interpreted consistently with requirement (d), note
that the cumulative resource requirement and the cumulative resource availability by the end of
any period are both integers. It follows that the workload implied by the continuous-time solu-
tion can be shifted to meet the integer restrictions of the discrete-time model since the resource

• availability in any period can be treated as a set of unit-resource availabilities. Then any frac-

tion of a day's work in the original solution can be rescheduled as a day's work for the same
proportion of the total resource units available. This rescheduling will consume an integer
number of resource-periods for each job.

As an example, consider the three-job problem shown below.

j 2 3

pi 7 3 6

"r(t)= 1 0 < t 4

r(t)=4 4 ' 1 7

In Figure 2 we represent the sequence 1-2-3 assuming infinite divisibility. In Figure 3 we show
how the work is rescheduled to meet the integrality requirement of the discrete-time model.
As Figures 2 and 3 indicate, the discrete-time conditions can be incorporated by a minor adjust-
ment of continuous-time job assignments that essentially involves replacing vertical portions of
the schedule chart with horizontal portions whenever the available resource capacity is split
among two or more jobs within a period.

1 2 3

I 2 3 4 5 7

FIIR, 2.

Our purpose in this paper is to note that certain well-known results for the single-machine
model carry over with little or no modification to the variable-resource model. In fact, we
found only one exception. (See Section 3.)

A variable resource problem has also been examined by Gelders and Kleindorfer 16,71 in
the context of coordinating aggregate and detailed scheduling decisions. In their model the
variation in resource availability results from the explicit decision to schedule overtime. This

-7u
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decision leads to a cumulative resource availability function consisting of segments with identi-
cal positive slope (corresponding to capacity available) separated by horizontal segments
(corresponding to unused overtime.) Their objective is to determine when and how much
overtime should be scheduled, and to determine the associated job sequence, so as to minimize
the sum of overtime, tardiness and flow-time costs. They also note that for a given overtime
schedule, shortest-first sequencing minimizes mean job completion time while nondecreasing
processing time-to-weight ratio sequencing may not minimize mean weighted job completion
time. These two results are encompassed in our general treatment of the variable-resource
model in Sections 2 and 3.

' (I
2

3

1 2 3 4 57

FiotRI 3.

2. RESULTS THAT GENERALIZE TO VARIABLE RESOURCES

The following is a set of sequencing results for the variable-resource model that are ident-
ical to or slight modifications of their single-machine counterparts. It is not difficult to establish
that the results we give are valid for both the continuous-time and discrete-time models. How-
ever, proofs are omitted, since they are typically direct extensions of the original arguments in
the single-machine case.

The results involve sequences of jobs, or at least partial sequences. We reiterate that
these sequences can be viewed as applying to the resource axis in Figure I but can be converted
to completion time schedules in either the continuous-time or discrete-time case by means of
the appropriate transformation. We use C', to denote the completion time of job j and t (p (B))
to denote the makespan for the jobs in B, recognizing that in the discrete-time case these quan-
ities must be interpreted in the appropriate way.

Minimizing the Maximum Cost

One of the few efficient algorithms for a broad class of sequencing criteria is Lawler's pro-
cedure [91 for minimizing the maximum cost in the sequence. Formally, the criterion is to
minimize

G - max {g,(C,)}

where g,(C,) is the cost incurred by job j when it completes at C, and where g,(t) is nonde-
creasing in r The solution procedure works by constructing a sequence from the back of the
schedule and the procedure is easily adapted to the variable-resource model, as shown below.

;,I
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1. Initially let A - 0. (A denotes the set of jobs at the end of the schedule and
A' - N - A denotes its complement.)

2. Find M - t(p(A')). (M is the makespan for unscheduled jobs.)

3. Identify job k satisfying gA(M) - min g(M). (Considering only the
iE 4'

unscheduled jobs, job k is the one that achieves the minimum cost when
scheduled last.)

4. Schedule job k last among the jobs in A' Then add job k to A and return to Step
2 until A - N.

A noteworthy special case is the criterion of maximum tardiness. The procedure
sequences jobs in nondecreasing order of due-dates in this case. Thus, as in the single machine
problem, earliest due-date (EDD) scheduling will minimize the maximum tardiness. It will
also find a schedule in which all jobs complete on time, if such a schedule exists.

Minimizing the Sum of Tardiness Penalties

Many problems of considerable interest for the single machine model may be regarded as
special cases of the problem of minimizing total tardiness penalty,

G= 7 w,T,
iE V

where T, = max(C, - d, 0) and w, > 0.

Several dominance properties, in the spirit of Emmons (31, can be shown to hold for the
variable resource problem. These in turn imply similar dominance properties for the various
special cases and, in some instances, optimizing (ranking) procedures. Let:

J = a set of jobs
T = the complement of J
A, = the set of jobs known to follow job i, by virtue of precedence conditions.
B, = the set of jobs known to precede job i, by virtue of precedence conditions.
s= the time required to process the jobs in set J, defined by R (Cs) = ,jA J

8,= B, U { j } = the set containing job j and all jobs known to precede job i by virtue of
the precedence conditions.

A, = A,' - {ji = the set containing the complement of A,, but excluding job.1.

THEOREM I: If wA < w, and dA > max(d,. C,.) then J precedes k in an optimal
!,: sequence.

THEORe M 2: If d > C 4, then ./precedes k in an optimal sequence.

THEOREM 3: If p, < pA w, w, wA and d, < max (dWA. C8 .), then j precedes k in an

optimal sequence.

COROLLARY (Theorem 3): If w, > wA, p, 4 P& and d, < dA, then j precedes k in an
optimal sequence. The corollary immediately yields an optimal ranking procedure for problems
derived by making constant any two of the three parameters. For example, when G - I 7,

IEN

with w, - w and d, -. d, an optimal sequence is determined by ordering the jobs by processing

A,,
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requirement, smallest first (PI < P2 ... < p,,). When d - 0 we have ', - C, i.e., the mean
flowtime problem, for which this sequence is called shortest processing time (SPT).

The problem of minimizing the total tardiness penalty when p, = p is also not difficult to
solve. Constant resource requirements imply a fixed sequence of completion times under any
sequence. In particular the first job completes at t(p), the second job at t( 2 p), etc.; and an
optimal schedule may be found by assigning jobs to positions, as in Lawler [101:

x, = 1 if job i appears in sequence position j
= 0 otherwise

c, = the penalty for job i when it appears in sequence position j, i.e. max 10, 1 (ip) - d,}.

The problem is to minimize E . cijx,i

Subject to
'xj= 1j

Ex, = 1.li

An assignment algorithm can produce the optimal solution.

The most general version of the single-machine problem, with unequal due-dates, pro-
cessing times, and weights is binary NP-complete. The computational complexity of the cases
in which w, = w or d, = d > 0 is an open question. However, pseudo-polynomial algorithms
have been developed by Lawler [1 and Lawler and Moore 1121. The algorithms which have
demonstrated the most effective computational power for the problems are those found in 1141.
These and other enumerative algorithms can be modified in a straightforward manner to accom-
modate the variable resource problem.

Minimizing The Weighted Number of Tardy Jobs

In this case we are interested in whether a job is tardy rather than the the length of time
by which it is tardy. Let 8 ( T) = I indicate that job j is tardy and 8(T,) - 0 indicate that it is
completed on time. If each job has its own penalty for being tardy. i.e.,

G= Ew,8(T,),

then the single-machine problem is binary NP-complete, although it can be solved by a
pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming algorithm due to Lawler and Moore [121. The algo-
rithm can easily be adapted to the variable-resource problem with no impact on computational
efficiency.

By restricting the data we obtain special cases that are solvable by ranking algorithms, justas in the single-machine case:

THEOREM 4: When d, - d for all jobs, if the processing times and weights are agreeable
(p, < p, whenever w, > w,) then an optirnal sequence is obtained by scheduling the jobs in

order of processing requirement, shortest first (in order of weight, largest first).

COROLLARY (Theorem 4): When d, - d and p, = p, an optimal sequence is obtained by
scheduling jobs in order of weight, largest first.

i
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When w, w for all jobs a sequence that minimizes the number of tardy jobs i.e.,
G - ,8(T), can be determined by generalizing an efficient algorithm due to Moore [131.

EN
Since maximum tardiness is minimized by sequencing the jobs in EDD order, it follows that if
sequence S yields minimum G, then so will sequence S, in which the on-time jobs in S are
scheduled in EDD order followed by all the tardy jobs in S. Letting S,, represent the largest
possible set of on-time jobs (so that G - n - IS, I is the minimum number of tardy jobs) S,,
can be determined as follows:

1. Order and index the jobs in N such that d, < d2  d ... dn (where ties are bro-
ken arbitrarily). Set So - 0 and k - I.

2. Ifk n + 1 stop. S, is an optimal set.

3. If t P, + PA d, set SA= SA_ U {k), otherwise let p, , max

(p,ij E SA*-I U {k)) and set S, = SA-I U k) - {r.

4. Set k = k + l and return to step 2.

Constrained (Secondary Criterion) Problems

Several authors have addressed the problem of sequencing n jobs on one machine so as to
optimize one criterion while restricting the set of sequences so that all or some jobs also satisfy
another. We include four such problems here. In particular.

(a) Minimize total (mean) flow time given that a suhset E of the jobs are to be on time
(Burns and Noble [21 and Emmons [41, i.e.,

minG= C,

s.t. C, < d,, i E E

(b) Minimize maximum tardiness given that a subset E of the jobs are to be on time
(Burns and Noble [21), i.e.,

min G = max T,

s.t. C, < d,, i E E

(c) Minimize mean flow time over all sequences which yield minimum maximum cost
(Emmons [51 and Heck and Roberts [81), i.e.,

min G = I"C,
EN

s. t. g,(C,) < G.,.. i E N

where g,(C) is a non-decreasing function of Cand G. - min Imax g,(C,))

(d) Minimize the number of tardy jobs given that a subset E of the jobs is to be on time
(Sidney 1151). i.e.,

,j rain G - Y 8 (T,)

f EN

subject to C, < d, i E E.

... .~~~ ., ..........* ................ .......... ,' . . : L ' ' -- :
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In all cases the algorithms originally developed for the single-machine problem can easily
be adapted to the variable-resource problen

The first three problems can be solved by a one pass algorithm which sequences jobs one
at a time from last to first. Suppose that jobs have been assigned to positions k + I through n.
Let Nk be the set of jobs as yet unsequenced and Lk be the subset of Nk that can be assigned
position k without violating the constraint. A job from Lk, say job j, is then chosen according
to a certain rule and sequenced in position k. Then N,.-, = NA - 1j), L,__ is generated, and a
job is sequenced in position k - 1, etc.

Letting EA = NA n Eand p(NA) = p , then for problems (a) and (b)
iA NA

LA = INA - EAI U ijlj E Ek; d, >t(p(Nk))

while for problem (c)

LA = jIji E NA, gj(t(p(NA))) < G,

The rule for choosing the job for position k in problems (a) and (c) is choose j such that

p, = max p,
iE LA

while for problem (b), j is chosen such that

d, = max d,.
AE L,

Problem (d) may be solved by modifying the due-dates to reflect the fact that if
d, < dA, k E E, and job i is to be on time in a feasible sequence then i must be completed by
t(R (dk) - pA). Then Moore's algorithm can be applied, with an adjustment to assure that jobs
in Ewill be on time. This is essentially the procedure developed by Sidney 1151.

Nonsimultaneous Arrivals

In the preceding sections all jobs are assumed to be available for sequencing at time zero.
We now consider problems in which job j is not available for processing until the beginning of
period r, where r, > 1. If, in this situation, it is possible to interrupt the processing of a job
and resume it later without loss of progress toward completion of the job, we say that the sys-
tem operates in a "prempt-resume" mode.

For single-machine problems with criteria maximum tardiness (G - max T) or total

(mean) completion time (G - C) when prempt-resume applies; the static optimizing rules
* JEN

EDD and SPT can be generalized in a straightforward manner to produce optimal sequences
when all jobs are not simultaneously available ([i p. 82). The same generalizations apply when
resource availability varies with time, using the following procedure:

I. At time zero if one or more jobs are available assign the resource to process the
available job with the smallest (most urgent) priority. Otherwise leave the
resource idle until the first job is available.

2. At each job arrival, compare the priority of the newly available job i with the
priority of the job currently being processed. If the priority of job j is less, allow
job j to preempt the job being processed; otherwise add job j to the list of avail-
able jobs.

*0
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3. At each job completion, examine the set of available jobs and assign the resource
to process the one with the smallest priority.

In order to minimize maximum tardiness, the priority of a job is taken to be its due-date, and
to minimize mean flowtime the priority is its remaining resource requirement.

3. MINIMIZING THE SUM OF WEIGHTED COMPLETION TIMES

One case for which the single-machine result does not generalize in a straightforward
manner to the corresponding variable-resource problem is the case sequencing to minimize the
sum of weighted completion times, where

G- 1wC,
,EN

when all jobs are available at time zero.

Sequencing jobs in nondecreasing ordet of the ratio pi/wi, which will always minimize G
in the single-machine problem, need not yield an optimal sequence when the resource availabil-
ity varies with time. The following simple example demonstrates this fact.

EXAMPLE

1 2 3
pi 7 3 6
w, 5 2 4

p,/w, 1.4 1.5 1.5

r(t)= 1 0 < t < 4

r(t) =4 4 t < 7 M- 7

Sequencing the jobs in nondecreasing order of p,/wi yields the order 1-2-3, for which the com-
pletion times are 4.75, 5.5 and 7. Therefore, G - 62.75. For the sequence 2-1-3 the comple-
tion times are 3, 5.5 and 7, with G = 61.5. (Under the discrete time framework G - 65 for
1-2-3 but G - 64 for 2-1-3.)

While the differences in G-values may seem almost insignificant it is possible to construct
an example in which sequencing by increasing ratios p/w, will yield an arbitrarily bad solution.
Consider the data for a two-job problem in which

j I 2
p, lo"' 5 x 101
W, I 10m'

jp,/w, 10' 5 X 10'"

r(t) - 5 x 102"', 0 t 1 1
, r~) - . 1< t < I + 1"

Letting S represent the sequence 1-2 (pl/wl 4 p2/w 2) and S, the sequence 2-1, for large m we
have

G(S) I _ (10,').
G(S') 2

'jhI
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For the special case in which the processing times and weights are agreeable (p, 4 p,
whenever w, > w) sequencing by nondecreasing ratios of p,/w does produce an optimal solu-
tion (see Theorem 4). Otherwise the two examples given in this section reinforce the notion
that the single-machine result cannot be extended to even the simplest versions of the
variable-resource model. In one example the resource profile r(t) is nondecreasing, while in
the other example r(t) is nonincreasing. In both cases there is only one change in r(t). These
situations would appear to be among the least drastic ways of relaxing the constant resource
assumption; but, as we have demonstrated, the ratio rule still fails. At this point, we can con-
clude only that the minimization of 1w,Cj involves more than a simple extension of the
single-machine result. Obviously, any optimal ordering rule (if one exists) would have to
involve information about the resource profile as well as information about processing require-
ments and weights. We conjecture that this problem is NP-complete.

4. COMMENTS

Although it is not possible to extend all single-machine results directly to the variable-
resource case, a few observations can be made. A look at Figure 1 indicates that the graph of
R (') transforms processing times (on the horizontal axis) into resource consumptions (on the
vertical axis), and vice-versa. This transformation is at least order-preserving. In particular,
the makespan for a set A of jobs is at least as large as the makespan for set B when the jobs in
A have a total processing requirement that equals or exceeds the requirement of the jobs in B.
This property is fundamental to the proof of many single-machine results as they carry over to
variable-resource models. Moreover, the results for problems in which pj = p do not rely on
the precise nature of the transformation, but depend only on the fact that all solutions share a
common nondecreasing sequence of completion times.

In the single-machine case, R () is linear, implying that the mapping of resource con-
sumptions into processing times is proportionality-preserving as well as order-preserving. That
is, ratios of intervals on the resource axis convert to identical ratios on the time axis. This pro-
perty is not maintained in the variable-resource model, because the transformation distorts pro-
portionality. In particular, we have in the single-machine problem that pPP < w,/wj implies
AC/AC < w,/wI, where AC, and AC denote the magnitude changes in the completion times
of adjacent jobs i and j which are interchanged in sequence. This implication does not hold in
the variable-resource problem, so the pairwise interchange argument may fail.

These observations lead to the conclusion that single-machine results involving minimum
weighted sum of completion times cannot be directly extended. An open question is therefore
how to exploit the structure of this problem in the variable-resource case in order to find
optimal solutions.
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ABSTRACT

A model, for assessing the effectiveness of alternative force structures in an
uncertain future conflict, is presented and exemplified. The methodology is ap-
propriate to forces (e.g., the attack submarine force) where alternative unit
types may be employed, albeit at differing effectiveness, in the same set of mis-
sions. Procurement trade-offs, and in particular the desirability of special pur-
pose units in place of some (presumably more expensive) general purpose
units. can be addressed by this model. Example calculations indicate an in-

crease in the effectiveness of a force composed of general purpose units, rela-
tive to various mixed forces, with increase in the uncertainty regarding future
conflicts.

INTRODUCTION

In planning the procurement of major weapons systems (submarines, aircraft, ships, etc.),
an argument, based upon relative cost-effectiveness in certain uses, may be made for the
development and purchase of some items which are less versatile and effective than the "best"
available components of an overall force. Assuming all relative costs and effectivenesses
known, such an argument is sound at least to the extent that the uses necessitated by a poten-
tial conflict are anticipated. However, under uncertainty about the nature of potential conflicts,
a question, in general more subtle, is raised regarding the optimal composition of forces. In
this case, a model is developed here to analyze the utility of "mixed" force structures, and
examples are given to support the intuitive notion that the less specific are the presumptions
about needs in a future conflict, the more valuable are the most versatile forces.

Our focus here is upon presenting a model able to capture the value, under uncertainty,
of versatile forces and not upon the equally important problem of determination of cost and
effectiveness parameters. The latter, as well as the mixture versus force level interaction, are

,, touched upon tangentially in an example. The parameter estimation problem, in general,
requires both large scale theoretical and empirical effort and has been addressed, in the subma-
rine case, in Reference [I].
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By general purpose forces we shall mean the most versatile, advanced or effective com-
ponents which technology would currently allow in building a military force structure. Special
purpose forces, on the other hand, might be competitive in effectie/eness with general purpose,
but only in some of the uses (which we shall call missions) which possible conflicts might
require. Naturally, we presume that the general purpose are more expensive than the special
purpose forces per item, and further that the special purpose forces are cost effective, in some
missions. It is assumed also that all costs are accounted for, e.g., development, production,
maintenance, operation, repair and logistical mobility, etc.

Examples of general versus special purpose forces include the following. In the case of
submarine forces, the general purpose would be the newest fully equipped nuclear submarine
while a special purpose alternative would be the conventional diesel submarine found in many
European navies. The former is presumed at least as effective in all missions (much more so in
some) while the latter is much less expensive and nearly as effective in some missions requiring
only low mobility. In the case of aircraft, a long-range fighter-bomber might be considered gen-

*eral purpose and a plane designed primarily for ground attack would be special purpose.

The force planner must procure some mixture of forces, constrained, presumably, by a
fixed budget. In general there may be several force types, ranging from the very general to the
very special purpose, and we may think of the force structure as being a vector of inventorie,
of each type purchased. We think of a conflict as simply a collection of mission opportunities,
and the planner's problem is then to procure that force structure which permits the most
effective deployment for a conflict. For a specified conflict, this poses a deterministic optimiza-
tion problem which, if the conflict includes enough important mission opportunities in which
the special purpose forces are cost effective, will surely suggest a mixed force structure includ-
ing at least some special purpose units.

However, procurement of weapons systems must generally be decided upon long in
advance of potential conflicts. For a variety of additional reasons, there will likely be consider-
able uncertainty as to the precise nature of an actual conflict. We consider this uncertainty to
be characterized by a (known) distribution of potential conflicts, i.e., a distribution of mission
opportunities. We note that there are other ways in which uncertainty might be treated. For
example, if one's own force structure is known, a hostile adversary might be expected, to the
extent that circumstances allow, to bias a conflict in a direction which would render one's own
force least effective. This suggests a game theoretic approach. Although it is not pursued
further here and although its information requirements might be great, this would naturally fit
into the model context we outline below. It seems likely that such a treatment would value the
versatility of general purpose forces more so than the one we pursue. Another alternative
would be to treat the effectiveness of each unit type as unknown and characterize it by a proba-
bility distribution.

The planner's problem which we address is then to choose that affordable mixture of
forces which, assuming optimal deployment in any conflict, yields the largest expected

I yf effectiveness in the uncertain conflict. It should be noted that, as stated, there is an implicit
assumption that the planner is willing to take the risk that the solution mixture will produce
unusually low effectiveness in some conflicts. (This is in contrast with the game theoretic
approach mentioned above.) However, to the extent that the planner is risk-adverse rather
than risk-neutral, other criteria may be substituted for "expected effectiveness" without concep-
tual difficulty and probably without operational difficulty in the development below, It should
also be mentioned that a measure of the value of the versatility of general purpose forces under
uncertainty lies in comparing the solution mixture of the above problem to the optimal mixture

" when the expected conflict is assumed known (i.e., the case of certainty). In general the
"expected effectiveness" solution will differ from the "expected conflict" solution.

IL/t
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MODEL DESCRIPTION

We imagine n fiorce types 7", j = 1. n and m different mission categories Ui,
= ... Inn, in which a component of the force might be engaged. Each Tj is more or less

effective in a given U, which, to the extent that total effectiveness is linear in the deployment
of force types to mission categories, suggests the definition of an m-by-n unit effectiveness matrix

E= (e,),

in which e, indicates the effectiveness of a unit of T employed in U for a unit of conflict
(presuming opportunities available). We denote by a 1-by-n vector s, a particular.force composi-
tion in which si is the number of 7 available. At the time of a conflict, s is fixed and, there-
fore, provides a constraint on the total effectiveness attainable. A particular conflict is charac-
terized by the total opportunityjbr effectiveness which may be obtained from each mission category.
These bounds are summarized in an m-by-I vector b in which b, is the maximum opportunity
in LI,. This bound is expressed in effectiveness units rather than force units because the

*"opportunities" are opportunities to damage the opponent and the force types vary in their abil-
ity to do so in a given mission.

The m-by-n matrix A = (a,,) summarizes the allocation (or deployment) of T, to U,, i.e.,
a, is the amount of force type T, allocated to mission category U, during a conflict. The a, are
necessarily nonnegative but we do not assume them integral because of the possibility of
switching units among missions.

The problem of waging a given conflict is then to deploy the given force so as to maxim-
ize total effectiveness within the constraint of the opportunities the conflict presents. In general
(no linearity assumption), total effectiveness is some function

e = e(A)

of the allocation, and, furthermore,
e e(A) = el (A) + .. + e,,(A)

where e,(A) is the effectiveness A yields through the ith mission category. This means that
waging the known conflict b amounts to the optimization problem:

maximize e(A)

subject to £ a < s,, j =1. n

e,(A) b, i= 1. In

a, >O.

In case total effectiveness is linear in A, we have the linear programming problem:

V " maximize aj ae u
I-I ./-I

subject to £ a,, < s,. j= . n

a,e, b,. i=1. In
I-1I

a,, > 0.

Pik
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In either case we denote the maximum achieved by M(sb). Then, equicost force compositions
s may be compared, for a given conflict, by comparing the M(sb). A good general reference
for relevant concepts in the linear case is Reference [2].

Uncertainty as to the nature of the conflict is characterized by a probability distribution for
b. For a given s, there is an M(s,b) for each possible value of b. These may then be averaged
according to the distribution of b to obtain the expected value:

M(s) = Eb(M(sb)).

Comparisons among force compositions may then be made by comparing the M(s), and the
planner's problem is to

maximize M(s)

subject to his budget constraint governing the possible forces s which may be purchased. In
general,

max E(M(s,b)) ;- max M(s,Eb(b)),

and in the case that effectiveness is lin'ar in A,

max Eh(M(s,b)) < max (M(s,Eh(b)).
S S

Thus, the maximum expected effectiveness problem has a different solution from the problem

of maximum effectiveness is an expected conflict, so that uncertainty makes a difference in
planning. We present examples which illustrate this, and in which the latter favors special pur-
pose forces while the former favors general purpose, presumably because of their greater ability
to defend against variation (uncertainty). The suggestion is that the more uncertainty there is,
the greater the value of general purpose forces.

EXAMPLES

We conclude by giving two examples. The first is primarily to illustrate the evaluation
model and some of the remarks made. The second includes a more thorough examination of
the model and its assumptions in a detailed example intended to be suggestive of a realistic case

* which motivated this study.

EX4MPLE /: Here we imagine three force types. Type T, is the general purpose, and T2
and T, are different special purpose forces. There are also three mission categories. Type T2 is
cost effective relative to T, in mission U1 , while T, is cost effective relative to T, in U3. Total
effectiveness is assumed linear in allocations and the unit effectiveness matrix is

.7 11,i~iE=[ 2. .
"(I .I1 .

We consider seven equicost force compositions

s= (9. 0, 0)
s2 = (6, 3. 3)
s3 = (6, 6. 0)
s= (6. 0. 6)
S' -  (5. 4. 4)
s,'  (5. 8. 0)

s 7 (5, 0. 8).

.iI
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Thus, the two special purpose forces cost half as much as the general purpose over the range of
procurement considered. (Actually, the outcome will not differ qualitatively if more alterna-
tives based upon the 2-for-i trade-off are considered.)

There are six possible conflicts

bl= 6Jb2j[ b3=b 2 b4-- [I b5= 1I and b6= II

with the first three presumed to have probability 2/9 each and the last three probability 1/9
each. Thus, the expected conflict is

b 4 .

Straightforward calculations then yield
M(s') = 9
M(s 2) = M(s 3 ) - M(s 4) = 8.6. and

M(s 5) = M(s 6 ) = M(s7 ) = 8.47

so that
max M(s) = 9

is achieved at si, the all general purpose force. On the other hand,

M(s' , b) = 9
while

g(s 2, b) = 10.2, M(s3, b) = M(s 4, b) 10.1,

M(s 5, b) = 10.6. and M(s 6, b) = M(s 7, b) = 9.3.
Thus, a mixed force s5 is optimal for the expected conflict. The conclusion, in this case, is that

general purpose forces are overall more cost efficient under uncertainty. It should be noted that
in calculating the M(s'), each other force had higher effectiveness than s' for some conflicts
(but not overall) and all were better than s' in the expected conflict. Thus, it is only the value
of versatility under uncertainty which makes s1 preferred.

EXAMPLE 2: This example is taken from the problem of submarine procurement and
,I again illustrates the effect of uncertainty on the attractiveness of special purpose forces.

For simplicity, we consider only two types of forces, general purpose and special purpose
. units. In this setting, the distinction between new procurement general purpose or special pur-

pose forces might well be that between nuclear or diesel-electric propulsion. Equipment and
weapons could be identical, but the lower underwater mobility inherent in diesel-electric pro-
pulsion would limit effective employment of such forces to particular ASW missions. In the
actual planning process, the existing force structure must also be considered since in a future
conflict, presently existing units might be restricted to low vulnerability missions (presumably
being less capable than new procurement general purpose units) and thus constitute additional
categories of special purpose forces.

The present example considers four missions and measures unit effectiveness in each mis-
sion by a kill rate defined by:

4, .... .. . __, ____,

i I, i i i l i d 
< i l ' "
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Kills (of enemy submarines) per unit 1
time by one on-station U.S. submarine[
of type Tj engaged in mission U

e- - [Number of surviving enemy submarines]

The above quantity is well defined for important submarine missions, being independent of
enemy force size and the number of U.S. submarines committed to U, over a substantial range
of values. For instance, considering a fixed barrier mission, the rate of enemy transits through
the barrier and thus the rate of opportunities for kill would be proportional to the number of
surviving units. Also, U.S. submarine probabilities of detection and kill given an opportunity
(here target passage through the barrier area assigned to the submarine) are, at least initially,
inversely proportional to the width of the barrier area assigned. In this circumstance, e,, is well
defined. Of course, nonlinear effects arc present and become significant as the number of U.S.units is increased. One could argue that, as returns diminish, no additional submarines should

be assigned to the fixed barrier; this then determines the mission opportunities, b. With units
of differing capabilities, bj is properly stated in terms of effectiveness obtained, not in some
fixed maximum number of units employed, since the onset of diminishing returns would occur
at different force levels for different unit effectivenesses. Finally, variations in bj (for the fixed
barrier mission) might arise from uncertainties in enemy basing, at-sea replenishment of sub-
marines, desirable barrier locations being untenable due to enemy ASW, etc.

Similar arguments apply for the direct support mission (submarines employed in the
defense of surface formations) and similar conclusions are obtained in the area search mission.

It should be noted that kill rates add, and that the summation

. ai, eij,

i-I -I

being an overall rate at which enemy submarines are being killed, is a sensible measure of
effectiveness for the entire U.S. submarine force. It is even plausible that the differing subma-
rine types would be assigned to missions so as to (approximately) maximize this sum. Finally,
to the extent that variations in bj reflect week-to-week changes within a single conflict (i.e., one
week large numbers of forces are required for direct support, the next week these same units
are used in a barrier) rather than uncertainty as to some long-term mix of missions that will be
required in an unspecified conflict, then the expected value

Eb(M(s,b))
can be interpreted as a time-average of force kill rate and again this is a preeminently sensible

measure.

It is the authors' belief that the use of kill rates as measures of unit effectiveness and the
linear formulation of force effectiveness, while necessarily involving some approximation, does
capture the important aspects of evaluating alternative submarine force structures. Of course,
in realistic applications, the evaluation of effectiveness for alternative forces is a substantial
effort. Reference [11 documents a major study effort which arrives at such estimates, although
not expressed as kill rates. Evaluation of force effectiveness is not addressed here. Quantita-
tive inputs to this second example, shown in the following tabulation, are completely hypotheti-
cal, and, while of reasonable relative magnitudes, are chosen to illustrate the theses of this
paper.

, Is
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TABLE 1.

Unit Effectiveness, et,
(Kill rates) ________

General Special Expected Total
Purpose Purpose Opportunity for

Submarines Submarines Effectiveness
Eb (bI)

Mission 1 1.0 .95 16
Mission 2 1.50 .50 16
Mission 3 .75 .375 12
Mission 4 .40 .10 Unlimited

TABLE 2.

Alternative Force Compositions, (sI,s2)
(Numbers of Units on-station)

General Special
Purpose Purpose

Submarines Submarines

35 0
25 10
20 17
15 24

Unit effectivenesses and force compositions are stated in terms of on-station submarines; actual
numbers of operational units would be higher than, and not necessarily in proportion to, the
numbers shown. The alternative forces shown might well be equal cost options if there were
some fixed cost associated with deploying any special purpose submarines. The fourth mission
is not limited in the number of forces which can be employed or the total effectiveness which
can be obtained. This might be thought of as undirected open-ocean search, which could
always be undertaken by any submarine not otherwise assigned.

The distributions of b, reflecting uncertainty, are represented by lists of 60 sample
vectors-each considered equally likely. The lists are not repeated here. Sample vectors were
generated by Monte-Carlo methods, assuming each bi is an independent truncated* Gaussian
random variable with the above stated mean and relative standard deviations of 35% and 60% in

9 the two cases considered. Effectiveness, for the alternative force compositions is shown in
Table 3, following.

The maximal effectiveness for each level of uncertainty is enclosed in dashes. Not
surprisingly, the example values show a change in preference, from a mixed force to an all gen-
eral putpose force, as variability in mission opportunities increases. What is surprising is that
the changes, and differences are so small overall. This can be explained qualitatively, and is a
reflection of a real concern in procurement decisions.

*Both high and low values were discarded so as to preserve the mean value and asuret that b, 0.

9~, .
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TABLE 3.

Force Compositions, s Force Effectiveness, MW(s

NoUcetiny Relative Relative
NSt Un(eaintyu Standard Standard

b used) Deviation of Deviation of
each b, - 35% each b, - 60%

(35, 0) 38.2 37.4 3.
(25, 10) 37.9 36.9 35.8
(20. 17) F39.1 137.61 36.2
(15, 24) 37.9 37.1 36.0

In the present example, the attractiveness of special purpose units rests on the availability
$ of opportunities in mission 1; i.e., if b, >, 11.4 then forces including some special purpose

units are preferred to an all general purpose force. But mission I is a substantial (36%) of the
projected employment of submarines', if this were taken away, then the farce is over-built and
any alternative composition is able to exploit the remaining attractive opportunities. That is, if

b,- 0 then all force compositions entertained give about the same effectiveness; and as noted
above, if b, >, 11.4, compositions involving special purpose units are preferred. In this cir-
cumstance, i.e., with the numeric inputs to this example calculation, one cannot expect to see
dramatic changes in preferences among force compositions, with explicit consideration of
uncertainty.

As a final point, we note the suboptimality of separating questions of force composition
from questions of force levels. Although this raises an issue worthy of further study, we only
mention the issue here by extending the previous example. Using exactly the same unit
effectiveness and mission opportunity values stated previously, but considering alternative force
compositions which involve an additional 5 general purpose submarines, one obtains the follow-
ing results:

_________________ TABLE 4.

Force Compositions, s Force Effectiveness, MWs
NoUcetiny Relative Relative

NoUeaintyu Standard Standard
(SS)b used) Deviation of Deviation of

each b, -=35% each b, - 60%1/
(40, 0) 42.0 40.7 39.6
(30, 10) 41.6 40.3 39.0
(25. 17) 42.8 F41.01 39.6

(20, 24) 41.7 40.7 3.

In this case, the uncertainty considered does not lead to a preference for an all general purpose
force, although again the effects are very small. The tendency here is intuitively satisfying, i.e.,
special purpose units become more attractive as overall force levels are increased, relative to a
fixed job to be done. Notice also that increased uncertainty decreases the incremental
effectiveness of the additional five general purpose units, in every case.

'. a r
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A NOTE
ON THE OPTIMAL REPLACEMENT

TIME OF DAMAGED DEVICES

Dror Zuckerman

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Israel

ABSTRACT

Abdel Hameed and Shimi (I] in a recent paper considered a shock model
with additive damage. This note generalizes the work of Abdel Hameed and
Shimi by showing that the a-priori restriction to replacement at a shock time
made in [I is unnecessary.

1. INTRODUCTION

A recent paper by Abdel Hameed and Shimi [1] was concerned with determining the
optimal replacement time for a breakdown model under the following assumptions: A device is
subject to a sequence of shocks occurring randomly according to a Poisson process with parame-
ter X. Each shock causes a random amount of damage and these damages accumulate addi-
tively. The successive shock magnitudes Y1 , Y2 ... , are positive, independent, identically dis-
tributed random variables having a known distribution function F(). A breakdown can occur
only at the occurrence of a shock. Let 8 denote the failure time of the device. For t < 8 let
X(t) be the accumulated damage over the time duration [O,t]. The device fails when the accu-
mulated damage X(t) first exceeds Z. That is,

(1) 8 = inf(t )> 0; X(t) >, Z),

where Z is a random variable, independent of the accumulated damage process X, having a
known distribution function G() called the killing distribution. More explicitly, if X(t) - x
and a shock of magnitude y occurs, at time t, then the device fails with probability

(2) G(x+y) - G(x)
1 - G(x)

Upon failure the device is immediately replaced by a new identical one with a cost of c. When
the device is replaced before failure, a smaller replacement cost is incurred. That cost depends

: !on the accumulated damage at the time of replacement and is denoted by c(x). That is to say
c(x) is the cost of replacement before failure when the accumulated damage equals x. It is
assumed that c(0) - 0 and c(x) is bounded above by c. Thus there is an incentive to attemptto replace the device before failure. The condition c (0) - 0 has to be interpreted as a policy of

no replacement if there is no damage.

,.: In their paper Abdel Hameed and Shimi [11 derived an optimal replacement policy that
minimizes the expected cost per unit time under the restriction that the device can be replaced
only at shock point of time.

521
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In the present article we consider a similar breakdown model without the above restriction
made in [1]. We allow a controller to institute a replacement at any stopping time before failure
time. He must replace upon device failure. Throughout, we restrict attention to replacement
policies for which cost of replacement is solely a function of the accumulated damage. In some
shock models, replacement at a scheduled time offers potential benefits relative to replacement
at a random time. However, the problem of scheduled replacement in failure models with addi-
tive damage is an open problem and it is beyond the scope of the present study.

Let T be the replacement time. At time T the device is replaced by a new one having sta-
tistical properties identical with the original, and the replacement cycles are repeated
indefinitely. The collection of all permissible replacement policies described above will be
denoted by M. Our objective is to prove that an optimal policy replaces the system at shock
point of time. Thus the restriction about the class of permissible replacement policies made in
[1] can be omitted.

The following will be standard notation used throughout the paper: E[ Y;A I, where Y is a
random variable and A is an event, refers to the expectation E [IA YI - E I YI A - lIP(A),
where 14 is the set characteristic function of A.

2. THE OPTIMAL POLICY

By applying a standard renewal argument, the long run average cost per unit time when a
replacement policy T is employed can be expressed as follows

(3) Elc(X(T)); T < 81 + E[c; T = 81
E[T]

Let*= inf*r•
TEM

Clearly
E[c(X(T)); T < 81 + E[c; T = 81

E[T)

for every T E M, and the optimal replacement policy that minimizes r over the set M is the
one that maximizes

(4) Or= *E[T]+ E[c- c(X(T)); T < 81.

By applying Dynkin's formula (see Theorem 5.1 and its Corollary in Dynkin [21) equation (4)

reduces to

(5) Or- E fo J(X(s))dsl + c,

wheretXI - f ( -V' dF (y) + xIc(x) -f cx G (x-'Y' Fy
(6) J(x)= - - G(x+y) d ) +y) dF,).

G(x) G(x)

The proof of the above result follows a procedure similar to that used by the author in (Section
2 of [31), and therefore is omitted.

•X( In what follows we shall denote by S the state space of the stochastic process
Ix (); 1 < 8).

Al
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Let

(7) St - {x E S; J(x) > 0),

and

(8) S2 - x E S; J(x) < 0).

Let 1j, f2, t3 .. be the shock points of time and define
w - {ti; i .

Let L be the subclass of replacement policies in which a decision can be taken only over the set

We proceed with the following result:

THEOREM 1: For every replacement policy T, Q' L, there exists a replacement policy 72
E L such that Or > 0rT

PROOF: Let T, be a replacement policy such that T, q L.

Let T(S 2) be the hitting time of the set S2. That is

(9) T(S 2) = infit > 0; X(t) E S 2}.

(it is understood that when the set in braces is empty, then T(S 2) - oc)

Let

(10) T= infit > Ti; i E W)

and define

(11) T2 =min{ t. T(S 2)).

Clearly T2 E L. Next we show that 0T >'Or.

Using (5) we obtain

-0 2-or," E [fo T2 J(X(s))ds] - E I fo J(X(s))ds] - E [f J(x(s))ds; T2 -

. (12)

- E fT(s J(X(s))ds; t> T(S2).

Note that

I. IT2 - 1" implies that IT(S 2) > 7" and therefore E Ifr J(X(s))ds; T 2 - 0 0

'S
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i. J X(s)) for T(S 2) < s < T, is non-positive on the set It > T(S 2)). Therefore
E> (s) ) 0.)

Efr IsJ(X(s))ds; t > T 2 .

Therefore, (using (12)) we obtain

or 2 - OTI 0

as desired.

Recalling that an optimal replacement policy T* is the one that maximizes 9 r and using
Theorem 1. it follows that T* E L. Hence, the optimal policy derived by (1] is the optimal one
among all possible replacement policies for which cost of replacement is solely a function of the
accumulated damage.

Finally it should be pointed out that if the benefits of scheduled replacement were con-
sidered, the conclusion reached, that an optimal policy replaces the device at a shock point of
time, would no longer generally hold.
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A NOTE ON THE SENSITIVITY OFNAVY FIRST
TERM REENLISTMENT TO BONUSES, UNEMPLOYMENT

AND RELATIVE WAGES*

LF-i Cohen
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Diane Erickson Reedy

Mfathtech. Inc.
Rosslvn, Virginia

ABSTRACT

Multiple regression analysis of first term reenlistment rates over the period
1968-1977 confirms previous findings that reenlistmont is highly sensitive to
unemiployment at the time of reenlistment and shortly after enlistment, almost
four %ears earlier. Bonuses, particularly lump sum bonuses. were also shown to
he a significant determinant of reenlistment.

This note reports the results of cross-sectional multiple regression analysis of first term
Navy reenlistment. Equations which were estimated represent the completion of research con-
ducted by Cohen and Reedy [11 which analyzed the sensitivity of first term reenlistment to
fluctuations in economic conditions at the time of reenlistment and about the time of enlist-
ment, considering the effect of the latter on reenlistment behavior four years later. The princi-
pal finding of that study was that unemployment rates, both at the time of reenlistment and
about the time of enlistment four years earlier, were powerful predictors of reenlistment rates.
By comparison, measures of private sector versus military wages entered in the same equations
were generally found to be insignificant or, at best, relatively unimportant. That study did not,
however, take into account the influence of reenlistment bonuses which this follow-up note
addresses.

This note describes the results of regression equations, replicating those which were the
basis of the original Cohen-Reedy paper, which include reenlistment bonus variables to con-
sider their influence upon Navy reenlistment over the ten year period, 1968-1977.

Reenlistment rates were compiled from Navy Military Personnel Statistics ("The Greenj~Book"), quarterly by rating, separately for E-4's and E-5's. To help minimize spurious fluctua-
tions in the data, reenlistment rates were calculated only for those quarters which had an aver-
age of at least 10 eligibles per month. In addition, due to definitional and mensurational incon-
sistencies, ratings which include nuclear power and diver NEC's were eliminated and other

*This research was supported by the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. Systems Analysis Division. under a con-
tract with information Spectrum. Inc.. Arlington. Virginia.
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ratings which include 6 year obligors (6YO's) were analyzed separately. The resultant data base
consisted of 3110 observations for 4YO ratings, and 787 observations for 6YO ratings. Each
observation referred to a specific quarter, rating and pay grade, either E-4 or E-5.

Four multiple linear regression equations were estimated: one for 4YO ratings (including
E-4's and E-S's); one for 6YO ratings (including E-4's and E-5's); one for 4YO E-4's; and one
for 4YO E-5's. No attempt was made to estimate separate equations for each major occupa-
tional category as was done in the previous study. Given observed variations in earlier equa-
tions, collective treatment of ratings has probably resulted in depressed R 2 statistics.

The dependent variable, RATE3, is the percentage deviation of the current quarter reen-
listment rate from the mean reenlistment rate for that rating and pay rate over the 10 years
under study, 1968-1977.

RATE3 ff(Quarterly Reenlistment Rate - Mean (10 Year) Reenlistment Rate)
Mean (10 Year) Reenlistment Rate

This specification of the dependent variable was adopted to contend with wide variations in the
level of reenlistment rates from rating to rating. RATE3 describes relative changes in reenlist-
ment rates.

Independent variables included in the equations are listed and defined in Table 1.

TABLE I - Independent Variables

AUR ............................. current national unemployment rate

ARAUR ........................ average rate of change in unemployment (AUR) over the
past 6 quarters preceeding the reenlistment decision

AURI3 .......................... unemployment (AUR) 13 quarters prior to the reenlistment
decision (NOTE: Virtually uncorrelated with AUR.)

RW ............... the ratio of military basic pay to private sector earnings

AWARD ....................... bonus award multiple

LS ................................. dummy variable indicating lump sum payment of bonuses
(LS - I for 1968 - 1974, LS - 0 for 1975 -1977)

ELIG ............................. number of individuals eligible for reenlistment

PAYRATE .................... dummy variable indicating rate
(PAYRATE - I for E - 5's; PAYRATE - 0 for E - 4's)

DRAFT ......................... number of persons drafted (all services) 18 quarters prior
to reenlistment decision

SWAR ............................. dummy variable for Viet Nam War

(WAR - I for 1968 - 1972; WAR - 0 for 1973 - 1977)
QTR3 ......................... third quarter seasonal dummy

(QTR3 - I for 3rd calendar quarter only)

p TIME ............................ time variable (TIME - Year - 67)

.,
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In the context of cross-sectional analysis, estimated coefficients do not pertain to the
impact of a given variable over time for a specific rating, but represent the typical impact of that
variable over the entire 10 years across all ratings which were included in the study.

Results of the estimation procedures are summarized in Table 2.

TABLE 2 - Reenlistment Equations. Coifficients. (f-statistics), and Means

. TION 4NO ONOYO 4) O/F-4 4N O)/-5
INDEPENI)ENT (ol" ('oc 1 Cof Coef
V .RIA H ()l Mean (t) Mean (1) Mean UP Mean

.\'R 14 52 0b 18 40 0o 15"" t 0 124Q 0
(4. l 1' o) 03 i 1341)

\RAR .- 84 02 .I 5, 02 70 02 -1 .38 02

(I Ol1 (2341 88) Q I-
AURI3 2() 38 04 25.13 05 2421 04 3t 8' 04

(1244) (8A) O 75) ( 12 Sol
-R -03 '7 48 -7 Q4 72 -.08 82

I 121 .64) F103) (i 03)
-\',\RI) 03 115 .(004 211 03 1 15 2 I 15

14061 - 05) 34') (243)1

IS 45 70 .5 .6 31 76 '0 6
16.321 5.81) I 21) (Q)21
- 08F-2

1 
103 I OW- '' 1603-2 8 071 '1' I 1 - O1I s3 '4

(8 74) (3.83) oq 1( 2

P-\ RAIT 03 50 - 05 50'

( 451 ( 6 t'O)
DR NIA - (044 5181+ 4 4 4'1 +4! t4" +84+J 0411:-4[ 14 1"F

1' .\1. 51 i (66', * I(4 2 - *03 " )1)

' 2 5R o 36 50 21 5' .

14101 446) F212) (461)
Q I1R3 - 20 - 08 20 -18 20 - 0 20

(3601 124 12 1') J (23:)
rIMi 08 5()5 08 1 5 63 18 5115 068 51 (k,

2 (44Q 8i)
CONS IA.,N 1 - 2.26 361 0I '.3 - 3 1-.851

'152' 1585) (44) 14 231

R 34 48 411 35

SOKISI-RN\ .,'1l0NS- 3111) ' i 155 1554

The three unemployment variables, AUR, ARAUR and AUR13, were specified precisely
as in the earlier Cohen-Reedy study. Consistent with those results, the significance of the
unemployment rate variables and the magnitude of their apparent effect upon reenlistment are
striking. Taken literally, coefficients in the 4YO equation, for example, show a one point
increase in AURI3 (+.01) indicating a 29 point (+.29) increase in RATE3. While it is real-
ized that these coefficients may overstate the real influence of unemployment, their equations,
like those which they are replicating, do indicate that reenlistment decisions may in fact be sen-
sitive to perceived costs of employment search and to the security of private sector employ-
ment.

The first compensation variable, RW, representing the ratio of military to private sectorwages, was calculated separately for E-4's and E-5's using basic pay for E-5's and E-6's respec-

tively as proxies for next-term earnings. RW was not a significant variable in any of the four
equations.
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The other two compensation variables, AWARD and LS, relate to bonuses. AWARD is
the multiple for a particular rating in a given quarter, ranging from 0 to 6. This multiple is the
factor which the Navy applies against an individual's monthly pay to compute the dollar amount
of his bonus payment. AWARD was significant in all three 4YO equations. LS is a dummy
variable which assumes a value of 1 through calendar 1974 during the period when lump sum
awards were paid to approximately 50% of those individuals who reenlisted. Beginning January
1, 1975, a new policy was initiated which reduced the percentage of lump sum bonus payments
to approximately 10% of those reenlisting. The coefficient of LS indicates that when bonuses
were paid in lump sums, the percentage difference between actual reenlistment rates and mean
(10 year) reenlistment rates was higher by .45 than when bonuses were paid in installments.

The variable ELIG was included in the equations simply to capture the observed relation-
ship between low numbers of eligibles and high reenlistment rates.

PAYRATE is a dummy variable which distinguishes between E-4's and E-5's (PAYRATE
= 1). TIME was included to capture the influence of factors which have changed steadily over

time such as the quality of life improvements effected by the Navy over the past several years.

These equations support the authors' earlier findings, notably that unemployment rates at
the time of the reenlistment decision and shortly after enlistment are important determinants of
reenlistment rates. Relative wages continue to appear unimportant. It appears, however, that
reenlistment bonuses have had a significant positive effect on reenlistment, particularly when
those bonuses have been awarded in lump sum payments.

Although by no means conclusive, the equations summarized in Table 2 suggest the fol-
lowing management initiatives:

- Experimentation is warranted in the use of lump sum bonuses to mitigate the effects
of low unemployment rates on reenlistment.

- Opportunities to reenlist might be timed to coincide with low points (periods of high
unemployment) in the business cycle.

- AURI3 and predicted AUR should be used to augment current information used for
projecting reenlistment rates.

- Based on the continued performance of the AURI3 variable, serious consideration
must be given to implementing new programs designed to effect enlistee career decision
making very early during the first term of service.
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